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Abstract

The development of novel electrochemical sensors and solid
phase on-line derivatisation devices using conducting
materials has been investigated in this work.

polymeric

Polypyrrole was the

material of choice due to its merits over other conducting polymers,
particularly the ease of synthesis and the ability to incorporate a
wide range of counterions.
Polypyrroles
substances

have

containing

been

a

range

electrochemically

of

chemically

synthesised

properties characterised using various techniques.

active

and

their

Incorporation of

the desired substances was verified using elemental analysis, amino
acid analysis, fast atom bombardment mass spectrometry ( F A B M S )
and energy dispersive X-ray ( E D X ) analysis.
conductivity

of

these

polymers

The electroactivity and

were

evaluated

using

chronopotentiometry, cyclic voltammetry and cyclic resistometry.
The electrochemical release of counterions, such as
anthraquinone-2,6-sulphonic

acid

(AQSA),

dichromate,

serum albumin ( H S A ) and pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid
from polypyrrole polymers has been investigated.

human
(PDCA),

It was found

that the rate of release of the counterion is a function of the
counterion size, charge and hydrophobicity.
and

the

solution

conditions

(ionic

The applied potential

strength, p H ,

supporting

electrolyte and solvent) also affected the rate of release.
Polypyrrole was coated onto platinum and thin mercury film
electrodes, and the capability of preconcentrating metal ions by

Ill

complexation and/or precipitation using these electrodes have been
investigated.

Experimental results demonstrated that polypyrrole

modified electrodes were able to chemically preconcentrate silver
ions and subsequently generate voltammetric signals.

Polypyrrole

modified electrodes were also found to enhance selectivity for the
detection of dichloramine over other chloramine species.
Polypyrroles containing diethyldithiocarbamate (DTC) and
aryl sulfatase (AS) have been investigated for use as polymeric
reagents in a reactor for on-line derivatisation.

The D T C ligands

were electrochemically released from the polymer into the eluent to
form

copper-DTC

detection.

and

nickel-DTC

complexes

for

subsequent

Polymer immobilised A S catalysed the derivatisation of

p-nitrocatecholsulfate ( P N C S ) to p-nitrocatechol which enhanced the
sensitivity of P N C S detection.
This study has indicated that it is possible for polypyrroles
containing

chemically

electrochemical
devices.

sensors

active
and

substances

solid

phase

to

on-line

be

used

as

derivatisation
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Abbreviations
A

Ampere

ABS

Absorbance

AE

Auxiliary electrode

AQ

Anthraquinone

AQH

Hydroanthraquinone

AQSA

Anthraquinone-2,6-disufonic

AS

Aryl sulfatase

ASV

Anodic stripping voltammetry

BHDEDTC

Bis-2-hydroxydiethyldithiocarbamate

C

Concentration

c-

Counterion

CF

Carbon foil

CME

Chemical modified electrode

CR

Cyclic resistometry

CV

Cyclic voltammetry

d

Channel thickness of thin layer electrochemical

acid

cell

D

Diffusion coefficient

Dapp

Apparent diffusion coefficient

DEDTC

Diethyldithiocarbamate

DME

Dropping mercury electrode

DMG

Dimethylgly oxime

DTA

Differential thermal analysis

DTC

Dithiocarbamate

e-

Electron

E

Potential

AE

Potential difference

E3/4

Three quarter wave potential

El/4

Quarter wave potential

Eapp

Applied potential

Ef

Final potential

Ei

Initial potential

Ep(ox)

Oxidation peak potential

Ep(red)

Reduction peak potential

Et

Trigger release potential

EA

Potential of auxiliary electrode

Ew

Potential of working electrode

EZ

Electrochemical

EDTA

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

EDX

Electron dipersive x-ray analysis

ESR

Electron spin resonance

F

Faraday constant

FABMS

Fast atom bombardment mass spectrometry

FIA

Flow injection analysis

FTIR

Fourier transfer infrared spectroscopy

g

gram

CE

Glassy carbon

h

Hour

HPLC

High performance liquid chromatography

HSA

Human serum albumin

i

Current

ip

Peak current

ip(ox)

Oxidation peak current

iR

Ohmic drop

IR

Infrared spectroscopy

1

Litre

m

Metre

min

Minute

ml

Mililitre

M

Molarity

NMR

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy

PDCA

Pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid

PNC

P-nitrocatechol

PNCS

P-nitrocatecholsulfate

ppb

Parts per bilion

ppm

Parts per milion

Py

Pyrrole

PP

Polypyrrole

PP/AQSA

Polypyrrole anthraquinone-2,6-disufonic acid

PP/AS

Polypyrrole aryl sulfatase

PP/Br

Polypyrrole bromide

PP/C1

Polypyrrole chloride

PP/CIO4

Polypyrrole perchlorate

PP/Cr207

Polypyrrole dichromate

PP/DS

Polypyrrole dodecyl sulfate

PP/DTC

Polypyrrole dithiocarbamate

PP/EDTA

Polypyrrole ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

PP/HSA

Polypyrrole Human serum albumin

PP/NO3

Polypyrrole nitrate

PP/PDCA

Polypyrrole pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid

RE

Reference electrode

RVC

Reticulated vitreous carbon

s

Second

S

Siemens

SDS

Sodium dodecyl sulfate

SEM

Scaning electron microscopy

t

Time

tf

Final pulse time

ti

Initial pulse time

To

Apparent time interval between application of a
potential and detection of released species

Ti

Apparent time interval between application
of a potential and the m a x i m u m rate of release
achieved

To*

Time interval between application of a potential
and detection of released species (To* = To - T M )

Tr

Time interval between application of a potential
and the m a x i m u m rate of release achieved
(Tr = Ti - T M )

TEAP

Tetraethylammonium

perchlorate

TGA

Thermalgravimetric

TM

Dead time

TMFE

Thin mercury film electrode

UV

Ultraviolet

V

Volt

W1/2

Peak width at half height

Wi/2(ox)

Oxidation peak width at half height

W i/2(red)

Reduction peak width at half height

XPS

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

X

Wavelength

analysis

Electrochemical convention: in cyclic voltammograms
oxidation currents are positive and reduction current are negative.

IX

All potential applied or measured were against a Ag/AgCl
(3 M

NaCl) reference electrode unless otherwise stated.
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

2

The development of n e w chemical monitoring techniques with
improved

sensitivity, selectivity and simplicity remains of interest

to analytical chemists.

In recent years developments in the areas of

chemical sensors (1) and solid phase on-line derivatisation devices
(2) have

expanded

the

capabilities

of

analytical

laboratories.

Developments in both these areas depend on the utilisation of new
materials with

specifically defined properties.

A

new

class of

materials which has been employed in recent years is conducting
polymers.

These materials have attracted m u c h

their unique properties.

attention due to

The application of conducting polymers as

the active component for sensors and on-line derivatisation devices
has been investigated in this work.

1.1 ELECTROCHEMICAL SENSORS
Chemical sensors continue to play an increasingly important
role in analytical science.

They have been used in many areas, such

as on-line monitoring and control of industrial chemical processes
(3), environmental analysis (4,5) and clinical biochemical analysis
(6,7).
A chemical sensor is a device which can reliably identify and
quantify atomic, molecular or ionic species.

There are usually two

essential

sensing:

processes

involved

in

chemical

chemical step, and a transduction process.

a

selective

The function of the

chemical step is:
1) To provide a selective interaction with the target analyte,
and
3 0009 02982 2769

3

2) T o

ensure that the analyte is present in a form

which

enables an appropriate analytical signal to be produced.
The

development

of useful chemical

sensors depends

upon

development of the appropriate chemistry and localisation of this
chemistry in or on an appropriate transducer.

The most

common

chemical sensors that have been developed can be divided into four
categories according to the method of transduction.
1) Electrochemical sensors: electrochemical parameters such
as potential or current are measured;
2) Optical

sensors: optical signals

such

as adsorption

or

emission of light are measured;
3)

Semiconductor

sensors:

potential

variations

of

the

transistor are measured; and
4) Piezoelectric sensors: frequencies of crystal oscillation are
measured.
Our
sensors.

interest lies in the development

of electrochemical

Such devices have been used extensively due to their low

cost, ease of fabrication and amenability to automation (8).
Electrochemical sensors are usually based on the
measurement
potentiometric

of potentiometric
sensors, such

or

as

voltammetric

H + , K+

signals.

and N a +

ion

With

selective

electrodes, a local equilibrium is set up at the sensor interface and
the potential of the electrode or m e m b r a n e
potential

is then

related

to

the

analyte

is measured.
concentration.

This
With

voltammetric sensors, the electrode potential is the driving force for
electrode reactions and the current which flows during the reaction

4

is

measured.

This

concentration.

current

is

proportional

to

the

analyte

There are significant differences in the features of

these two electrochemical sensors as they are based on different
electrochemical processes.
electrochemical

Potentiometric sensors, which rely on

equilibrium

processes, require

kinetics for sensitive responses.
kinetics can be

somewhat

rapid

electrode

With voltammetric sensors, the

controlled by

the electrode potential.

Both processes rely on fast electron transfer processes for sensitive
results.
The

development

sensors

depends

on

electrode materials.
devices

were

of both potentiometric
the

introduction

and

and

voltammetric

utilisation

of

new

For instance, during the 1960s, potentiometric

widely

applied

selective electrodes (9).

due

to

the

development

of ion

The development of voltammetric sensors

can be traced to Heyrovsky's invention of the dropping mercury
electrode ( D M E ) in the 1920s (10). The application of polarography,
which utilises the D M E , then became popular in the late 1940s and
in the 1950s (11).
To

date the use

of mercury

drop

or thin mercury

film

electrodes ( T M F E s ) is still popular for voltammetric measurements.
This is particularly so for determination of metal ions which are
readily

preconcentrated

recently, species have
However,

these

via
been

electrodes

electrodeposition,
preconcentrated

do

have

intermetallic compounds which m a y

by

although

more

adsorption (12).

limitations.

Firstly, the

form during the accumulation

step with stripping voltammetry of metal ions cause interference
(13).

Secondly, dissolved oxygen in the solution should be removed

to enable detection at negative potentials without interference (14).

5

In addition, the mechanical stability of mercury based electrodes is
relatively poor, particularly in flowing solutions.
The other most commonly used electrodes for analytical
purposes

are

gold, platinum

and

glassy

carbon.

These

solid

electrodes have a wide potential range and an adequate mechanical
stability (15).
often

occurs

electrodes

However, contamination
and

(16).

this
The

complicates
number

or fouling of electrodes

electrochemistry

of

species

at

which

these

can

be

preconcentrated on these solid electrodes is usually limited to those
which can be electrodeposited.
These limitations of conventional electrodes led to a great deal
of interest in the development of chemically modified
( C M E s ) in the late 1970s (17).
immobilise
chemistry,

a
on

sensitivity and
CMEs

modifier,
the

introduces

surface

in

selectivity of detection.

were m a d e

polymer

The principle behind C M E s is to

which

electrode

in the early

film electrodes.

electrodes

a

order

predetermined
to

enhance

Significant advances in

1980s with the development

This n e w

the

type of C M E s

possess

of
an

inherent chemical and physical stability, a high capacity (coverages
of

IO" 10 - 10" 6

electrochemical

mol/cm2)
response

and

compared

developed in the early stage.

a

more
to

those

sensitive,

selective

monolayer

CMEs

These advantages are associated with

the well designed structure and composition of the polymer films
which will be discussed below.

The ease of preparation and the

long lifetimes associated with the use of polymer film electrodes are
other advantages.

6

There are four methods commonly used for the preparation of
CMEs:
1) Physical mixing;
2) Chemisorption;
3) Covalent bonding; and
4) In-situ polymerisation.
With the physical mixing method, the modifier is combined
with the electrode material.
paste

electrodes

incorporated

which

into

preparation (18).

a

The most c o m m o n example is carbon

have

carbon

the

modifying

paste

species

matrix

during

directly
electrode

They are very simple to prepare and inexpensive.

The electrodes are easily regenerated by simply polishing them to
expose a fresh electrode surface.

The capacity of such electrodes is

relatively high, in that surface coverages of 5 x IO"8
modifier have been

reported

(19).

Another

mol/cm 2 of

advantage

of such

electrodes is that a range of modifiers such as insoluble organics
and

inorganics, ion

exchange

resins

or

organic

polymers are easily incorporated (20-22).

and

inorganic

However, the greatest

problem associated with the use of this type of C M E s is leaching of
the modifier

from

the electrode

since any

modifier

is slightly

soluble in c o m m o n solvents.
The chemisorption method is suitable for coating modifiers
which

are

insoluble

in

the

analyte

solution.

For

electrode

preparation, the modifier is first dissolved in a volatile solvent.

It

is then pipetted onto the electrode surface and the solvent allowed
to evaporate, leaving the modifier on the electrode surface.
obtain

a homogeneous

coating, an

intermediary

wetting

To

solvent

7

m a y be used on the electrode surface before modifier deposition to
ensure that the solvent/modifier completely
surface.

covers the electrode

Polymers (23,24), as well as various organic (25) and

inorganic (26,27) compounds, have been deposited onto electrode
surfaces using chemisorption.
mol/cm2

for quinhydrone

Coverages as high as 1.7 x
(25) have

been reported.

As

IO - 7
with

physical mixing electrodes, electrodes prepared in this w a y suffer
from instability problems due to leaching of the modifier from the
substrate (28).
The emergence of covalently bonded-phase electrodes was a
significant advance in the evolution of C M E s (29).

The instability

problems caused by leaching of the modifier from the electrodes
described above have been alleviated using the covalent bonding
method.

Preparation involving covalent bonding falls into one of

four categories.
1) Direct bonding, in which modifiers are bound directly to the
substrate without intermediary chemistry.

For instance, allylamine

can be bound to glassy carbon electrodes (30).

This procedure is

relatively simple but it is limited in that the modifier and substrate
must be amenable to direct bonding.

— CH2

/

allylamine

/

A

CH2

A

X

ri-in-i-Mi-i-

s

I
— CHCH2NH2

8

2) Silanization, in which the organosilane reagent reacts with
oxygen-containing groups on the electrode substrate to produce a
silanized surface by forming M-O-Si- (M: substrate material) bonds.
This surface can be used directly or m a y be further derivatised
with the desired functional groups.

The silanisation procedure has

been used to bind modifiers to various substrates such as platinum
(31), gold (32), silicon (33), carbon (34), S n 0 2 (35), T i 0 2 (36) and
Ru02(37).

/

/

/

r0H

0-SiX2R + HX

+ XSiX2R

/

/

(X = Cl for example)

3) Cyanic chloride reactions, in which the immobilisation of
cyanic chloride also involves an intermediary reaction with oxygencontaining groups on the electrode surface.

This procedure has

been widely applied to carbon electrodes as a coupling agent for
enzymes, amines, amino acids and hydroxy groups (38).

/
/
/
/

N
-CH 2 OH +

C

K\ y

4) Surface activation, in which

-CH20—L
/

N
N

attachment of amines or

enzymes to a carbon surface by reacting with carboxylic acid groups

9

requires

a

surface

activation

step.

Thionyl

chloride

and

carbodiimide are commonly used for the activation (39).

,P soci2

OH

NH

/

n

^

ci

2R

•

/

NHR

/

Although covalently bonded-phase electrodes are very stable
compared

with

physical

mixing

electrodes

and

chemisorption

electrodes, they still suffer from low capacity due to formation of
monolayers

on the surface.and the electrode preparation can

be

complicated and time consuming.
In-situ polymerisation provides another method for preparing
CMEs.
polymer

M a n y techniques have been developed for in-situ coating of
films

photo-induced

onto

electrode

surfaces including

(41), plasma-induced

polymerisation.

chemical (40),

(42) or electrochemical

(43)

Comparing these approaches, electropolymerisation

has several advantages.

Firstly, simple instrumentation is required.

It involves only a device capable of applying either a constant
potential or a constant current.
process is readily controlled.

Secondly, the electropolymerisation

A soluble m o n o m e r is usually oxidised

or reduced from solution to form an insoluble polymer film on the
working electrode.

The thickness of the polymer is controlled by

the deposition time and
parameters

for

polymerisation

properties of the polymer.
current

density

the concentration of solution.

can

can

be

used

to

Various

influence

the

For instance, the applied potential or

influence

the

polymer

morphology

(44).
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Thirdly, deposition of either conducting (45) or non-conducting (46)
polymer

films is possible.

Fourthly, it is relatively

easy

to

incorporate chemically active species into the polymer using codeposition

methods

(47) or incorporation

of counterions

during

polymerisation (48).
Several types of CMEs have been developed, each having been
fabricated to provide a specific mechanism for enhancing analytical
performance.

These chemical functions are:

1) Electrocatalysis;
2) Ion exchange;
3) Complexation;
4) Permselectivity; and
5) Bioactivity.
Electrocatalytical CMEs rely on the immobilisation of redox
centres, such as catalytic metals, onto the electrode surface.

These

redox centres act as a fast electron transfer mediator for species
which usually undergo a slow oxidation or reduction process at the
bare electrode.

For instance, catalytic oxidation of nicotinamide

adenine dinucleotide ( N A D H ) was carried out using meldola blue
modified electrodes (49), and the overpotential was decreased by
500 m V .
Using CMEs with ion exchangers enables preconcentration of
ionic species to be achieved.
poly(4-vinylpyridine)

or

A commonly used anion exchanger is

quaternized

polyvinylpyridine.

An

important cation exchanger is Nafion which has excellent chemical
and

thermal

successfully

stability.
used

Nafion

for analysis.

coated
For

electrodes

instance, a

have

been

Nafion-coated
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mercury

thin

film

electrode

has

been

employed

determination of trace metals in blood (50).

for

direct

Several other ion

exchange resins have also been used as the modifier for C M E s , such
as the anion exchanger Amberlite L A 2 (51).
By attaching an appropriate complexing agent onto the
electrode

surface, metal

coordination

ions

be

or chelating reactions.

have been used as modifiers.
dithizone

can

(55) have

Trioctylphosphine

through

Various complexing

agents

For instance dimethylglyoxime (52),

(53), alkylmercaptans

phenanthroline

preconcentrated

been

(54)

used

oxide-modified

and

2,9-dimethyl-l,10-

in carbon paste electrodes.

glassy

carbon

and

mercury

electrodes have also been studied for metal ion analysis (56,57).
Modifiers which possess a combination
exchange

properties

have

been

of complexation

developed

preconcentration and separation of metal ions.

for

more

An

and ion
effective

example is a

Nafion film electrode containing dicyclohexyl-18-crown-6

used for

determination of thallium, silver and lead (58).
Permselective film coated electrodes can be used to separate
the

analyte

from

potential

interferences.

The

controlled

permeability of the polymer film acts as a membrane barrier on the
electrode surface.

Selective permeability m a y be achieved on the

basis of size, charge or polarity.

A n example of such a C M E is

cellulose acetate coated electrodes which have been used in anodic
stripping voltammetry

for the elimination of interferences arising

from organic surfactants (59).
The production of bioactive surfaces has enabled biosensor
technology to develop rapidly in recent years.

Active species such
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as enzymes

and

antibodies

(or antigens) are attached

to the

electrode surface to perform biocatalytical reactions and biospecific
interactions respectively.

These electrodes are very specific due to

the high selectivity of the biological reactions.

Various enzymes

and antibodies (or antigens) have been used for biosensors, a
typical example being the glucose oxidase modified electrodes (60).
Although many advances have been made in the development
of C M E s , perusal of the literature reveals that m a n y

of the

limitations of current C M E s are related to the difficulties involved in
optimising both the chemical processes and the signal generation
step on the same surface.
ideal chemical and

Often the modifier does not have both

electrical properties.

However, conducting

polymers do have the potential to be excellent sensing surfaces due
to their unique properties (Sec. 1.3).
may

be

addressed

derivatisation

by

techniques

the

Alternatively, this problem

development

which

separate

of
the

novel

on-line

chemical

and

detection processes.

1.2 ON-LINE DERIVATISATION
High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) has become
a powerful tool utilised for the analysis of a broad range of samples.
However, one limitation is the inadequate sensitivity and selectivity
in many detection processes.

T o overcome this problem, sample

derivatisation techniques have been
derivatisations are commonly
and

postcolumn

developed.

Two

types of

employed: precolumn derivatisation

derivatisation.

In

samples are derivatised before column

precolumn

derivatisation,

separation using suitable
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solvents
carried

and

reagents.

The

derivatisation

out in an off-line m o d e

due

process

is normally

to the restrictions on

solvent, reagent and particularly the reaction time (61).

the

Therefore,

the on-line derivatisation technique most commonly used in H P L C is
the postcolumn

derivatisation approach.

Postcolumn derivatisation is used to convert the analytes
separated by the column to an appropriate chemical form prior to
detection so as to enhance the sensitivity and/or selectivity (62).
The derivatisation reaction occurs in a device called the reactor.
Before

the reactor there is usually

a mixer

reagent is delivered by an additional p u m p .
a T or Y union with a small dead volume.

through

which

the

The mixer is normally
After the reactor there is

a detector which is normally a spectrophotometer, a fluorimeter or
an electrochemical detector.

The combination

of the postcolumn

derivatisation and the detection is referred to as reaction detection.
The schematic of an H P L C system with a reaction detector is shown
in Fig. 1.1.
The advantages of postcolumn derivatisation are:
1) The reaction need not go to completion or be fully defined
in order to achieve a stable reaction product.

The only requirement

is reproducibility;
2) Less

artifact formation

occurs

compared

to

precolumn

derivatisation;
3) There is no effect on the separation process and
4) Automation for routine operation is easily achieved.
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eluent

6—-

column

injector

-®-H

reactor

I

mixer

detector

t
waste

Fig. 1.1. Schematic

On

the

of an HPLC

other

hand

system with reaction detector

the

disadvantages

of

postcolumn

derivatisation are:
1) T h e complexity of the H P L C

system increases with the use

of the postcolumn reagent, reactor and an additional p u m p ;
2) Extra-column band broadening arises; and
3) Excess reagent can interfere with the signal generated

by

the reaction products.
However,
minimising

many

ways

of

maximising

the

advantages

the disadvantages of postcolumn derivatisation

have been developed.

and

systems

There are four basic types of postcolumn

reactors:
1) Open-tubular (capillary) reactors;
2) Packed bed reactors;
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3) Segmented reactors; and
4) M e m b r a n e reactors.
Of the four types of reactors open-tubular reactors are the
most frequently used due to simplicity of construction.
of stainless steel or P T F E tubing is required.
obtained

with

these reactors decreases

Only a piece

The band broadening

with

decreased

diameter

and length of the tubing and it can also be reduced by coiling or
knitting (63).

The reaction time in open tubular reactors is short,

normally less than 1 minute so that it is suitable for fast reactions.
However, the reaction time can be extended for several minutes
using knitted open-tubular reactors (64).
Packed-bed reactors are glass or stainless steel columns that
are packed with small, inert, nonporous glass beads.
broadening

of

these

particles are used.

reactors

decreases

when

The

smaller

band

size

of

The reaction time in packed-bed reactors is 1-5

minutes and these reactors are suitable for intermediate reactions.
Segmented reactors are made up of a long length of tubing in
which

the column

effluent is segmented

immiscible solvent plugs.

with

air bubbles

or

The reaction time in segmented reactors

can be as long as 20 minutes and these reactors are suitable for
slow

reactions.

Band

broadening

effects

obtained

with

these

reactors depend mainly on the conditions of the segmentation.
Membrane reactors have been developed in recent times (65).
The reagent is delivered into the column effluent stream through a
porous, inert m e m b r a n e

by

pneumatic

pressure.

mixers or coils are required in these reactors.

Therefore, no

The reaction time in

these reactors is similar to open-tubular reactors and

they

are
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suitable for fast reactions.

The band

broadening

obtained

with

these reactors depends on the geometry employed.
The development of new postcolumn reactors is aimed at
overcoming

the shortcomings mentioned above.

The

development

of pumpless reaction units is one of the most important research
areas.
and

In these types of reactors no reagent delivery is required,
consequently

unnecessary.

the

additional

pump

and

mixer

become

This not only simplifies the reaction detection system

but also reduces band broadening and baseline noise.

There are

three c o m m o n types of pumpless reactors:
1) Photochemical reactors;
2) Electrochemical reactors; and
3) Solid phase chemical reactors.
The use of photochemical reactors, which normally consist of a
light source, an irradiation coil, and some devices for cooling the
reactor has increased

recently

(66).

Photochemical

postcolumn

derivatisation m a y be used to increase the rate of a derivatisation
reaction which would normally occur m u c h slower.

For instance,

the photocatalysis of nitrous acid oxidation of reserpine to the more
highly fluorescent 3,4-dihydroreserpine has been described (67).
major difficulty encountered

with photochemical

the rate of the photochemical reaction.

An

A

derivatisation is

appropriate reagent

often has to be added into the mobile phase in order to promote the
reaction.

For instance in the case of the photochemical reduction of

vitamin K i ascorbic acid was added to the mobile phase (68).
Electrochemical reactors which are of interest in this work
have been commonly used for on-line derivatisation (69,70).

This
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is due to the fact that several advantages are realised.

Firstly, the

instrumentation needed for electrochemical reactors is simple.

Only

an electrochemical cell using large surface area working electrodes
is

required.

Secondly,

the

electrochemical reaction which
choice

of

appropriate

derivatisation

can

involves

be easily controlled

electrochemical

conditions.

by

an
the

Thirdly,

enhancement not only of sensitivity but also of selectivity can be
achieved

by

use

of

electrochemical

reactors

with

a

suitable

potential or current.
Derivatisation in electrochemical reactors can be achieved in
two ways:
1) Reagents

can be

derivatise analytes.
electrodes

generated

electrochemically

on-line to

For instance, the use of copper or other metal

at which

metal

ions

are generated

surface to enhance the detection of complexing

at the

electrode

analytes such as

amino acids and dicarboxylic acids (71).
2) Analytes

can

surface to produce

be

oxidised

species which

or reduced
are more

easily detectable by

spectrophotometric or electrochemical detection.
reduction of vitamin K

at the electrode

For instance, the

to the fluorescent hydroquinones has been

used previously (72).
One of the difficulties encountered with electrochemical
reactors
electrode
This

is

the

adsorption

surface which

problem

waveforms (73).

can

be

of

hinder

derivatisation

products

subsequent conversion

minimised

by

using

pulsed

on

the

processes.
potential
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Recently, there has been great interest in the development of
reactors in which the derivatisation reagent is present on/in a solid
support material

(74,75).

The

support m a y

be

an

inorganic

substrate such as silica, alumina or clay, or an organic substrate
such as a polymeric material.

The reagent m a y

be physically

adsorbed, intercalated or ionically or covalently bonded
support.

The

requirements

which

should

be

met

to the
in

the

development of solid phase reactors (SPRs) are:
1) The solid support and reagent should be stable in the HPLC
mobile phase;
2) The

solid

support

should

be

stable at the pressures

encountered in the H P L C system;
3) The

SPR

should

not contribute

SPR

should

not irreversibly

excessively

to

band

broadening;
4) The

retain the reaction

products; and
5) The S P R should not generate gases or produce precipitates
in the mobile phase.
It is worth noting that SPRs employ heterogeneous
derivatisation

rather

than

homogeneous

encountered in more conventional reactors.

derivatisation

as

Several advantages

arise from the use of heterogeneous derivatisation (76):
1) No additional pump or mixing unit is required since no
reagent solution is being added;
2) Problems

associated

with

dilution, mixing

and

band

broadening are minimised;
3) Compatibility with a wide variety of mobile phases is
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ensured;
4) M o r e selective reactions and fewer side products can be
achieved;
5) The immobilised reagent has a longer lifetime; and
6) L o w cost for analysis.
In the solid phase reactor, the analyte may react with the
reagent stoichiometrically and in this case the consumed reagent
needs to be replenished when depleted (77).

Alternatively, the

solid phase reagent m a y catalyse the derivatisation reaction, and
can

therefore

regeneration.

be

used

for

longer

periods

of

time

without

For instance, various immobilised enzyme reactors

have been investigated recently (78,79).
Polymeric solid phase reactors have attracted more attention
in recent years due to the fact that they display greater stability
over a larger p H

range than inorganic supports.

Lifetimes are

longer due to the fact that they are easily regenerated (80).
Chemically active polymeric phases can be prepared in two ways,
either by attaching the reactive species to an existing polymer or by
polymerising a m o n o m e r with reactive functional groups.
One of the most interesting applications of polymeric reagents
is the use of immobilised enzymes on the polymer to catalyse
derivatisation
procedure
savings.

reactions.

which

extends

Since
the

enzymes

lifetime

are

expensive,

results in

any

considerable

A s enzymes are catalysts and not consumed in a reaction,

therefore, an enzyme preparation could be used for a long period of
time, whereas once an enzyme is put in the solution, it often
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denatures and the activity is decreased.

However, immobilisation

of the enzyme often increases the activity and the lifetime (81).
The use of conducting polymers for enzyme immobilisation
has also been explored in recent times (82-84).
reported

that

the

immobilisation

of enzymes

It has been
on

conducting

polymeric materials has a number of advantages:
1) The thickness of the enzyme film can be varied and easily
controlled;
2) The spatial distribution of enzyme in the polymer matrix
may be readily controlled;
3) The fabrication of a multilayer structure using different
enzymes and different polymeric matrices can be readily achieved;
and
4) Modulation of enzyme activity by controlling the polymer
electrochemically may be possible (85).
To develop both electrochemical and polymeric solid-phase
reactors, new

materials are required for the electrode or the

polymeric reagent.

Conducting polymers have properties which

should be practically useful in such applications.

1.3 CONDUCTING POLYMERS
The polymers, polyaniline and polypyrrole, were first
reported to be electrically conductive by Buvet (86) and Dall'Olio
(87) in 1968.

However, these new polymeric materials did not

arouse further interest until 1977 when
and

co-workers

showed

Shirakawa, MacDiarmid

that polyacetylene

possesses

metallic
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conductivity when treated with various dopants (88).

Since then,

the field of conducting polymers has drawn increasing attention and
has developed rapidly (89).
Many

new

synthesised

such

conducting

polymeric

materials

have

as polythiophene (90), polyfluorene

dibenzocrown-ether

(92).

Further

investigations

been

(91) and

into

polymer

properties, not only conductivity but also electroactivity (93,94),
optical properties (95), and thermal properties (96), have been
carried out.

Application of these new polymers in various areas

such as electronic devices (97,98), electrochromic screens (99) and
new battery materials (100, 101) have also been explored.
Although

rapid

progress

has

been

made

in

this

interdisciplinary science, the field of conducting polymers is still in
its infancy (102).

Here a review in this area is given, including the

basis of the electrical conductivity of conducting polymers, polymer
synthesis, polymer properties and polymer property modification
schemes since these are all relevant to the use of conducting
polymers

as

voltammetric

detection

and

on-line

derivatisation

devices.
It has
polymers
conducting

been

depends

found
on

polymers,

that the conductivity

the degree
such

as

of doping
undoped

semiconductors with large band gaps (104).

of

conducting

(103).

Undoped

polyacetylene,

are

U p o n chemical doping,

the polymers are exposed to an oxidant or a reductant to obtain a
positively charged polymeric complex with a counterion which is
the reduced oxidant or the oxidised reductant.
increases as much as 14 orders in magnitude (105).

Conductivity then
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In

order

doping,

new

to explain
concepts

the high

which

conductivity

consider

obtained

electronic

conducting polymers have been introduced (106).

after

defects

in

The conductivity

is believed to be related to the presence of polarons and bipolarons
(107).

However, the nature of these polarons or bipolarons is still

unclear, and is the subject of intense investigation (108).
The synthesis of conducting polymers such as polypyrrole is
commonly carried out using chemical (109) or electrochemical (110)
methods.

For instance, polypyrrole has been produced using FeCl3

as the oxidant in an aqueous medium (111).

The polymer formed is

a p-type conducting polymer.
Electrochemical polymerisation of conducting polymers dates
back to the work of Dall'Olio and co-workers (87). "Pyrrole black"
(polypyrrole), as it was called at that time, was obtained by the
electrochemical oxidation of pyrrole in aqueous sulfuric acid to form
a black powdery

precipitate on a platinum electrode.

Intensive

studies in this area have been carried out by Diaz and co-workers
(112,114).
The electrochemical route for the preparation of conducting
polymers has been widely used for m a n y aromatic compounds such
as pyrrole, thiophene

and

their derivatives.

It consists of an

electrochemical oxidation of a m o n o m e r leading to the anode being
coated with a layer of synthesised polymeric film.

These aromatic

monomers are oxidised at relatively low positive potentials, below
2.1 V , so that complications arising from the oxidation of the solvent
and the electrolyte can be avoided.
cell is used for polymer synthesis.

The classical three electrode

The anode material used m a y be
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gold, platinum, glassy carbon, graphite or tin oxide.

The cathode

material widely used are gold, platinum and vitreous carbon.
reference electrode used depends on the solvent.

The

In aqueous

solution either a Ag/AgCl reference electrode or a saturated calomel
reference electrode (SCE) is employed, whereas in an organic
solution, a A g / A g +

reference electrode is used.

solvent depends

the characteristics of the m o n o m e r

on

The choice of
to be

polymerised: its solubility, acidity or basicity and electroactivity.
The

solvent

nitromethane,

may

be

propylene

water,

acetonitrile,

carbonate

or

tetrahydrofuran,

methylene

carbonate.

However, acetonitrile is commonly used for organic solutions.

The

supporting electrolyte must have a high solubility in the solvent
and be electrochemically inert within a large potential range.

The

alkali metal salts, for instance N a C 1 0 4 and N a 2 S 0 4 , are commonly
used

in

aqueous

solutions

and

tetraalkylammonium

salts, for

instance N(Bu)4C104 and N(Bu)4BF4, in organic solutions [N(Bu)4;
tetrabutylammonium].
Electropolymerisation is an electrophylic substitution reaction
which occurs via radical coupling (113).

In general it m a y be

described by two concomitant processes: one is an irreversible
process of polymerisation and the other is a reversible process of
doping.

A n example is the electropolymerisation of pyrrole.

1) Polymerisation: each pyrrole m o n o m e r loses two electrons
and two protons to form the polymer chain.
2) Polymer oxidative doping: each polypyrrole unit with n
pyrrole rings loses n m

electrons and n m

single negative charged

anions are incorporated into the polymer matrix, where m
to numbers of electron lost per pyrrole ring.

is equal
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The polymers are generated in their oxidised state since the
polymerisation and the doping processes are concomitant.
Conducting polymers have many unique properties and this is
the reason w h y they have attracted so m u c h attention in recent
years.
They
(115).

They are generally insoluble in water and organic solvents.
are thermally stable at temperatures up to about 200° C
The most attractive property is their high conductivity.

The

conductivities of some conducting polymers are similar to metals
(116) and in this sense they are called "synthetic metals".

The

combination of the light weight and the high conductivity makes
conducting
replacement.

polymers

an

attractive

proposition

for

metal

In some cases, for instance in space shuttles or

aeroplanes, the light weight is critical.
are electroactive: they

can

be

M a n y conductive polymers

switched

between

the oxidised

conductive state and the reduced less conductive state by imposing
potentials (Fig. 1.2).

+

^N.^ HaPP HN4>
Fig. 1.2 Switching the state of conducting polymers by application
of potentials
C": counterion incorporated.
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In the case

of polypyrrole

films, the redox

process is

reversible and it can be driven repeatedly without the loss of
electroactivity (117).

Therefore these polymers can be used as a

new kind of electrode material for different purposes, for instance
rechargeable

batteries

(101).

These

polymers

electrochromic transition properties accompanying
undoping

processes.

also

the doping and

For instance, polypyrrole is black

oxidised and yellow when reduced (118).

show

when

This property makes

conducting polymers suitable for use in electrodisplays (99). Other
properties of conducting polymers such as magnetic (119), thermal
(120) and mechanical properties (121) have been investigated.
The properties of conducting polymers can be modified in
various ways.

These include:

1) Using different monomers;
2) Incorporating various counterions;
3) Varying the conditions of polymerisation;
4) Derivatising the polymer after synthesis; and
5) Forming copolymers or polymer composites.
Conducting polymers generated from different monomers
have different properties.
suitable

for the

synthesis

There are many monomers which are
of conducting

polymers.

Pyrrole,

acetylene, thiophene and aniline have attracted a great deal of
attention.
(124),

Other monomers

paraphenylene

(125),

such as azulene (122, 123), indole
perinaphtalene

(126),

heptadiyne

(127), and p-phenylene oxadiazole (128) have been investigated.
The derivatives of some monomers, such as pyrrole and thiophene,
have been used for the synthesis of new conducting polymers.

The
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properties of these polymers were found to be quite different from
their parent polymers.

For instance, the conductivity of poly(3-

methylpyrrole) is m u c h less than that of polypyrrole (114).
Counterions which

are incorporated

control the polymer properties.

into the polymer also

For instance, polypyrrole with

perchlorate as the incorporated anion has a high conductivity but
polypyrrole
(129).

with

Not

fluoromethylsulfonate

has

only the physical properties

a low

conductivity

of the polymer

are

influenced by the counterions but also the chemical properties are
more likely to be influenced.

Counterions which possess special

chemical properties have been used to introduce these properties
into the formed

polymer

and

chemically active polymers.

this is the basis for producing

For instance, catalysts incorporated

into the polymers enable the polymer matrix to act as a catalytic
surface for predetermined reactions (130).
Conditions employed for polymer synthesis, such as solvent,
substrate and temperature, also affect the properties of the formed
polymer.

For example, polypyrrole films grow well in acetonitrile

solution

using

supporting

tetraethylammonium

electrolyte,

but

tetrafluoroborate

no

polymer

as

grows

the
from

dimethylformamide solution using the same electrolyte (131).

It is

interesting that the content of water in the polymerisation solution
strongly

affects the conductivity

polypyrrole

toluenesulfonate

solution with 1 %

film

of the formed
generated

from

conductivity (0.5 S / c m ) (131).
on

A

acetonitrile

water has a high conductivity (100 S/cm) but a

film grown from acetonitrile solution with 25 %

deposited

polymer.

platinum

water has a low

Polypyrrole toluenesulfonate films

electrodes

appear

to

have

a

higher
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electroactivity than that deposited on titanium electrodes (132).
Polypyrrole

synthesised

from

solutions

maintained

at

a

low

temperature

(-20° C) is more conductive than that synthesised at

room temperature (20° C ) (133).
Derivatisation of polymers after synthesis has been employed
to vary the properties of conducting polymers.

For instance,

polypyrrole has been derivatised to form dithiocarbamate groups to
produce a surface suitable for preconcentration of metal ions (134).
Formation of copolymers is another method used to modify
the properties of conducting polymers.

For instance pyrrole-

styrene copolymer was synthesised to modify the mechanical and
physical properties of polypyrrole (135).

1.4 AIMS OF THE PROTECT AND STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS
Polypyrrole was chosen in this investigation due to the merits
of this material over other conducting polymers.
extensively

Firstly, it has been

studied and consequently background

readily available.

Secondly, it can be

information is

electrochemically synthesised

at a relatively low potential compared to other c o m m o n conducting
polymers such as polythiophene and polyaniline.

Thirdly, it is

easily synthesised in both aqueous and organic solutions and can
incorporate a wide range of counterions.

Fourthly, it is stable in

c o m m o n solvents. Finally, it is very conductive and electroactive.
The general aim of this project was to develop, study and
apply polypyrrole which contains chemically active substances for
analytical purposes.

Polypyrrole has been studied for the last
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fifteen years and applications in m a n y
However,

application

studies

in

areas have been explored.

analytical

chemistry

are

still

limited.
It is well k n o w n

that counterions can be incorporated into

polypyrrole during polymerisation.
phenomenon
conducting

as

polymers

systematically
In
active
their

an

this

feasibility

of

for

to

prepare

analytical

chemically

applications

has

active

not

been

explored.
work, polypyrroles

substances
physical

approach

Nevertheless, the use of this

have

and

been

chemical

using

these

containing

various

electrochemically
properties
chemically

chemically

synthesised

characterised.
active

polymers

and
The
as

voltammetric sensors or for on-line derivatisation devices has been
explored.
The project consisted of four major parts:
1) Synthesis and characterisation of polypyrroles;
2) Release of anions from polypyrroles;
3) Development

of amperometric

sensors using

polypyrrole

modified electrodes; and
4) Development of a postcolumn electrochemical reactor using
polypyrrole film electrodes.
The first part (Chapter 2) involved the fundamental aspects of
electrochemical synthesis and characterisation of polypyrroles.

The

effect of polymerisation

and

conditions on polymer

conductivity has been investigated.

composition

These properties of polypyrrole

are important for the applications considered in this work.
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The second part (Chapter 3) involved investigations into the
release of incorporated anions from the polymer.

This

property of

polypyrroles is relevant to the applications investigated in this
work.

The release of different anions and the factors which affect

the release of these species from polypyrrole polymers have been
investigated.
The third part (Chapter 4) involved investigations into the
feasibility

of

using

voltammetric

detection.

metal

by

ions

investigated.

polypyrrole

modified

electrodes

for

Electrodes capable of preconcentrating

complexation

and/or

precipitation

have

been

Polypyrrole modified electrodes have also been used

for detection of chloramines.
The fourth part (Chapter 5) involved investigations into the
feasibility of using polypyrrole films as polymeric reagents in an
electrochemically controlled solid phase postcolumn reactor.

Two

types of polymeric

was

systems have been investigated.

One

capable of releasing a complexing agent into the eluent from the
polypyrrole matrix and the other contained an immobilised enzyme
catalyst.
The purpose of this project was to evaluate the feasibility of
using chemically active polypyrroles for analytical purposes.

The

analytes chosen as the test cases included heavy metals, such as
copper, nickel and chromium, as well as chloramines all of which
are of interest for analytical chemists due to their toxicity in the
environment.

In

addition, the

noble

metal, silver, and

biochemical, p-nitrocatecholsulfate, have also been determined.

the
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CHAPTER 2

DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERISATION METHODS
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2.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N
The electropolymerisation of polypyrrole may be described as
follows (136):
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1) At positive potentials, the pyrrole m o n o m e r is oxidised to
form a radical cation.

2) After this initiation step, there is a radical

coupling reaction, accompanied
electron oxidation

by a deprotonation and a one-

in order to regenerate the aromatic

system.

Since the potential is sufficiently high to oxidise the m o n o m e r when
the polymerisation process occurs, the concentration

of neutral
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monomer

is zero at the electrode surface and negligible in the

region of the electrode.

Therefore, the initial coupling reaction must

involve the coupling of two radical cations rather than one radical
cation with one monomer.

3) Since the dimer, trimer and polymer

are more easily oxidised than the monomers, the radical cations of
pyrrole also react with the radical oligomeric cations.
Three

methods

electropolymerisation

have

previously

been

employed

for

of pyrrole:

1) Potentiodynamic;
2) Potentiostatic; and
3) Galvanostatic.
Using the potentiodynamic method, the electrode onto which
the polymer is to be deposited is subjected to consecutive potential
sweeps in a solution containing pyrrole m o n o m e r and a supporting
electrolyte.

The positive potential limit is critical since the initiation

of polymerisation on the electrode surface commences only above a
certain

potential.

For

polymerisation of 0.02 M

instance, it was
pyrrole in 0.1 M

reported

(137)

that

N a C 1 0 4 aqueous solution

on platinum could be initiated at potentials above 0.50 V vs S.C.E.
Using positive potential limits below 0.50 V, no film formation was
observed.

At positive potentials >

1.10 V , over-oxidation of the

polymer occurred and the electroactivity of the polymer decreased
with

subsequent

sweeps.

Therefore, to obtain

an

electroactive

polymer, the positive potential limit was maintained at values less
than 1.00 V.
it

provides

O n e advantage of the potentiodynamic method is that
information

polymerisation
electrochemical

and

associated

enables

processes

kinetic
to

be

with

the

control

mechanism
of

minimised.

of

undesirable
However,
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polymerisation is difficult to control and therefore, reproducible
polymer

film

generation

is

difficult

to

achieve

using

potentiodynamic methods (138).
For the potentiostatic method, the electrode is subjected to a
constant potential.
chosen

from

(139).

The potential for polymerisation is normally

voltammetric

behaviour

Chronoamperometry

polymerisation
problems

process.

is

This

as potentiodynamic

of the m o n o m e r

employed

method

to

solution

monitor

suffers from

the

the
same

growth in that the reproducibility

obtained for the polymer generation process is poor (140).
Using the galvanostatic method, the electrode is subjected to a
constant current during polymerisation.

Chronopotentiometry is

used to monitor the polymerisation process.

This method has been

employed by many workers (141-143) since it is easy to control the
process of polymerisation and obtain reproducible polymer films.
Therefore, this method was chosen for electropolymerisation in this
work.
Characterisation of polypyrrole to determine physical and
chemical properties has been carried out using various techniques.
Conductivity has been measured using the four point probe method
(144-146).

Polymer

composition

has

been

determined

using

elemental analysis (147), energy dispersive x-ray analysis ( E D X )
(148) and

x-ray

Structural

information

spectroscopy

photoelectron

(IR)

has

spectroscopy
been

(151-153),

obtained

Fourier

(XPS)

(149,150).

using

infrared

transform

infrared

spectroscopy (FTIR) (154), nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(NMR)

(155),

Raman

spectroscopy

(156)

and

Mossbauer
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spectroscopy (157).

Polymer morphology has been studied using

scanning electron microscopy ( S E M ) (158,159).
have been measured
Thermal

Magnetic properties

using electron spin resonance (ESR) (160).

properties

have

been

investigated

using

thermogravimetric analysis ( T G A ) and differential thermal analysis
( D T A ) (161-163).

Mechanical properties have been measured using

tensile strength tests (164).

Electrochemical properties have been

investigated using various techniques such as cyclic voltammetry
(165), chronopotentiometry
impedance

(166), chronoamperometry

(167) and

(168).

measurements

In this work, polypyrroles containing a range of chemically
active reagents have been synthesised electrochemically on various
substrates for different applications (Refer to section 2.2.3.2 Table
2.2).

Although

many

polypyrrole previously

counterions

have

been

incorporated

into

(169-171), incorporation of reagents which

were chosen for the purpose of using their chemical properties for
analytical applications has been limited (172).

The details of each

polymer synthesis in this work are to be given in the following
chapters.

In this chapter only some c o m m o n aspects relevant to the

polymerisation are discussed using PP/C1, as an example.
examples, such as P P / P D C A
and P P / A Q S A

highlight

( P D C A : pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid)

( A Q S A : anthraquinone-2,6-sulphonic acid), are given

to illustrate the techniques
and

Other

utilised for polymer

the effects of some

parameters

characterisation

employed

during

polymer synthesis on the polymer characteristics.

In this work characterisation of polypyrrole has been carried
out using various techniques (Table 2.1). Our major interests lay in
determination

of polymer

composition

and

their

electrochemical
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properties.

Since the polymers are to be used for the purpose of

sensing and on-line derivatisation, the presence of the incorporated
counterions and the electrochemical properties are paramount.
Table 2.1 Characterisation

techniques

employed

Technique

Information obtained

Reference

Chronopotentiometry

polymerisation mechanism

166

Elemental analysis

polymer composition

147

Fast atomic bombardment mass
spectrometry
(FABMS)

173
counterions incorporated

148

Energy dispersive x-ray
analysis (EDX)

counterions incorporated

Amino acid analysis

protein incorporated

174
158,159

Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM)

polymer morphology

Cyclic resistometry (CR)

wet conductivity

175

Cyclic voltammetry (CV)

electrochemical properties

165

2.2 E X P E R I M E N T A L
2.2.1 Reagents and materials
All reagents used were analytical grade purity, unless
otherwise stated.

Deionised

throughout this work.

water (Millipore) was

employed
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Pyrrole (Sigma, L R

grade) was distilled before use.

The

m o n o m e r solutions (0.50 M ) were prepared using either water or
acetonitrile as the solvent, and then stored in the refrigerator after
use.

The solutions for polymer synthesis were freshly prepared by

mixing the m o n o m e r solutions with a suitable electrolyte solution
before polymerisation.
Platinum (Johnson, Mathey), glassy carbon (Metrohm),
reticulated vitreous carbon ( R V C ) (ERG), carbon foil (Goodfellow),
and

gold

coated

plastic film

(Sierracin Intrex) were

substrates for polymer deposition.

used

as

R V C is made of vitreous carbon

and has a honeycomb like structure.

The carbon foil is made of

pure carbon with a paper-like appearance.

The gold coated plastic

film consists of a very thin layer of gold metal deposited on one
side of an insulating plastic film.

R V C was used for experiments

involving release of anions from the polymer (Chapter 3). Platinum
and glassy carbon were used as substrates for sensors in this work
(Chapter 4).

The carbon foil and gold coated plastic film were used

in the postcolumn reactor since both materials possess appropriate
mechanical properties, a high conductivity and m a y be cut into any
size as required (Chapter 5).
2.2.2 I n s t r u m e n t a t i o n
Constant-current
Princeton

Applied

polymerisation
Research

was

carried

(PAR)

out
Model

potentiostat/galvanostat in conjunction with a Model
coulometer.

The

chronopotentiograms

recorded

a

173

179 digital

during

growth were also obtained using the same instrument.

using

polymer
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All electrochemical experiments performed

in the stationary

cell were carried out using a Bioanalytical System ( B A S ) CV-27
voltammograph.
Polymer micrographs and EDX spectra were obtained using a
Hitachi S-450 scanning electron microscope connected to a TN-2000
Microtrace detector (United Science).
Fast atom bombardment mass spectra were obtained using a
V G analytical model M M

12-12 mass spectrometer.

The wet conductivity of polymer was recorded using a cyclic
resistometer built by the Division of Mineral Chemistry, C S I R O
Institute of Energy and Earth Resources.
A m i n o acid analysis was carried out using an ICI amino acid
analyser.
2.2.3 Experimental procedures
Polymer

synthesis and characterisation were carried out in

following steps:
1) Pretreatment of substrates: the working electrodes used as
the

substrates

ways.

for

polymerisation

were

pretreated

in

different

Platinum wire electrodes were soaked in chromic acid in

order to remove any polymers already existing.

They were then

dipped in aqua regia for 5 min and soaked in Millipore water for 2
h

before

polymer

deposition.

Glassy

carbon

electrodes

were

polished with an aluminium oxide slurry followed by rinsing with
water and ultrasonification to remove traces of aluminium oxide.
R V C , carbon foil, gold coated plastic film were first rinsed with
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acetone to remove organic substances, then thoroughly rinsed with
water.
2) Preparation of chemically active polypyrrole: polypyrroles
incorporating

various

anions

were

prepared

by

galvanostatic

electropolymerisation onto the substrates from either aqueous or
acetonitrile solution containing

pyrrole

and

the chosen

Experimental conditions are summarised in Table 2.2.

anion.

Solutions

were deoxygenated with nitrogen for 15 min prior to synthesis of
the

polymer.

Chronopotentiograms

were

recorded

during

polymerisation.
3) Characterisation:
Fast Bombardment Mass Spectrometry (FABMS) (173) was
used

in

verifying

the

incorporation

of

desired

counterions.

Polypyrrole was deposited onto the sample electrode then covered
with a layer of glycerol before analysis.
Elemental Analysis was used to determine the composition of
polymers.

Thick polymers grown on gold coated plastic films were

thoroughly rinsed after growth, then dried and peeled from the
substrate.

They were soaked in water for two days to remove

anions absorbed on the polymer before being sent to the Analytical
Laboratory, Australian National University, for analysis.
Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis was also used to
qualitatively

or

semi-quantitatively

incorporated into the polymer.

determine

the

counterions

Samples were cut into small pieces

and attached to an aluminium sample tray using conductive carbon
paint.
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Table 2.2 Conditions employed for synthesis of polypyrrole
polymers
Type of
Polypyrrole

Substrate

PP/CIO4

Pt, GCS

0.10m Py m +0.50m TEAPa +
1% H 2 0 (w/w) in CH3CN

PP/C1

Pt, GC,
Au, CF h
Pt,GC

0.25M Py + 1.0MKC1 in H2O

0.50

6.0

0.25M Py + l.OMKBr in H 2 0

0.50

6.0

0.25M Py + 0.10M PDCA +
Pt,GC
RVC*, CF 1% H 2 0 (w/w) in CH3CN
0.25M Py + 0.05M EDTA-Na2
Pt,

0.25

12.0

0.25

12.0

0.20

6.0 18.0
12.0

PP/Br
PP/PDCAb
PP/EDTA C

CC
PP/AQSAd

Solution

in 50% CH3CN + 50% H 2 0
0.25M Py + 0.05M EDTA-Na2
in H 2 0
0.25M Py + 0.025M AQSA
in H 2 0

Current
Time
(min)
density
2
(mA/cm )
0.50
6.0

PP/HSAe

GQCF
RVC, Au
GQRVC
Au, CF
GC,RVC

PP/AS f

CF, Au

0.25M Py + 0.1M NaAci
+ 400 unit.k AS in H 2 0

0.50

PP/NO3

Au, GC,
CF

0.25M Py + 1.0M NaN03
in H 2 0

0.50

PP/DS1

CC

0.25M Py + 0.1M SDS
in H 2 0

0.50

PP/Cr207

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)

TEAP
PDCA
EDTA
AQSA
HSA

AS
GC
CF
RVC
NaAc
unit.

SDS
(D
(m) Py

0.25M Py + 0.05M K 2 Cr 2 0 7
in H 2 0

0.20

0.25M Py + 3.6 x 10"4M
HSA in H 2 0

0.01

6.0 18.0
6.0 24.0
0.083 6.0
0.083 6.0

tetraethylammonium perchlorate
pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
anthraquinone-2,6-disulphonic acid
h u m a n serum albumin
aryl sulfatase
glassy carbon
carbon foil
reticulated vitreous carbon
sodium acetate
one unit A S will hydrolyze 1.0 m m o l e of p-nitrocatechol sulfate
per hour at p H 5.0 at 37°C
Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate
pyrrole.
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Amino acid analysis (174) was used to determine the amount
of protein incorporated into the polymer.

Samples were dried at

60° C in an oven and weighed until constant weights were obtained.
Then samples were placed in hydrolysis tubes with 1.0 ml 6 N HC1,
evacuated using a freeze dryer and heated at 110° C for 24 h. T o
remove residual HC1, samples were dried under vacuum with N a O H
pellets.
Scanning Electron Microscopy ( S E M ) was used to characterise
the

morphology

of polypyrrole

modified

electrodes.

Sample

preparation was the same as for E D X analysis.
Cyclic

voltammetry

( C V ) was used

to investigate the

electrochemical properties of these n e w polymers.

Details for each

polymer will be given in relevant chapters.
Cyclic resistometry (CR) is a technique developed recently that
can measure the time-varying resistance of an electrode during
cyclic voltammetry by the imposition of square galvanostatic pulses
(175).

It was used in this work to measure the conductivity of the

polymer in solution (wet conductivity).
prepared

according

to the procedures

Polypyrrole films were
described

above

then

transferred to the cyclic resistometry cell for measurement.

2.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.3.1 Polvmer synthesis
The details for each polymer synthesis will be illustrated in
relevant chapters.

Here, only some c o m m o n

discussed using PP/C1 as an example.

aspects are to be
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The conditions used for polymer synthesis in this work are
summarised

in Table 2.2.

These conditions were

chosen to

maximise the amount of counterion incorporated and to ensure that
the polymer produced was conductive and electroactive.
Aqueous solutions were used when possible as in most cases
the solubility of the counterions is higher in water than in organic
solvents.
High concentrations of counterions (many close to their
maximium

solubility) were employed.

This ensured

polymer produced had adequate conductivity (143).

that the

The amount of

incorporated anions was found to be independent of the anion
concentration in the range considered for polymerisation.

For

instance, PP/C1 generated from various concentrations of chloride
had a similar quantity of chloride in the polymer (Table 2.3).
However,

using

conductivity

cyclic

resistometry

PP/C1

increased

of

it was
when

found

that the

increased

chloride

concentrations were used (Sec. 2.3.2.3, Table 2.6).
for

polypyrrole

into

which

other

Similar results

counterions

have

been

incorporated, were reported previously (141).

Table 2.3 Effect of chloride concentration employed during polymer
synthesis on the chloride content in PPICl polymer

KC1 solution (M)
Cl in PP/C1 % (w/w)

0.02
15.1

0.10
12.3

1.00
13.9

Results were calculated according to the ratio of pyrrole rings to chloride
from elemental analysis (Table 2.7); polymer synthesis conditions as in
Table 2.2.
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Current densities used
mA/cm2

to 0.50 m A / c m 2

for polypyrrole growth

were

0.10

since polymers produced under these

conditions have been reported to have high conductivity, even
surface morphologies and strong adhesion to the substrate (44).
PP/C1 synthesised with lower current densities was found to have a
lower quantity of chloride incorporated into the polymer (Table
2.4).

The conductivity of the polymers increased when current

densities were increased from 0.10 m A

to 0.50 m A , and then

remained constant (Sec. 2.3.2.3, Table 2.5).
Table 2.4

Effect of current density employed during polymer

synthesis on chloride content in PPICl polymer

Current density
(mA/cm2))

0.20

Cl in PP/C1 % (w/w)

11.9

1.00

5.00

13.9

15.1

Conditions same as in Table 2.3.

2.3.2 Characterisation

Three electrochemical methods were used in this work to
characterise the formed polymers.
2.3.2.1 Chronopotentiometry
Polymerisation

processes

were

monitored

using

chronopotentiometry since a galvanostatic method was employed.
Chronopotentiograms
relevant chapters.

obtained

for each polymer

are shown in

In order to achieve a general understanding of
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the chronopotentiograms obtained in this work, the results obtained
with two polymers are discussed below.

PP/C1 was used as an

example of a conducting polymer and P P / P D C A was used as an
example of a less conductive polymer.
1) Chronopotentiograms for PP/C1
Typical chronopotentiograms are shown in Figures 2.1, 2.2.

0.9i

a
(V^

0.7

0.5
5m in

Fig. 2.1 Effect of substrate employed for PP/Cl
chronopotentiograms

deposition on

Substrate: a. GC, b. Pt; solution for polymer synthesis: 0.25 M Py + 1.0 M KC1;
current density: 0.50 m A / c m 2 ;

A

time: 6 min.

potential increase at the beginning of the process was

attributed to polymer nucleation on the substrate (176).

The initial

peak potential (potential corresponding to the top of spike) was
found

to

depend

on

the

substrate

and

the

current

density
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employed.

A lower peak potential was observed using platinum as

the substrate (Fig. 2.1). A higher current density induced a higher
initial peak potential (Fig. 2.2).

Once polymer growth started, the

potential decreased and then remained constant.

This indicated

that the polymer formed was conductive (177).

0.91

c

b

a

N
>

£

0.7-

0.5
5min

Fig. 2.2 Effect of current density employed for PPICl synthesis on
chronopotentiograms
Substrate: GC; solution for polymer synthesis: 0.25 M Py + 1.0 M KC1. current
density:

a. 0.25 mA/cm 2 ,

b. 0.50 mA/cm 2 , c. 1.0 mA/cm 2 ; time: 6 min.

2) Chronopotentiograms for P P / P D C A
Typical chronopotentiograms are shown in Figure 2.3.
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Q

2.0

1.0

0

2 min

Fig. 2.3 Effect of substrate employed for PP/PDCA

deposition on

chronopotentiograms

Substrate: a. GC, b. Pt; solution for polymer synthesis: 0.25 M Py + 1.0 M PD
(CH3CN + 1% H20);

A

current density: 0.25 mA/cm 2 ; time: 12 min.

greater initial potential was required to initiate P P / P D C A

deposition onto glassy carbon and the polymer nucleation process
lasted for a longer time.

This indicated that the initiation of

P P / P D C A growth on glassy carbon was more difficult compared to
PP/C1.

The potential decreased when the polymer started to grow.

However, the potential then began to increase after a short time.
This indicated that the polymer formed was less-conductive since a
higher potential was always required to overcome

the increased
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resistance of the polymer to maintain the rate of polymer growth
(178).

The polymerisation process was also found to be substrate

dependent.

No

initial potential increase was observed and the

potential for polymerisation was lower when platinum was used.
However, the potential was still found to increase with time.
2.3.2.2 Cyclic voltammetry
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) has been widely used to characterise
the electrochemical properties of conducting polymers (179-181).
Voltammograms of conducting polymers are complex, depending on
the

polymer,

incorporated

counterion,

solvent employed and applied potential.
will be given in relevant chapters.

supporting

electrolyte,

Details for each polymer
Some common

aspects are

discussed here using PP/C1 as an example.
Figure 2.4 shows the cyclic voltammogram of PP/C1 in 0.10
N a N 0 3.

M

The redox couple around -0.20 V was attributed to the

reduction and

oxidation of the polymer backbone

according to

equation 2.4.
PP+C1- + e-

PP° +

Cl-

(2.4)

The high current, is due partially to redox reactions and
partially to charging current, indicating that the polymer formed
was electroactive.
which

The second reduction peak around -0.75 V,

decreased sharply with subsequent scans, was probably due

to structural transitions of the polymer backbone with release of
counterions (182).

When

the potential was above -0.20 V, the

polymer was oxidised and in its conductive state while at potentials
below -0.20 V, the polymer was reduced and in its less conductive
state. This has been verified using cyclic resistometry (Fig. 2.5).
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^05

-1.0

00

05

E(V)

Fig. 2.4 Cyclic voltammogram
Solution: 0.10 M

NaN03;

of PPICl on a platinum substrate

scan rate: 100 mV/s; polymer preparation as in

Fig. 2.1.

2.3.2.3 Cyclic resistometry
Conductivity is an important characteristic of conducting
polymers.

However, conductivities reported

to date have

been
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measured

in the dry state (dry conductivity).

For analytical

applications, polymers have mostly been employed in solution and
therefore

determination

of the conductivity

in solution (wet

conductivity) is more important.
The wet conductivity of polypyrrole was obtained using cyclic
resistometry (CR).

This conductivity includes both electronic and

ionic conductivities (183).

The cyclic resistometries of PP/C1 and

P P / P D C A have been investigated.
The wet conductivity of PP/C1 was found to be high and
constant in the potential range 0.40 V to -0.20 V when the polymer
was in its oxidised state. A transition occurred at - 0.28 V and the
conductivity decreased rapidly at more negative potentials when
the polymer was in its reduced state (Fig. 2.5).
The

current density employed

for polymerisation

did not

affect the wet conductivity of polymers very m u c h in the range
0.10 m A / c m 2 to 2.5 m A / c m 2 .
conductivities

The PP/C1 polymers had similar wet

in their oxidised

state (0.40 V ) , reduced

state

(-0.70 V ) (except for the current density of 0.10 m A / c m 2 ) and
similar transition potentials (Table 2.5).
The concentration of chloride used in the solution for polymer
growth had a strong effect on the wet conductivity of the polymers.
Although the wet conductivities of the polymers were similar in the
oxidised state (0.40 V ) , wet conductivities in the reduced state
(-0.70 V ) decreased

markedly

with decreasing concentration of

chloride (Table 2.6).

The transition potentials were also found to

shift positively with decreasing concentration of chloride.
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Table 2.5 Effect of current density employed during polymer
synthesis on cyclic resistograms of PPICl

Current density
(mA/cm 2 )
Resistance at 0.40 V (Q)

0.10

0.50

1.00

2.50

2.4

2.8

2.8

2.6

Resistance at -0.70 V (Q)

32.0

21.9

22.0

3.1

4.6

4.5

4.5

-0.33

-0.28

-0.29

-0.28

(wet) conductivity at
-0.70 V (IO"2 S)
Transition potential (V)

Solution for polymer synthesis 0.25 M Py + 1.0 M KC1;

0 0 *\

substrate: Pt;

polymerisation time: 25.0 min (0.10 m A / c m 2 ) , 5.0 min (0.50 m A / c m 2 ) ,
2.5 min (1.00 m A / c m 2 ) , 1.0 min (2.50 mA/cm 2 );
carried out in 3.0 M NaN03;

cyclic resistometry was

scan rate: 10 mv/s.

Table 2.6 Effect of solution concentration of chloride during
synthesis on cyclic resistograms of PPICl
KC1 in solution
(M)
Resistance at 0.40 V (O)

0.02

0.10

0.50

1.00

3.2

3.2

3.3

3.6

Resistance at -0.70 V (12)

35.5

30.0

28.2

27.4

(wet) conductivity at
-0.70 V (10"2S)

2.8

3.3

3.6

3.8

-0.17

-0.30

-0.37

-0.46

Transition potential (V)

Solution for polymer synthesis: 0.25 M Py + KC1;
current density: 0.50 mA/cm 2 ;

substrate: Pt;

polymerisation time: 5 min;

cyclic resistometry was carried out in 3.0 M

NaN03;

scan rate: 10 mv/s.
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0.1mA

i

i

i_

i

-0.7

0A
ElV)

Fig.2.5 Cyclic resistogram
for PPICl

on a platinum

a. cyclic

resistogram;

and corresponding

cyclic

voltammogram

substrate
b. cyclic

voltammogram;

solution

synthesis: 0.25 M Py + 1.0 M KC1; other conditions as in Table 2.6.

for

polymer
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It is worth noting that for the polymers investigated, the
conductivity increased with an increase in the electroactivity.

For

instance, PP/C1 was more electroactive than P P / P D C A , and also
more conductive (Fig. 2.6).
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40

5
20-

-0.8

0.4

0.0

0.4

E(V)

Fig. 2.6 Cyclic resistograms for PPICl and PPIPDCA

on a platinum

substrate
a. PP/CI; b. PP/PDCA.

Solution: 3.0 M NaNC<3; scan rate: 10 mV/s; polymer

preparation as in Fig. 2.1, 2.3.
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Various
employed

to

other

non-electrochemical

characterise

the

techniques

polymers

produced.

have

been

Selected

examples of polymers investigated in this work have been used to
illustrate the usefulness of these techniques.
2.3.2.4 Fast atom bombardment mass spectrometry
Counterions incorporated into the polymer can be detected
using F A B M S .

Besides simple counterions such as chloride, bromide

and perchlorate, complex counterions, like P D C A , could also be
detected (Fig. 2.7).

FABMS

sensitivity was increased when the

polymer films were covered with a liquid carrier, usually glycerol.
Such procedures have been used by other workers for analysis of
(184).

solid samples using F A B M S
approximately

fifty times

The peak intensity increased

for the detection

of perchlorate in

polypyrrole when glycerol was used (Fig. 2.8). N o P D C A could be
detected without the use of glycerol.

However, the presence of

glycerol does add complications to the interpretation of the spectra
due to matrix responses.
Information

on

the distribution of counterions within the

polymer can also be obtained using F A B M S .

To

verify this,

polypyrrole deposited on a layer of copper was subjected to F A B M S .
The profile of copper in the polymer is shown in Fig. 2.9 a.
Intensity of the copper ion increased with time as the atom beam
gradually penetrated the polymer.

Profiles of bromide and chloride

are also shown in Fig. 2.9 b, c.

The distribution of chloride within

the polymer

was

even, while bromide

within the outer layer of the polymer.
to the sensitivity of detection.

was

more

concentrated

Intensity here corresponds
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2.7 FABMS spectrum of PPIPDCA

Solution for polymer synthesis: 0.25 M Py + 0.10 M P D C A (CH3CN + 1 % H 2 0 ) ;
substrate: G C ;

current density: 0.25 mA/cm 2 ;

time: 12 min.
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Fig. 2.8 FABMS
Substrate: GC;
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spectra of PPICIO4
other conditions for polymer preparation as in Table 2.2;

a. without glycerol covering; b. with glycerol covering prior to FABMS.
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c
dl

Fig. 2.9 FABMS
Substrate: G C ;

profiles for PPICl and PPIBr

other conditions for polymer preparation as in Table 2.2.

a. Cu-PP; b. PP/Br; c. PP/C1.
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2.3.2.5 Elemental analysis
Elemental

analysis

of

polypyrrole

counterions was carried out (Table 2.7).

containing

various

The ratio of pyrrole units

to counterion was found to depend on the counterion incorporated
and also the conditions for polymerisation.

Table 2.7 Elemental analysis results for electrochemically sy
polypyrrole

Polymer

C

H

N

c-

py/c-

PP/C1

4.34

3.60

1.00

0.300

3.33

PP/Br

4.17

3.65

1.00

0.300

3.33

PP/AQSA

5.94

4.70

1.00

0.125

8.00

PP/PDCA

4.15

3.75

1.00

0.130

7.70

PP/EDTA

4.78

4.14

1.00

0.275

3.63

Polymer preparation

as in Sec. 2.23;

ratio of pyrrole ring to counter ion

calculation as in reference 153.

For chloride and bromide with a single negative charge, the
ratio was from 3:1 to 4:1. In the cases of A Q S A and P D C A with
double negative charge, the ratio was about 8:1.

Similar results

have been reported for PP/C1 and PP/AQSA previously (185,186).
However, the results obtained for E D T A are not so diagnostic, since
the E D T A ligand also has a multinegative valency.
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2.3.2.6 Energy dispersive X-ray analysis
Polypyrrole containing halogen, sulfur and chromium can be
analysed using E D X .

The spectra obtained for PP/C1 and P P / A Q S A

are shown in Fig. 2.10.
deposition

was

Selection of a suitable substrate for polymer

important

since

the

signal

sometimes interfered with the required signal.

from

the

substrate

For instance, gold

coated plastic film could not be used for deposition of P P / A Q S A due
to the overlapping responses obtained for gold and sulfur.

Carbon

materials, such as carbon foil or R V C , were found suitable for all
polymers as no background signals were produced.
The precision of EDX analysis was found to depend on the
equipment

and

the experimental conditions employed.

precision was reported previously (187).

A

2

%

The absolute intensity

varied with the location of the samples on the sample tray with the
other parameters remaining constant.

The deviation could be 23

%

for samples taken from a single polymer but at different locations
on the sample tray.

However, the relative intensity (the ratio of

two elements) was reported to be more constant and precise (2 % )
(188).

2.3.2.7 Scanning electron microscopy
Polymer
morphology
parameters,

morphology

was

investigated

using

SEM.

of polypyrrole has been reported to vary with
such

as

the

counterions

incorporated

(189),

The
many
the

substrates used for polymer deposition (190) and the conditions for
polymer synthesis (191).

102*+

418

Fig. 2.10

EDX

spectra of PPICl and PP/AQSA

Substrate: a. gold coated plastic film (PP/C1), b. C-foil
conditions for polymer preparation as in Table 2.2.

(PP/AQSA);
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In this work distinct variation in morphology were observed
for polypyrrole containing different counterions (Fig. 2.11).
PP/C1, small spherical nodules were
surface.

evenly distributed

For

on the

For PP/Br, similar results were obtained except that the

nodules were larger.

For P P / P D C A , the surface was very smooth.

For P P / E D T A , irregular patches were randomly deposited on the
surface.
The importance of substrate was illustrated using PP/AQSA.
Polymers deposited on gold coated plastic film and carbon foil had
different morphologies (Fig. 2.12).

The surface of polymers grown

on gold coated plastic film was smoother than that on carbon foil.
Another factor which influenced the polymer morphology was
the

current

density

employed

for polymerisation.

PP/AQSA

synthesised using higher current densities had a rougher surface
(Fig. 2.13).
The

concentration

of

counterions

in

the

solution

polymerisation also affected the morphology of the polymer.
instance, P P / A Q S A produced from 0.0125 M

for
For

A Q S A solution resulted

in a smoother polymer film than that from 0.025 M

A Q S A solution

(Fig. 2.14).
It has previously been reported that cyclic voltammetry did
not significantly alter the surface morphology of the polymer (44).
In this work no changes were observed after ten cycles of PP/Cr207
in 0.10 M

NaNC>3 (Fig. 2.15 a,b). However, the nodules on the film

surface were found to have been reduced for PP/C1 (Fig. 2.15 e,d).
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i

i

10pm

Fig. 2.11 Electron scanning micrographs

of polypyrrole containing

various anions
Substrates: Pt;

other conditions for polymer preparation as in Table 2.2;

a. PP/EDTA, b. PP/PDCA, c. PP/Br, d. PP/C1.

6

5.0pm

Fig. 2.12 Effect of substrate employed for PPIAQSA
polymer

morphology

Substrates: a. C-foil;
Table 2.2.

deposition o

b. Au-film;

other conditions for polymer synthesis as
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a

10pm

Fig. 2.13 Effect of current density employed
synthesis on PPIAQSA
Substrates: R V C ;

during

morphology

a. 0.20 mA/cm 2 ; b. 0.066 mA/cm 2 ; c. 0.022 mA/cm 2 ;

other conditions for polymer synthesis as in Table 2.2.

polymer
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a

tEF.lZmtak
10pm

Fig. 2.14 Effect of AQSA
synthesis on PPIAQSA
Substrates: R V C ;

concentration in solution during polymer
morphology

solution for polymer synthesis: a. 0.25 M Py + 0.025 M

b. 0.25 M Py + 0.0125 M A Q S A ;

AQSA;

current density: 0.20 mA/cm 2 ; time: 18 min.
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a

10pm

Fig. 2.15 Effect of cyclic voltammetry on morphology of PPICriOj
and PPICl
a. PP/Cr207 after growth;
V in 0.10 M

NaN03;

coated plastic film;

b. PP/G-2O7 after 10 cycles between 0.70 V to -1.00

c, d. same conditions as a, b for PP/C1;

substrate: gold

other conditions for polymer preparation as in Table 2.2.
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2.3.2.8 A m i n o acid analysis
To detect incorporated protein, amino acid analysis (192) was
used

since

detection

was

not

possible

using

other

methods

There are two reasons for this.

described in this chapter.

Firstly,

proteins mostly consist of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen
which are the same as the components of the polypyrrole. Secondly,
the

protein

molecule

stoichiometric formula.

is

too

complex

to

give

an

Results demonstrated that H S A

accurate
had been

incorporated into polypyrrole since H S A was the only protein in the
polymerisation solution (Table 2.8).
mg/100 m g

The loading of H S A

was 34

polymer.

For polypyrrole aryl sulfatase (PP/AS), proteins were also
found to have been incorporated into the polymer

(Table 2.8).

However, the incorporation of PP/AS was only verified using an
enzyme activity test (Chapter 5) since other protein impurities in
the solution could also be incorporated into the polymer.

In this

case, the quantitative loading of A S in the polymer was difficult to
determine.
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Table 2.8 Amino

Acid Analysis results

sample

PP/HSA

PP/AS+Ac

PP/AS

ini vol (lO.Ou.1)
amino acid
(nmoles)
aspartic acid

215.250

34.722

34.334

threonine

114.295

45.848

0.000

91.454

21.504

0.000

247.066

13.726

5.072

proline

0.000

0.000

0.000

glycine

0.000

28.977

17.021

alainen

0.000

22.501

17.679

cysteine

208.187

15.967

0.000

valine

186.317

25.797

0.000

methionine

128.420

4.956

14.393

60.361

18.105

13.040

leucine

155.153

19.066

18.964

tyrosine

38.452

18.997

3.397

phenylal-anine

60.772

15.461

6.050

121.860

17.807

37.162

NH3

0.000

0,000

0.000

histidine

0.000

0.000

0.000

arginine

0.000

9.635

12.929

serine
glutamic acid

isoleucine

tysine

Substrate: R V C ( PP/HSA ), A u coated plastic film ( PP/AS, PP/AS+Ac);

other

conditions for polymer synthesis as in Table 2.2.

2.4 CONCLUSIONS
Polypyrroles containing a range of chemically active reagents
have been synthesised galvanostatically on various substrates from
aqueous and organic solutions in this work (Table 2.2).
reagents, including

complexing

agents, oxidant

These

and bioactive
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species, were chosen for incorporation into the polymer to enable
analytical applications.

The conditions employed for polymerisation

enable the counterions to be incorporated in substantial amounts
and the polymer formed to be conductive and electroactive.
Various techniques have been employed to characterise these
new

polymers.

Information

about

some

properties

of these

polymers was obtained:
1) Information
chronopotentiometry.
constant

during

conductive.

about

polymerisation

If the potential

polymer

growth,

A n example is PP/C1.

the

was

obtained

decreased
formed

using

or remained
polymer

was

If the potential increased during

polymer growth, the formed polymer was less conductive.

An

example is PP/PDCA.
2) The wet conductivity of polymers was determined using
cyclic resistometry.

It was

found

that the wet

conductivity

depended on the counterion incorporated into the polymer and the
conditions, such as the concentration of counterions and the current
density employed, for polymerisation.
3)

The

electrochemical

properties

characterised using cyclic voltammetry.

of

polymers

were

It was found that the

polymer with higher electroactivity was also more conductive.

An

example is PP/C1 compared with PP/PDCA.
4) Polymer
analysis.

composition

was

determined

using

elemental

The ratio of pyrrole units to counterion or the loading of

counterions in the polymer can be quantified (Table 2.7).
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5) Proteins incorporated into the polymer were determined
using amino acid analysis.

The loading of the protein in the

polymer can be calculated and the loading of H S A in PP/HSA is an
example.
6) Counterions incorporated into the polymer were detected
using E D X .

Qualitative or semi-quantitative results can be obtained.

The detection of chloride in PP/C1 and A Q S A

in PP/AQSA are

examples.
7) The presence of counterion in the polymer was confirmed
using F A B M S .

Only

qualitative results were

achieved.

The

identification of P D C A in PP/PDCA and CIO4- in PP/CO4 are examples.
8) Polymer morphology was observed using SEM. The
morphology of polypyrrole was found to depend on the counterion
incorporated,
conditions.

the

substrate

employed

and

the

polymerisation
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CHAPTER 3
ELECTROCHEMICAL RELEASE
OF ANIONS FROM POLYPYRROLE
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3.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

In this work the use of polypyrrole as the active component of
sensors and on-line derivatisation devices is of interest. Therefore,
after polymer synthesis, the molecular mobility of incorporated
species and how this varies with the applied potential and solution
conditions will determine the applicability or otherwise of the new
polymer materials.

With respect to sensing applications, normally

the active component should be retained in the polymer in an
active form and remain there as it interacts with the analyte to
ensure

trapping

on

the

surface.

With

respect

to on-line

derivatisation, sometimes the release of the active component by
control of the potential applied

to the polymer

is desired.

Therefore, an investigation into the release of anions from
polypyrrole was carried out.
It is well known that anions incorporated into conducting
polymers during synthesis can be released from the polymer by
applying a negative potential (193,194).

This process occurs

according to the following equation:
PP+C- + e- ^ PP° + C- (3.1)
The polymer backbone is neutralised by imposition of a
negative potential and subsequently the electrostatic exclusion of
anions is induced. This process is called 'undoping', a term derived
from semiconductor technology.

This redox reaction then has a direct effect on the electronic
optical, morphological and chemical properties of the polymers. In
the reduced state they have less electrical conductivity and lower
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capacitance values (195), and they are generally more transparent
(196) and less porous (197).

However, in this work it is the change

in chemical properties which is of primary interest.
A series of investigations into the release of chemical species
from conducting polymers have been carried out by Miller and
co-workers (176,198-203).

They have investigated the release of

several anions such as glutamate (198), ferricyanide (176,199),
salicylate

(203)

and

tetracyano-p-quinodimethane

polypyrrole or oligomers of 3-methoxythiophene.

(199)

from

They have found

that there is a potential at which the release of each species is
triggered and the application of more negative potentials causes a
greater rate of release (176).

They have also incorporated large

molecular anions into the polymer for binding and release of
cations.

For instance, the release of protonated dime thy ldopamine

from poly(N-methyl-pyrrole)/polyanion
has been demonstrated (198).

composite redox

polymers

They also found that the charge

decreased with the number of potential pulses applied and there
was

no

useful

quantitative

correlation

between

the

charge

consumed and the amount released, due in part to the instability of
polypyrrole (176).

However, there was

a linear relationship

between the charge consumed and the amount of salicylate released
from oligomers of 3-methoxythiophene (199) and the release of
protonated

methy ldopamine

methylpyrrole)/polystyrene-sulfonate

from

poly(N-

( P M P + / P S S " ) (203).

They

have shown that thicker polymers have a larger capacity for both
binding and release but a linear relationship between the thickness
and

amount

released

employed (203).

was

only

found

when

thin films

were

They have demonstrated that the binding and
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release

was

diffusion

controlled

and

the

apparent

diffusion

coefficient has been calculated (203).
However, to date our understanding of the release of anions
from polypyrrole is still limited.
solution conditions
conducting polymers

on

For instance, the effect of the

release has not been

are very

explored

though

sensitive to the environment in

which they are employed.
In the course of this work, polypyrrole containing various
counterions of interest for analytical purposes was synthesised and
characterised.

The ability to trigger release electrochemically was

investigated.

The effect of solution conditions and the conditions

used for polymer growth were explored.

In addition, the use of

chemical reduction processes to induce release was considered.
The

counterions

incorporated

anthraquinone-2,6-sulphonic

acid

into

(AQSA),

polypyrrole
dichromate,

serum albumin ( H S A ) and pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid

include
human
(PDCA).

These anions possess different characteristics with respect to size,
charge, hydrophobicity and electroactivity.

In addition, they play

different

analytical

roles

in

various

areas

of

chemistry.

Anthraquinone is of interest in biomedical applications (204), the
pulp industry (205) and environmental studies (206).
AQSA

from the P P / A Q S A

polymer m a y

derivatisation agent to detect vitamin K
in environmental monitoring
interests

the

analytical

environment (207).
polymeric

systems.

chemist

due

Release of

be used as an on-line

or as an internal standard
Dichromate or chromate
to

its

toxicity

to

the

Release of dichromate from the conducting

material m a y

be

used

as

an

internal

standard

in
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environmental monitoring

systems or as an oxidant for on-line

derivatisation.

H u m a n serum albumin ( H S A ) is a model protein in

biochemistry.

Binding and release of H S A from polypyrrole may be

used as a bioactive material for sensing or on-line derivatisation.
Pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid ( P D C A ) is a complexing agent which
can form a wide range of metal complexes. In this work, P D C A will
be incorporated into polypyrrole for sensing purposes (Chapter 4).

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL
3.2.1 Reagents

and

materials

All reagents used were of analytical grade purity, unless
otherwise

stated.

Deionised

water

(Millipore) was

employed

Pyrrole (Sigma, L R grade) was distilled before use.

Monomer

throughout this work.

solutions (0.50 M ) were prepared in either water or acetonitrile,
and then stored in the refrigerator.

The solutions for polymer

synthesis were freshly prepared by mixing the monomer solutions
with a suitable electrolyte solution before polymerisation.

More

details m a y be found in each section describing the polymerisation.
3.2.2 Instrumentation
general
UV-visible spectra were obtained using a Shimadzu UV-265
spectrophotometer.
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Constant-current

polymerisation

was

carried

out

galvanostat built in the Science Faculty Electronic
University of Wollongong.

using

a

Workshop,

Chronopotentiograms were recorded

using the same instrument.
All electrochemical experiments performed in the stationary
cell were' carried out using a Bioanalytical System (BAS) CV-27
voltammograph.
Preliminary voltammetric experiments were performed in a
conventional three electrode electrochemical cell.

A

cylindrical

platinum gauze auxiliary electrode and a Ag/AgCl (3 M
reference electrode were employed.

NaCl)

A glassy carbon disc (BAS) or a

reticulated vitreous carbon (ERG) electrode was used as the working
electrode.
All flow through experiments were conducted with a Waters
Model M-6000A H P L C system in conjunction with a Waters Model
450 spectrophotometer for monitoring the released species.
A 'home made' potentiostat with a pulsed waveform generator
or

a

'home

made'

galvanostat

were

used

electrochemical reactor for release studies.

to
A

control

the

high resistance

multimeter (Hewlett Packard 3465B) was used to measure the
potential variation of the polymer during chemical reduction of the
polymer for release.

All potentials applied and measured were

against a Ag/AgCl (3M NaCl) reference electrode.
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Electrochemical reactor
The electrochemical reactor was initially designed as a
sampler cell for preconcentration of metal ions (208).

This was

modified by reducing the dead volume to facilitate release studies
(Fig. 3.1).

auxiliary electrode

working electrode

eluent

RVC
| cartridge

1
1

u

reference electrode

Fig. 3.1 Configuration of the electrochemical reactor used for
release studies

Schematic of the flow through system
The schematic of the flow through system used for release
studies is shown in Figure 3.2.
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3.2.3 Experimental
Experiments

procedures

to investigate

the release

of anions

from

polypyrrole w e r e carried out as follows:
1) R V C cartridges onto w h i c h p o l y m e r w a s deposited
pretreated in 1.0 M

NaN03

were

b y the application of potentials in the

range of 1.00 V to -1.20 V at a scan rate of 1 0 m V / s for t w o hours.
This

ensured

that

n o materials

were

released

from

the

R V C

cartridges during flow through studies.

eluent

E.C.
reactor

U.V.
detector

injector
potentiostat
waste

Fig. 3.2 Schematic

of the flow

through

system

used

for release

studies

2) PP/AQSA,

PP/PDCA,

PP/HSA

synthesised galvanostatically on R V C
electrodes (Refer to Chapter 2).

and

PP/Cr207

were

cartridges or glassy carbon

The polymers deposited on R V C
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cartridges were used for release experiments in the flow through
system.

The polymers generated on glassy carbon were used for

cyclic voltammetry.
3) Cyclic voltammetry was carried out in 0.10 M NaN03 to
investigate each polymer deposited on the glassy carbon electrodes.
4) Prior to electrochemical release experiments, the polymer
coated R V C cartridges were flushed in the flow through system with
0.01 M N a N 0 3 until the baseline became stable.
5) W h e n the baseline became stable, electrochemical release
experiments were carried out.

In order to extend the polymer's

service life, a low concentration eluent (0.010 M N a N O s ) and a short
time interval (1 minute) potential pulse were employed.
electrochemical

approaches, including

constant

Various

potential

and

constant current were used for release work.
6) A

spectrophotometer was employed

released species in each case.
the

flow

through

for monitoring the

The wavelengths chosen for use in

system

spectrophotograms of each species.

were

obtained

from

the

They were 271 n m for P D C A ,

280 n m for H S A , 328 n m for A Q S A and 346 n m for dichromate
respectively.
3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Previous workers involved in the study of anion release from
conducting polymers reported that with experiments carried out in
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a stationary cell resorption of released counterions

on

to the

polymer surface interfered with the accuracy of any measurements
obtained (203).

However, utilisation of a flow through system

circumvented this problem by removing the released species from
the vicinity of the polymer.

Another advantage in the use of a flow

through system for controlled release studies lies in the fact that
the released

species can

be monitored

on-line.

In order to

maximise the capability and prolong the life of the polymers to be
investigated, reticulated vitreous carbon

( R V C ) electrodes

were

employed as this material is porous and has a large surface area
(209).
It was found that spectrophotometrically sensitive substances
were released from bare R V C

cartridges upon application of an

external potential using 0.010 M

N a N 0 3 as the eluent. This caused

interference in the monitoring of released counterions from the
polymer which was coated onto R V C electrodes.
problem

various

investigated.

procedures

for

RVC

To overcome this

pretreatment

were

For instance, R V C cartridges were soaked in nitric acid

or organic solvents (methanol, acetonitrile and acetone) for three
days, but none of these strategies worked very well.

However it

was found that scanning the potential in the potential range of
1.00 V to -1.20 V for 2 h before coating the polymer minimised this
interference

problem.

3.3.1 Release of AQSA from PP/AQSA polymer
Anthraquinone-2,6-sulphonic acid (AQSA) is an interesting
compound in that it possesses both hydrophobic (benzene rings)
and hydrophilic (sulphonate) sites.

AQSA

adsorbs light in the
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visible (328 n m ) and ultra-violet (271 n m ) regions of the spectrum
(Fig. 3.3).

It is also electrochemically active in that it can be

switched between the two forms of quinone ( A Q ) and hydroquinone
( A Q H 2 ) according to equation 3.2 - 3.5 (210).

AQ-

(3.2)

AQ- + H+ ?* AQH

(3.3)

AQH +

(3.4)

AQ

+

e- -

AQH-

AQH-+ H+ ** AQH 2

Fig. 3.3 UV-visible spectrum of AQSA
Solution: 2.5X10"4 M . A Q S A in 0.01 M NaNC>3.

(3.5)
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3.3.1.1 Polymer synthesis
The PP/AQSA polymer was generated galvanostatically on an
R V C cartridge or a glassy carbon electrode from an aqueous solution
0.25

containing

M

pyrrole

and

0.025

M

The current density used was 0.20 m A / c m 2

sulphonic disodium.

and the time of polymerisation was 18 min.
was

in

observed

progressively
suggested

anthraquinone-2,6-

the

dropped

N o sharp initial peak

chronopotentiogram

and

the

potential

with polymer

growth

(Fig. 3.4).

This

was

readily

initiated

both

that polymerisation

on

substrates since no initial high potential was required and the
polymer

formed

anthraquinone

was

employed

polymerisation.

conductive.
was

Using 0.025 M

found

The
to

concentration
be

sufficient

of
for

anthraquinone solution which is

close to the saturated concentration of anthraquinone in aqueous
media, a visibly uniform and conductive polymer was obtained.
Using a constant concentration of pyrrole (0.25 M ) and reducing the
concentration
0.008

M

of anthraquinone

resulted

in

higher

first to 0.012 M
potentials

being

and then to
required

for

polymerisation which in turn produced less conductive and visibly
patchy polymers.
Elemental
incorporated

analysis

revealed

that

the amount

into polypyrrole (loading) was 41 m g

100 m g polymer.

of

AQSA

AQSA

per
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1

i-

5 min
Fig. 3.4 Chronopotentiograms obtained during PPIAQSA synthesis
Substrate:

a. R V C ,

b. GC;

conditions for polymer synthesis as in the text

above.

3.3.1.2 Cyclic voltammetry of PP/AQSA
Cyclic voltammograms

obtained for P P / A Q S A

coated

glassy carbon electrodes indicated that the polymer formed

onto
was

electroactive and conductive (Fig. 3.5).
Three

reduction

peaks

were

observed

during

the

first

negative scan at -0.50 V, -0.65 V and -0.85 V respectively.

The

first and the second reduction peaks were found to be due to the
reduction of the anthraquinone incorporated into the polymer since
similar reduction peaks were observed for A Q S A
glassy carbon electrode (Fig. 3.6).

in solution at a

The third reduction response,

which was the largest in magnitude, was attributed to the reduction
of

the

polymer

corresponding

backbone

oxidation

according

peaks

due

to
to

equation
the

3.1.

oxidation

The
of

the
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anthraquinone and the polymer backbone, were also observed on
the reversed positive scan.

However, on the second and subsequent

scans, all reduction and

oxidation responses were decreased in

magnitude

and

eventually

became

constant, while

the

peak

potentials shifted more positive for reduction and more negative for
oxidation indicating that the processes were easier to induce after
cycling.

The

potential shift was

attributed

to the relaxation

processes which are commonly observed with conducting polymers
(211).

The decrease in the magnitude of the reduction process was

ascribed to large amounts of anthraquinone being released during
the initial negative scan but less being released with subsequent
scans.

Similar results have been reported previously (212).

It was found that the p H of the solution had a dramatic effect
on the oxidation/reduction of the anthraquinone incorporated into
the polymer.

N o substantial changes occurred with decreased p H

from 6.0 to 3.0, however, a marked positive potential shift for the
anthraquinone redox couple was observed at p H 2.0. At p H 1.0, the
redox couple potentials were approximately 300 m V

more positive

than those observed at p H 6.0 and the peaks overlapped with the
redox couple of the polymer backbone.

Similar potential shifts for

the anthraquinone redox couple were observed on the bare glassy
carbon electrode (Table 3.1). The high concentration of protons in
lower p H solutions facilitated the reduction process (equation 3.23.5).
Increasing the scan rate from 20 mV/s to 100 mV/s caused
the reduction peak of the polymer backbone to shift about 7 0 m V
more

negative which

indicated

PP/AQSA was fairly irreversible.

that the reduction

process for
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i

-1.0

1

-05

i

i

0

05

i

E(V)

Fig. 3.5

Cyclic voltammogram

of PPIAQSA

on a glassy carbon

substrate
Supporting electrolyte: 0.10 M
AQSA;

NaN03;

scan rate: 100 mV/s; 1, 2 reduction of

3. reduction of polymer backbone;

as in the text above.

conditions for polymer synthesis
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0.01mA

1

-1.0

-0.5

0

0.7

EM

Fig 3.6

Cyclic voltammogram

of AQSA

on

a

glassy

substrate
Solution: IO"3 M AQSA in 0.10M NaN03; scan rate: 100 mV/s;
1, 2 reduction of AQSA.

carbon
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Table 3.1

pH effect on AQSA

redox potentials on a glassy carbon

electrode

pH

^rec

(V)

Eox (V)

6.0

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

-0.56

-0.57

-0.56

-0.56

-0.24

-0.11

-0.48

-0.47

-0.48

-0.47

-0.05

0.02

Solution: 1.0 x 10"3 M A Q S A in 0.10 M NaN03; scan rate: 100 mV/s.

3.3.1.3 Release of A Q S A under various conditions
The release of AQSA under various conditions was
investigated. Initially the elution of A Q S A

into water and NaCl

solutions with applied potential was considered.

The elution profile

indicated that A Q S A was released from the polymer into water, at
greater rates into NaCl solutions and at even greater rates upon the
application of potential (Fig. 3.7).
Even after rinsing the cartridge extensively (20 times), some
A Q S A was still released from the polymer when it was flushed with
water in the flow through system (Fig. 3.7 a). Since the eluent was
only deionised water, the release of A Q S A
considered to be due to desorption.

from the polymer was

The amount of A Q S A released

in this way approached zero after three hours elution.
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•1-3
40x10 ABS

60min

Fig. 3.7 Elution profile of AQSA

release from PPIAQSA

polymer

Polymer growth conditions: substrate: RVC cartridge (8 mm diameter, 15 mm
height); solution: 0.25 M Py + 0.025 M AQSA; current density: 0.20 mA/cm2;
time: 18 min. Flow rate: 0.5 ml/min; spectrophotometric detection: X = 328
nm; a. deionised water, b. 0.01 M NaCl, c. 0.10 M NaCl, d. 0.10 M NaCl and Eapp =
-0.60 V.
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W h e n 0.01 M

NaCl was added to the eluent, the rate of release

increased (Fig. 3.7 b). W h e n the concentration of NaCl was 0.10 M ,
the release rate increased further (Fig. 3.7 c). The increased rate of
release was thought to be the result of ion exchange of A Q S A with
Cl".

This was confirmed using E D X

analysis (chloride could be

detected using E D X analysis after P P / A Q S A was soaked in a 0.10
NaCl

solution for 3 hours).

potential of -0.60 V, caused

Finally, application of a negative
the release rate to increase even

further, as shown at point d in Fig. 3.7.
electrochemical

expulsion

of

M

AQSA

from

This was attributed to
the

polymer

matrix

according to equation 3.1.
These experiments demonstrated that the electrochemical
release induced a more rapid rate of release than ion exchange.
instance, using E D X

For

analysis, no Cl" in the polymer was detected

after P P / A Q S A was soaked in a 0.10 M

NaCl solution for half an

hour, however, large quantities of Cl" were detected in half an hour
when -0.60 V
were therefore

was applied to the polymer.

Further investigations

focused on electrochemically induced release from

the polymer.
The electrochemical release of anions from the polymer can be
considered to involve three steps (213):
1) The polymer is reduced upon

application of a negative

potential;
2) Anions diffuse from within the polymer to the polymer
surface (particle diffusion);
3) Anions are transported (more than only diffusion as it is in
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a flow through system) from the polymer surface into the bulk
solution (mass transport).
To

assist in evaluation of the experimental data obtained

using the flow through system, several parameters were defined.
U p o n application of a negative potential to induce the release of
anions, a read out such as shown in Fig. 3.8 was obtained.
(accurately it should be To' =
interval between

TO-TM, T M

To

is the dead time) is the time

application of the potential and

released species; Ti (accurately it should be T r =

detection of

TI-TM)

is the time

interval between application of the potential and the m a x i m u m rate
of release being achieved.
time

required

transport.

In this work To' has been equated to the

for particle diffusion

and

Tr

related to mass

The amount of material released was calculated from the

area under the curve and related to standards.
For application of a potential pulse, To' was found to be
independent of the applied potential and the solution conditions
investigated (solution ionic strength, p H , supporting electrolyte and
solvent) (Table 3.2).
This indicated that particle diffusion was independent of the
applied potential and the solution conditions considered in this
work.

Similar results have been reported by other workers (203).

These results are interesting since particle diffusion should
influenced

by

the redox

be

state of the polymer film, which is

dependent on the applied potential and the solution conditions.
However, with further consideration, a reasonable interpretation
m a y be put forward: TQ 1 or D a p p m a y appear to be independent of
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the applied potential since two opposite effects occur w h e n

a

potential is applied to the polymer.

Fig. 3.8 Schematic of the release time constants

Upon

the application of a negative potential, the polymer

becomes less porous (197) i.e. the internal channels for particle
diffusion became narrower and this hinders the particle diffusion
process.

O n the other hand, the electrochemical expulsion force

increases and this accelerates the particle diffusion process.
balance

may

cause

To' or D a p p

to appear constant.

The

U p o n the

application of a positive potential, the opposite effects would have
also occurred.

The independence of To' on the solution conditions

m a y be due to the fact that the particle diffusion was dominated by
the applied potential rather than the solution conditions since it is a
process within the polymer.
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Table 3.2 Effect of the applied potential and the solution
conditions on To'

E(V)

-0.20

-0.40

-0.60

-0.80

To- (min)

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

2.5

5.0

10.0

15.0

To' (min)

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

pH

2.0

4.0

6.0

TQ' (min)

1.2

1.2

1.2

Supporting
electrolyte (lOmM)

NaN03

NaCl

Na2S04

TO' (min)

1.3

1.3

1.3

Solvent

H20

H2O + CH3CN

CH3CN

Ionic

strength

(mM NaN03)

1.3

(1:1)

1.2

TO' (min)
Polymer growth conditions:
height);

substrate: R V C cartridge (8 m m diameter, 15 m m

solution: 0.25 M Py + 0.025 M

time: 18 min.

1.2

1.2

AQSA;

Eluent flow rate: 0.5 ml/min;

current density: 0.20 m A / c m 2 ;

spectrophotometric detection: X =

328 nm. Experiments for solution conditions, E a p p = -0.40 V.
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The other time constant T r was also found to be independent
of either the solution conditions or the applied potential.
3.3.1.4 Effect of applied potential on the release of AQSA
The effect of applied potential on the rate of release was
determined by application of a potential pulse from the open circuit
potential to the given potential for one minute.

The open circuit

potential for the P P / A Q S A

polymer was found to be 0.30 V

0.010 M

Using a high resistance multimeter for

NaN03

solution.

in

measurement, it was verified that the potential of the P P / A Q S A
electrode reached
stable

during

investigated.

the

the

applied

pulse

It was

potential

interval

found

instantly

over

and

remained

the

potential

range

that the release

of A Q S A

upon

application of a potential for one minute generated a significant
downstream

absorbance

minute were employed

signal.

Therefore, pulse widths of one

in all subsequent work

unless otherwise

stated.
For the P P / A Q S A polymer, the potential at which release was
triggered (Et) was found to be 0.00 V in 0.010 M N a N 0 3 solution. At
potentials more positive than E t no release was observed, while at
potentials more

negative

than

E t , the rate of release increased

steadily (Fig. 3.9).
After application of a potential pulse, there was

a small

negative peak which corresponded to an initial decrease in the rate
of release (Fig. 3.8). This phenomenon m a y be due to the transition
of

the

dominant

release

electrostatic expulsion.

mechanism

from

ion

exchange

to

Before application of a potential pulse, the
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release was due to ion exchange only; after application of the
negative potential, two changes occurred; the first one was the
polymer becoming less porous which caused a decrease in the ion
exchange rate, hence a negative dip in the release profile; the
second

was

electrochemical

exclusion

of the anions from

the

polymer which resulted in an increased rate of release, and an
increased peak in the release profile.
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Fig. 3.9 Effect of applied potential on AQSA release
Polymer growth conditions:
height);
time:

substrate: R V C cartridge (8 m m

solution: 0.25 M Py + 0.025 M
18

min.

spectrophotometric

Eluent:

M

mm

current density: 0.20 mA/cm 2 ;

AQSA;
NaNC>3;

flow

rate: 0.5

ml/min;

detection: X = 328 nm.

The m a x i m u m
7.0 m g

0.010

diameter, 15

AQSA/100

amount of A Q S A
mg

polymer.

concentrated eluent (0.10 M

release was found to be

This was

obtained

using a

NaCl) and a very negative potential

(-0.80 V ) until the elution profile returned

to the base line
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(40 min). This indicated that only 17 % of incorporated A Q S A could
be released from the polymer with a constant applied potential.
3.3.1.5 Relationship between charge and amount of released AQSA
The cathodic charge passed by applying a negative potential
was

presumably

consumed

by

the reduction

of the positively

charged sites on the polymer backbone as well as by the reduction
of A Q S A incorporated in the polymer.

Cyclic voltammetry (Fig. 3.5)

revealed that the current obtained for reduction of A Q S A was small
compared with the current obtained for reduction of the polymer
backbone.

Therefore, the charge consumed

was mostly due to

reduction of the polymer, and a linear relationship between the
charge and the amount of A Q S A released was expected.
Experiments

to

investigate

the

relationship

between

the

charge and the amount of anion released were carried out in two
ways.

The first method was to fix the time interval for which the

potential was applied and then to step the potential in a negative
direction to increase the charge.

A nonlinear relationship between

the charge consumed and the amount of A Q S A released was found
in the potential range from -0.20 V to -1.00 V.

A n increase in the

amount of release occurred at more negative potentials due to more
charge consumed (The reason will be discussed later in this section)
(Fig. 3.10).

The second method involved fixing the potential and

increasing the time interval.

A linear relation between the charge

and the amount of A Q S A released was found over a limited time
interval range (2 min to 5 min) (Fig. 3.11).
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Fig. 3.10 Relationship between charge and AQSA

release

Eapp = -0.2, -0.4, -0.6, -0.8, -1.0 V, 1 min duration; other conditions
Fig. 3.9.
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Fig. 3.11 Relationship between charge and AQSA

release

Eapp = - 0.40 V; duration time: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 min; other conditions as i
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The

nonlinear

in both

deviation

cases

are attributed to

complications arising from the electrochemical reactions occurring
at the P P / A Q S A

electrode.

For instance, the high

background

current which is due to electrochemistry of functional groups of the
RVC

cartridge (209) and the impurities in the solution m a y cause

problems.

Comparing

theoretical calculations with

experimental

data, it was found that the charge consumed corresponding to the
release of A Q S A

were small but it increased with increasing total

charge consumption (Table 3.3).

This m a y be due to the relative

constant charge consumed by impurities and the rapidly increased
charge consumption for release of A Q S A .

Table 3.3 Comparison

of AQSA

released by theoretical calculation

and experimental data

Q(mC)

10.8

20.4

28.8

36.0

42.0

AQSA (T)

56.0

106.0

149.0

187.0

218.0

19.9

36.7

47.3

2.4

5.1

4.6

(nmoles)
AQSA (P)

2.63

6.54

(nmoles)
AQSA (T)/

21.3

16.2

AQSA (P)
AQSA (T): A Q S A released by theoretical calculation; A Q S A (P): A Q S A released
in practice; AQSA (T)/AQSA (P): ratio of AQSA (T) to AQSA (P).
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3.3.1.6 Effect of solution conditions on the release of A Q S A
To investigate the effect of solution conditions on the
electrochemical release of A Q S A ,

experiments were carried out

applying a constant potential to the polymer while varying other
parameters.

A n applied potential of -0.40 V was chosen due to the

moderate rate of release of A Q S A at this potential.
Ionic strength of solution
The solution ionic strength was found to have a dramatic
effect on the electrochemical release of A Q S A
The

of release

rate

increased

with

from the polymer.

increasing

ionic

(Fig. 3.12).
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Fig. 3.12 Effect of solution ionic strength on AQSA release
Eluent: NaNC>3; E a p p = -0.40 V; other conditions as in Fig. 3.9.

strength
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B y w a y of explanation, it is worth noting that the charge
consumed varied with the ionic strength of the solution.

The charge

increased with higher ionic strength and decreased with lower ionic
strength (Table 3.4).
The trigger release potential (Et) was also found to depend on
the solution ionic strength.
ionic strength and

It became more negative with a lower

become

more

positive with

a higher ionic

strength (Table 3.4).
Both of these results would suggest that changes in the ionic
strength were primarily influencing the electrochemical behaviour
but not the ion exchange effects.

The electrochemical behaviour

was influenced by iR drop at lower ionic strengths.

Table 3.4 Effect of ionic strength on charge and the trigger release
potential

Ionic strength ( M )

0.010

0.005

0.0025

charge ( m C )

40.0

18.0

9.0

Et(V)

0.00

-0.21

-0.40

Experimental conditions as in Fig. 3.12.
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Solution pH
The solution pH played an important role in the
electrochemically controlled release of A Q S A .

In acidic media, the

rate of release decreased compared with the rate of release in
neutral media.

This was despite the fact that the charge consumed

increased at lower pH.

This increase in charge consumption m a y

have been due to more efficient reduction of the polymer or the
incorporated

quinone

since

the

ionic

strengh

concentration increased with decreasing p H (Fig. 3.13).

and

proton

It has been

reported that small mobile cations in solution m a y penetrate the
polymer to compensate for the negative charge when the polymer
backbone is neutralised at negative potentials (214, 215).
likely to be the case for protons.
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Fig. 3.13 Effect of solution pH

7

on AQSA release

Eapp = -0.40 V; other conditions as in Fig. 3.9.

This is
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W h e n electrochemical release was induced in a solution of p H
8, the initial rate of release was large.

However, only small

amounts of A Q S A were released when the polymer was reused in
neutral media.

This may be due to irreversible chemical changes

induced in the polymer in basic media as described by other
workers (216).
Nature of the anion in supporting electrolyte
Three sodium salts N a N 0 3 , NaCl and N a 2 S 0 4 were investigated
using 0.01 M

solutions of each.

The rate of electrochemical release

was found to be similar in NaNC>3 and NaCl solutions, but an increase
in the rate of electrochemical release was observed in Na2SC>4
solution due to the higher ionic strength with the same solution
molarity (Fig. 3.14).
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Fig 3.14 Effect of supporting electrolyte on release of AQSA
Supporting electrolyte: 0.01 M ;

Eapp = -0.40 V;

other conditions as in Fig. 3.9.
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Solvent
Deionised water, analytical grade acetonitrile, and a mixture
both (1:1), with the addition of 0.01 M

NaC104 as the supporting

electrolyte, were considered as eluents. The rate of electrochemical
release was found to decrease in the following order: mixture >
water > acetonitrile (Fig. 3.15). The same order was also found for
the solubility of A Q S A in the three solvents (Table 3.5).

Thus, the

effect of solvent on release depends on the partitioning coefficient
of A Q S A in the solvent.
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H20

H20+CH3CN

CH3CN

Solvent

Fig. 3.15 Effect of solvent on release of AQSA
Supporting electrolyte: 0.010 M

NaClO^

other conditions as in Fig. 4.14.

3.3.1.7 Effect of polymer growth conditions on the release of A Q S A
In this work, three parameters which may be varied during
electropolymerisation

have been

considered: polymer thickness
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(time of polymerisation), anion concentration in the solution for
polymerisation and current density.
A higher rate of release was found with a thicker polymer
film compared to a thin one.

However, the relationship between

thickness and rate of release was not proportional (Table 3.6). This
has been interpreted in terms of there being fewer binding sites for
anions in the outer side layer of the polymer (203).

However,

besides the uneven distribution of binding sites in the polymer,
kinetic factors should

also be taken into account as particle

diffusion would take longer with thicker polymers.

Table 3.5

Solubility* of AQSA

Solvent

in various solvents
H2O + CH3CN

H20

CH3CN

(1:1)
Solubility (g/l)

16.5

10.3

2.5

* This was an approximate solubility measured by author using a gravimetric
method due to no precise data available.

Table 3.6

Effect of polymer thickness on AQSA release

Thickness (jiim) (X30 CL60 1^20
A Q S A released (nmoles/min)

E

a p p = -0.60 V;

spectophotometry:

0.40

t = 1 min; eluent: 0.01 M
X = 328 nm;

thickness of 0.10 p m (217).

0.62

NaN03;

0.70

flow rate: 0.5 ml/min;

thickness calculation: 24 m C / c m 2 yields a
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Lower rates of release were obtained with polymers grown
from a solution containing lower concentrations of anions due to the
polymer formed being less conductive and more patchy (Table 3.7).

Table 3.7
AQSA

Dependence Of AQSA

release on the concentration of

in solution for polymer generation

Concentration

AQSA released

A Q S A released

(nmoles/min)

(nmoles/min)

Eaoo = -0.60 V

E a o D - -0.80 V

0.025

0.60

1.20

0.008

0.00

0.40

(M)

Polymer growth: current density: 0.07 m A / c m 2 ,

time: 18 min; other release

experimental conditions as in Fig. 3.9.

Polymers generated with different current densities but the
same charge gave similar rates of release, probably due to the fact
that the variation in current density in this range was not sufficient
to substantially change the polymer structure (142) (Table 3.8).
3.3.1.8 Controlled release of AQSA by application of current
All electrochemical release work described previously was
induced by application of a constant potential to the polymer.
However, release controlled by imposing a current is likely to be
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more useful with respect to obtaining a constant rate of release.
This is important for on-line derivatisation devices based on the
controlled release of reagents from conducting polymers.

However,

experiments demonstrated that the relationship between the charge
consumed and the amount of anions released was not linear as
occurred for application of a constant potential.

Nevertheless, using

a small current pulse, the rate of release was more constant
(Fig. 3.16).

Table 3.8

Effect of the current density employed for polymer

growth on release of AQSA

Current density

Polymerisation time

A Q S A released

(min)

(nmoles/min)

(mA/cm2)

E a o o = -0.80 V
0.200

12

1.2

0.067

36

1.2

0.022

108

1.0

Other experimental conditions as in Fig. 3.9.
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1f>10ABS
1

10m in

Fig. 3.16 Effect of application of current pulse on AQSA

release

a. 0.10 mA current pulse, b. 0.02 mA current pulse; duration: 5 min; other
conditions as in Fig. 3.9..

3.3.1.9 Release of A Q S A by chemical reduction
In certain circumstances, it may be more convenient to use
chemical reduction processes rather than electrochemical reduction
to induce release.
Three reductants NaN02, Na2S03 and Na2S were investigated
in this work.

The reductant solution was injected into the flow
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through system containing the polymer coated R V C cartridge.

For

comparison, a N a 2 S 0 4 solution was also injected.
was released upon injection of a

A large amount of A Q S A
0.10 M

Na2S solution or 0.10 M

Na2SC>3 solution.

Only small

amounts of A Q S A were released upon injection of a 0.10 M

NaN02

or Na2S04 solution (Fig. 3.17).

Na2S

Na2S03

NaN02

Na2S04

Reductant

Fig. 3.17 Effect of the reductant on AQSA release
Volume

of reductant

injected: 25

u 1;

no potential applied to the polymer;

Other conditions as in Fig. 3.9.

Since ion exchange processes alone cause release from the
polymer, further investigations were carried out to verify that
reduction

of the polymer

was

in fact occurring.

Potential

variations upon injection of the reductant were monitored using a
potentiometer.

The polymer potential was found to drop upon

injection of 0.10 M Na2SC>3 or 0.10 M Na2S which demonstrated
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that the reduction of the polymer did in fact occur.

However, a

potential decrease was not observed when 0.10 M

NaN02 or

0.10 M Na2S04was injected which indicated that the release in
these cases was due to ion exchange (Table 3.9).

Table 3.9

Dependence of the polymer potential variation

on

reductants

Reductant

Na2S

Na 2 S0 3

NaN0 2

Na 2 S0 4

AE(V)

-0.15

-0.02

0.00

0.00

Reductant injection:

25ul 0.10 M

solution;

eluent: 0.010 M

NaN03;

flow rate: 0.5 ml/min.

As with electrochemical release, solution (eluent) conditions
affected chemically induced release.
employed.

Same solution conditions were

The rate of release decreased with decreasing ionic

strength, even though the potential of the polymer during chemical
reduction was found to remain the same due to the same injection
of reductant.
acidic media.

The rate of release was also found to decrease in
This was accompanied by the potential of the

polymer during chemical reduction becoming less negative since the
reductants became weaker in acidic solutions.
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A comparison of electrochemical release and chemical release
should be based on the same potential being generated at the
polymer electrode.

In the case of chemical release, the potential of

the polymer electrode was found to vary after injection of the
reductant (Fig. 3.18).
variation

A

in potential

potential waveform which simulated the

measured

during

chemical

release

with

N a 2 S 0 3 was applied to the cell. It was found that similar amounts
of A Q S A were released under these conditions: 9.7 nmoles (chemical
reduction)

and

10.9

nmoles

(electrochemical

reduction)

respectively.

50i

LU

<

-505 min

Fig. 3.18 Polymer potential variation upon the injection of Na2S03
Eluent: 0.01 M NaN03; flow rate: 0.5 ml/min; reductant injection: 20 pi 0.10 M
Na 2 S03.
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3.3.2 Release of dichromate

from

PP/CriCH

polvmer

Dichromate was used in this work as a model anion which is
relatively small, highly charged and electroactive.
3.3.2.1 Polymer synthesis
Polymerisation

of PP/Cr207 on R V C or glassy carbon was

carried out galvanostatically from an aqueous solution containing
0.25 M

pyrrole monomer and 0.05 M

current

density

used

was

polymerisation was 12 min.

was conductive.
of

electropolymerisation.

and the time of

with both substrates, and then the

gradually (Fig. 3.19).

potential dropped

concentration

mA/cm2

0.20

The

A n initial potential spike was observed

on the chronopotentiograms

polymer formed

sodium dichromate.

dichromate

This implies that the

It is worth noting that the
employed

was

critical

for

Since dichromate is a strong oxidant, it can

chemically oxidise pyrrole to polypyrrole and this reaction rate is
dependent on the dichromate concentration.

It was found that

when the concentration of dichromate was less than 0.10 M
0.25 M

(for

pyrrole) the electrochemical polymerisation process was

dominant.

However,

it

was

necessary

to

carry

out

electropolymerisation immediately after adding dichromate to the
pyrrole monomer solution in order to obtain a better film.
3.3.2.2 Cyclic voltammetry of PP/Cr?Q7
Cyclic

voltammetry

confirmed

that

conductive polymer was obtained (Fig. 3.20).

an

electroactive

and

O n the first negative

scan, a large reduction peak was observed with a peak potential of
- 0.80 V.

This was presumably due to the irreversible reduction of
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the dichromate incorporated into the polymer.

As the dichromate

content in the polymer decreased, the reduction peak dropped with
subsequent
-0.60 V.

scans

and

the peak

potential shifted positively to

This may be attributed to structural transitions occurring

in the polymer backbone (211).

0.8 j

a

b

0.7\

UJ

06<

^

0.5i
i

i

2min

Fig. 3.19

Chronopotentiograms

obtained

during

PPlCr207

deposition
Substrate:

a. R V C ,

b. G C ;

experimental conditions as in the text above.
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I
0.02 m A

-1.0

-0.5

0

0.5

E(V)

Fig. 3.20 Cyclic voltammogram of PPlCr207on a glassy carbon
substrate
Solution: 0.01 M

NaN03; scan rate: 100 mV/s; 1 - 10: scan number.

Ill

A

remarkable

voltammograms
polypyrrole

difference

obtained

materials,

was

for

the

PP/Cr20 7 compared

with
for

observed

instance

PP/C1.

cyclic

with other
The

cyclic

voltammograms for PP/Cr207 stablised after ten subsequent cycles
and the polymer oxidation peak at -0.25 V rapidly decreased, which
indicated

that

the

polymer

lost

a

significant

part

of

its

For PP/C1, the cyclic voltammogram stabilised after

electroactivity.

three cycles and the polymer oxidation peak was observed for at
least twenty cycles.
The reduction of dichromate (in solution) at the PP/Q2O7
electrode was
solution,

investigated.

two

voltammogram
respectively.

reduction

with peak

1.0 m M

With

responses

were

dichromate
observed

potentials of -0.10 V

and

in the
on
-0.50

the
V

The peak heights decreased with subsequent scans.

With increasing dichromate concentration to 2.0 m M , the response
at -0.10 V diminished and a larger reduction peak at -0.50 V

was

produced which also decreased with subsequent scans (Fig. 3.21).
This

result

indicated

that

the

reduction

peak

potential

of

dichromate in solution on PP/G"207 polymer was -0.50 V and it was
consistent

with

the

reduction

peak

potential

of

dichromate

incorporated in the PP/Cr207 polymer as described above.
3.3.2.3 Effect of applied potential on the release of CnO?
Electrochemically induced release of dichromate from the
polymer was investigated (Fig. 3.22).
negative potential did

not cause

an

The imposition of a more
increase in the rate of

dichromate release. In fact, a decrease in the rate of dichromate
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-10

"^05

0

Q5

'

E(V)

Fig. 3.21 Cyclic voltammograms of dichromate at a GC-PPICr207
electrode
Supporting electrolyte: 0.1 M NaN03; scan rate: 100 mV/s; dichromate
concentration: a. 1.0 x 10"3 M , b. 2.0 x 10'3 M.
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release was observed.

This was presumably due to dichromate

being reduced to chromium (III) and then released.

This has been

verified by monitoring the released chromium (III) at wavelength
591 n m (Fig. 3.23).

Application of potentials more positive than

0.00 V increased the rate of dichromate release due to the fact that
the polymer became more porous and facilitated the dichromate
release via ion exchange.
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Fig.

3.22 Effect of applied potentials on the rate of dichromate

release
Spectrophotometric detection: X = 346 nm; other conditions as in Fig. 3.9.
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Fig. 3.23 Effect of Eapp on the release of Cr (III) from
Spectrometric detection: X = 591 nm;

PPIAQSA

other conditions as in Fig. 3.22.

3.3.2.4 Effect of solution conditions on the release of Cr?Q7
To

investigate

the effect of solution

conditions

on the

electrochemical release of dichromate, experiments were carried
out with the application of a constant potential at the polymer
electrode while varying other parameters.
0.40

V

w a s chosen

A n applied potential of

due to the moderate

rate of release of

dichromate observed at this potential.
The release of dichromate from PP/Cr207 polymer was found
to decrease with a decrease in the ionic strength of the solution
(Fig. 3.24).
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In acidic media the rate of dichromate release was found to
decrease. This may be due to the formation of hydrodichromate
which has less negative charge and is more hydrophobic (Fig. 4.25).
As with the release of the AQSA, three supporting electrolytes
0.010 M NaN03, NaCl and Na2S04 were investigated. The rate of
dichromate release was found to increase in the sequence of NaCl <
NaN03 < Na2S04 (Fig. 4.26).
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Fig. 3.24 Effect of solution ionic strength on dichromate release
Eapp = 0.40 V; other conditions as in Fig. 3.22.
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Fig. 3.25 Effect of solution pH on dichromate release
Other conditions as in Fig. 3.24.
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Fig. 3.26 Effect of supporting electrolyte on dichromate release
Other conditions as in Fig. 3.24.
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3.3.3 Release of P D C A

from

PP/PDCA

polvmer

PDCA is predominantly a hydrophobic molecule. In this work
the use of the P P / P D C A polymer as a sensing material has been
considered.

Therefore, studies in the release of P D C A

from

P P / P D C A was considered.
3.3.3.1 Polymer synthesis
PP/PDCA

was

synthesised

galvanostatically

on

an

RVC

cartridge and a glassy carbon electrode from an acetonitrile solution
containing 0.25 M pyrrole monomer and 0.10 M P D C A .
density used was 0.20 m A / c m 2
12 minutes.

The current

and the polymerisation time was

Acetonitrile was employed as the solvent since the

solubility of P D C A in water is only 0.01 M .
spike on the chronopotentiograms

There was no initial

with either substrate and the

potential increased with time (Fig. 3.27).

This indicates that the

polymer formed was less conductive.

1.51.0

2min
Fig 3.27

Chronopotentiograms

obtained

during

PP/PDCA

deposition
Substrate: a RVC; b. GC. experimental conditions as in the text above.
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3.3.3.2 Cyclic voltammetry of P P / P D C A
Cyclic voltammetry was used to investigate the
electrochemical properties of the P P / P D C A coated on glassy carbon
(Fig. 3.28).

The lack of oxidation/reduction responses indicated that

the polymer was relatively inactive.

T
0.05mA

1

-1.0

Fig. 3.28 Cyclic voltammogram

00
E(V)

of PP/PDCA

07

on a glassy carbon

substrate
Supporting Electrolyte: 0.1 M NaN03; scan rate: 100 mV/s; polymer
preparation as in Fig. 3.27 b.
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3.3.3.3 Effect of applied potential on the release of P D C A
The potential required to initiate the release of PDCA was
found to be 0.30 V in 0.010 M N a N 0 3 . B y applying potentials more
negative

than

0.20

(Fig. 3.29).

This

electrochemical

V , the rate of release increased
indicated

release

that the

characteristics

PP/PDCA

to those

has

steadily
similar

observed

with

P P / A Q S A , although the polymer was less electroactive.

CO

JD
O

E
c
•o
ID
CO
CO

JD
ID

<

o
Q

a

Fig. 3.29 Effect of applied potentials on PDCA
Spectrometric detection: X = 271 nm;

release

other conditions as in Fig. 3.9.

3.3.3.4 Effect of solution conditions on the release of P D C A
All subsequent experiments were carried out with a potential
of -0.40 V

applied to the polymer, while other conditions were

varied since the rate of release of P D C A was found to be moderate
at this potential.
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It was found that variation in ionic strength had the same
effect on the electrochemical release of P D C A as for P P / A Q S A .

The

rate

and

of release

decreased

with

decreased

ionic

strength

increased with increased ionic strength (Fig. 3.30).
The rate of release of P D C A was found to decrease in acidic
media as well (Fig. 3.31). The reason was considered to be the same
as for PP/AQSA.
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Fig. 3.30 Effect of solution ionic strength on PDCA
Eapp = -0.40 V; ther conditions as in Fig. 3.29.
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Fig. 3.31 Effect of solution pH on PDCA release
Other conditions as in Fig. 3.30.

Three supporting electrolytes N a N 0 3 , NaCl and N a 2 S 0 4 , were
considered.

The rate of release of P D C A was found to increase in

the order of NaCl < N a N 0 3 < N a 2 S 0 4 (Fig. 3.32). This was due to the
similar ionic strength in N a N 0 3 and NaCl solutions but higher ionic
strength in N a 2 S 0 4 solution at the same molarity.
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NaN03

NaCl

Na2S04

Fig. 3.32 Effect of supporting electrolyte on PDCA

release

Other conditions as in Fig. 3.30.

3.3.4 Release of HSA from PP/HSA polvmer
H S A is a useful model compound for the study of release of
large and complex molecules.

Investigation into the binding and

release of H S A from polypyrrole should yield information valuable
to the development of solid phase reactors containing immobilised
proteins, and also to the development of biosensors.
3.3.4.1 Polymer synthesis
PP/HSA was synthesised galvanostatically on RVC cartridges
or G C electrodes from aqueous solutions containing 0.25 M pyrrole
and 25000 p p m (3.6 x IO"4 M ) H S A .

N o initial potential spikes were

observed on the chronopotentiograms with either substrates, and
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the potential
(Fig. 3.33).

decreased

progressively

from

4.0

V

to 3.8

V

The high potential recorded during polymer synthesis

was attributed to the high resistance of the solution since no
additional

supporting

chronopotentiograms

electrolyte
obtained

generated was conductive.
0.04

mA/cm2

was

indicated

added.
that

However,
the

polymer

The current density passed was only

due to the high resistance of the solution and the

polymerisation time was 24 minutes.

2.0

> 1.0-

3.0 ]

0^

2.0
5min

Fig. 3.33

Chronopotentiograms

obtained

during

deposition
Substrate: a. G C , b. R V C ; experimental conditions as in the text above.

PP/HSA
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3.3.4.2 Cyclic voltammetry of PP/HSA
The high background current in the voltammogram of the
PP/HSA

polymer demonstrated

and electroactive (Fig. 3.34).

that the polymer was conductive
On

the first negative scan, two

reduction peaks were observed at -0.25 V and -0.60 V respectively.
This may have been due to large amounts of H S A being released
from the polymer.

-1.0

^05

0

05

E(V)

Fig. 3.34

Cyclic voltammogram

of PP/HSA

on a glassy carbon

substrate
Supporting electrolyte: 0.10 M NaN03; scan rate: 100 mV/s.
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3.3.4.3 Effect of applied potential on the release of H S A
Electrochemical release of HSA from the polymer was induced
at potentials less than -0.20 V, however, the rate of release
(Fig. 3.35).

remained constant, even d o w n to -1.0 V

This was

presumably due to the large size and hydrophobicity of the H S A
molecule, which made the expulsion of H S A difficult.
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Fig. 3.35 Effect of Eapp on HSA release
Spectrometric detection: X = 2 8 0 n m ; other conditions as in Fig. 3.9.

3.3.4.4 Effect of solution conditions on the release of H S A
All subsequent experiments were carried out using an applied
potential of -0.40 V

while other conditions were varied.

It was

found that the rate of release did not vary with changes in ionic
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strength, p H or the nature of the supporting electrolyte employed.
This m a y be also due to the hydrophobicity, large size and complex
structure of the H S A molecule.

3.4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, polypyrroles containing

A Q S A , dichromate,

P D C A , and H S A , which are molecules which vary in size, charge and
hydrophobicity, have been synthesised.

Release of these species

from these polymers has been investigated.
The

mechanism

of the release of A Q S A

from

PP/AQSA

included ion exchange, electrostatic exclusion and desorption.

Of

the three methods used to stimulate release, the electrochemical
means is the most powerful.

The potential required to initiate

release of P P / A Q S A was found to be 0.00 V and a more negative
potential resulted in a greater rate of release.

The

solution

conditions had a significant effect on the electrochemically induced
release.

The rate of release increased with increased ionic strength

and the rate of release decreased in acidic media.

The

AQSA

binding capacity of the polymer was 41 m g A Q S A / 1 0 0 m g polymer
and the m a x i m u m amount of A Q S A which could be released from
the polymer was 7.0 m g A Q S A / 1 0 0 m g polymer.

This indicated

that 17 % of the A Q S A incorporated could be released.

The release

induced by chemical reduction of the polymer was similar to the
release induced by electrochemical means.
The reduction of dichromate to chromium (III) upon
application of a negative potential was found to complicate the
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electrochemical release of dichromate from PP/Cr207.
solution

conditions

had

the

same

effect on

However, the

electrochemically

induced release of dichromate as observed with the release of
AQSA.
The PP/PDCA polymer displayed similar electrochemically
controlled release behaviour
although

the

polymer

as the other conducting

formed

was

electroactive than those listed above.

less

conductive

polymers
and

less

The rate of release increased

upon application of a more negative potential and decreased with
decreased ionic strength and p H of the solution.
Electrochemical release of H S A from P P / H S A was independent
of the applied potential and

the solution conditions i.e. ionic

strength, p H and supporting electrolyte, due to the hydrophobicity,
large size and complex structure of the H S A molecule.
Since the electrochemical release is based on the electrostatic
expulsion of anions from the polymer, in principle, the bigger the
size, the lower

the charge

and

the greater

the

hydrophobic

properties of the molecule, the more difficult it should be to release,
as in the case of release of H S A from PP/HSA.
It is worth noting that the lower polymer conductivity and
electroactivity observed with P P / P D C A had no deleterious influence
on the release of P D C A .
The

mechanism

of

counterion

release

from

conducting

polymers involves various molecular interactions such as hydrogen
bonding, electrostatic forces, V a n der Waals forces and hydrophobic
interactions.

From the thermodynamic point of view, it depends on
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the partition coefficient of the counterion in the polymer and the
solution.

The driving force is to reach partitioning equilibrium.

Other workers

have

suggested

that the release of counterions

occurs via ion exchange and electrostatic expulsion processes (176).
In our case desorption was also considered.

CHAPTER 4
DEVELOPMENT OF POLYPYRROLE MODIFIED
ELECTRODES FOR VOLTAMMETRIC DETECTION
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
In designing CMEs for chemical sensing, there are a number of
factors to consider.

A n ideal C M E should have the following

properties.
1) Ease of fabrication: materials for the preparation of CMEs
should be inexpensive and the preparation procedure

should be

simple and rapid.
2) Mechanical and chemical stability: mechanical stability is
particularly important for applications in flowing solutions and onsite analysis.

Chemical stability means that the electrode is as inert

as possible to matrix effects.
3) Electrochemically inert: the electrochemical potential range
should be suitable for determination of the analyte, and the C M E
should not normally undergo oxidation or reduction within this
range.
4) Ability to resolve analytical signals: the CME should be
capable of simultaneous analysis of several species.
5) Ability to discriminate against matrix components: no
undesired signals or interference with analytical signals should be
produced at the C M E by the components of the matrix.
6) High sensitivity: this is important to determine low level
analytes

and can be achieved

electrocatalysis.

via either preconcentration or
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7) High capacity: this is important for the analysis of high
concentration analytes, and for reuseability.
8) Reuseability: a number of analyses should be attainable
before cleaning and regeneration of the C M E is required.
9) Easy cleaning: regeneration of the electrode should be
easily and reproducibly achieved.
10) Well-known mechanism: electrochemical processes at the
CME

should be well understood.

These processes are complex,

involving more than simple electron transfer at a well-defined
boundary.
Real C M E s will have limitations in one or more of the above
areas, however, it is important to strive to achieve the above goals
if optimal C M E s are to be developed.

The rapid development of

polymer modified electrodes lies in the fact that they can meet
these requirements more effectively than other C M E s (218).
The use of preconcentration has proven extremely successful
for enhancing

the

sensitivity

of detection

conventional stripping voltammetry.

of metal

ions in

Preconcentration of analytes

may be achieved using the following mechanisms.
1) Electrodeposition: the most c o m m o n example is the use of a
thin

mercury

voltammetry

film

electrode

( A S V ) , in which

(TMFE)

for

anodic

metals are deposited

electrodes by applying an appropriate

stripping
at mercury

potential to form amalgams.

2) Adsorption: the accumulation of analytes onto the electrode
surface can be obtained by physical adsorption.

For instance, the
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detection of nickel or cobalt as organometallic compounds (219) or
more

commonly

organic

substances

(220)

using

adsorptive

stripping voltammetry has been described recently.
3) Ion exchange: ionic analytes can be preconcentrated by
electrostatic

attraction to surface-bound

ion exchangers.

instance, tetrakis[3,5-bis(erifluormethyl)phenyl]borate

For

( T F P B ) has

been used as a cation exchanger to detect Vitamin Bi (221).
4) Complexation: metal ions can be preconcentrated onto the
electrode surfaces via coordination or chelating reactions.

An

example described recently was the preconcentration of nickel ions
using a dimethylglyoxime-containing C M E (19).
Using

conventional

preconcentrated
appropriately

via

electrodeposition

prepared

preconcentration

electrodes,

modified

can

be

or

have

adsorption.

been
Using

electrodes, the mechanisms

extended

complexation or precipitation.

analytes

to

include

ion

of

exchange,

The latter two mechanisms were

considered in this work.
The

use of complexation

particularly

exciting

Complexation

prospect

of metal

analytical chemistry

and

be

achieved

for

the electrode surface is a
electroanalytical

species has been
many

procedures have been developed.
sensitivity

on

using

selectivity can be improved.

useful

used

chemistry.

extensively in

analyte preconcentration

Not only can enhancement of
complexing

electrodes

but also

The attainment of selectivity via p H

control, using masking agents or by affecting the redox properties
of metal ions should be possible using complexing electrodes. Using
C M E s the complexation can be conveniently carried out where it
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matters most, at the electrode surface.

This is m u c h more efficient

than derivatising the total solution prior to voltammetric analysis.
Therefore, many chemically modified electrodes have been
developed by attaching the complexing agent onto the electrode
surface (18,20,58).

These modifiers are usually attached to solid

electrode substrates such as platinum, gold or glassy carbon.

It is

worth noting that some work has been carried out on mercury
electrodes

to enhance

the

selectivity

of the

detection

(222).

Improvements in the analytical performance of mercury electrodes,
by enhancing the selectivity or mechanical stability are valuable
since mercury electrodes are still the most commonly

employed

electrodes in electroanalytical chemistry.
There are several methods which have been reported for the
attachment of complexing agents to electrode surfaces.
1) Physical

mixing: complexing

electrode materials.

agents

are

mixed

with

For instance, carbon paste electrodes into

which various complexing agents have been incorporated for the
detection of metal ions or organic functionalities, have been widely
employed

(223,224).

2) Covalent bonding: electrodes are surface derivatised to
attach ligands or other molecular recognition sites.

For instance,

polypyrrole coated electrodes have been derivatised with carbon
disulfide to form dithiocarbamate ligands on the surface.

These

electrodes have been used for the detection of copper (225).
3) Polymerisation: monomers which contain appropriate
functional groups suitable for preconcentration

are polymerised.
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For instance, electrodes have been coated with a polymerised layer
of 2-methyl-8-quinolinol to coordinate and subsequently determine
cobalt and copper (226).
4) Ion exchange: ligands are incorporated via ion exchange
into the polymers or resins.

For instance, antipyrylazo III was

incorporated into a copolymer for the determination of calcium
(227).
5) Incorporation: complexing or other molecular recognition
sites

are

incorporated

polymerisation.

into

the

polymer

matrix

during

This latter approach was the method investigated

in this work.
There are some disadvantages that are to be overcome if
using methods 1 to 4.

The physical mixing method suffers from

leaching

agents from

of complexing

the electrodes (28).

often needs complicated

The

covalent bonding

method

derivatisation

processes (134).

Monomers containing suitable complexing groups

are limited (228) and the ion exchange method is often not suitable
(229).
The method which involves direct incorporation of complexing
agents into conducting polymers appears attractive since a large
number

of

anionically

charged

ligands

have

been

used

for

complexation of metal ions previously and such ligands should be
readily incorporated.

To date, however, the chemical properties, for

instance the complexation

capability of counterions incorporated

into conducting polymers, have not been fully investigated with a
view to developing new electroanalytical methods.
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In this work, polypyrroles containing a range of counterions,
such as perchlorate, chloride, bromide, pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic
acid (PDCA) and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) have been
prepared and characterised.

The determination of silver and other

metal ions using these new polymer coated platinum electrodes has
been investigated to evaluate the advantages and limitations of
Polymer coated thin mercury film electrodes

each electrode.
containing

complexing

agents

have

also

investigated for detection of metal ions.

been

prepared

and

In addition, the use of

polypyrrole modified electrodes for determination of chloramines in
potable water has been explored.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL
4.2.1 Reagents

and

standard

solutions

All chemicals used were analytical grade purity, unless
otherwise stated.

Deionised

water (Millipore) was

employed

throughout this work.
Pyrrole (Sigma, LR

grade) was distilled before use.

monomer solutions were prepared at 0.50 M

The

concentration using

either water or acetonitrile as the solvent, and then stored in the
refrigerator.
prepared

by

The solutions used for polymer synthesis were freshly
mixing

the monomer

solutions with

a suitable

electrolyte solution before polymerisation.
Metal solutions were prepared from their nitrate salts in
Millipore water.
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4.2.2 I n s t r u m e n t a t i o n
General
Constant-current polymerisation was carried out with a
galvanostat built in the Science Faculty Electronic Workshop,
University

of Wollongong.

The

chronopotentiograms

obtained

during polymer growth also were recorded on the same instrument.
All electrochemical experiments performed in the stationary
cell were carried out using a Bioanalytical System (BAS) CV-27
voltammograph.
Voltammetric experiments were performed in a conventional
three electrode electrochemical cell.

A cylindrical platinum gauze

auxiliary electrode and a Ag/AgCl (3 M
were employed.

NaCl) reference electrode

A platinum wire (Johnson, Mathey), or a glassy

carbon disc (BAS) was used as the working electrode.
All flow through experiments were conducted with a Waters
Model M-6000A H P L C system in conjunction with a Waters Model
450 spectrophotometer and a Dionex Pulsed Amperometric Detector
for monitoring the separated species by a C-l8 reverse phase
column.

A Dionex thin layer electrochemical cell with a Ag/AgCl

reference electrode was used for amperometric detection.
Electrochemical cell for polymerisation
The electrochemical cell used for preparation of polymer
electrodes is shown in Fig. 4.1. In order to obtain an even polymer
coating, the working electrode for polymer deposition and the
auxiliary

electrode

were

carefully

positioned.

The

working
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electrode w a s placed in the centre of the cylindrical auxiliary
electrode so that an even current distribution could be achieved
and this resulted in an even polymer film.

In addition, the large

surface area of the auxiliary electrode facilitated the polymerisation
process.

RE

WE

AE

Fig. 4.1 Configration of the electrochemical cell for polymerisation
W E : working electrode; AE: auxiliary electrode; RE: reference electrode.

Schematic of the flow through system
The schematic of the flow through system used in this work is
shown in Fig. 4.2.
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waste

Fig. 4.2

Schematic of the flow through system

4.2.3 Experimental

procedures

The preparation and use of polypyrrole modified electrodes
for voltammetric detection were carried out as follows:
1) Pretreatment of substrates: the working electrodes to be
used as substrates for polymerisation were pretreated according to
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their geometries.

Platinum wire electrodes were soaked in chromic

acid in order to remove any polymers already existing, dipped in
aqua regia for

5 min to remove the metal contamination, and

finally soaked in Millipore water for 2 h before plating the polymer.
Glassy carbon electrodes were polished with an aluminium oxide
slurry followed by rinsing with water and ultrasonication to remove
traces of aluminium oxide.
2) Preparation of chemically active polypyrrole electrodes:
Polypyrrole

electrodes

incorporating

various

anions

were

prepared by galvanostatic electropolymerisation onto a platinum or
glassy carbon electrode from either aqueous or acetonitrile solution
containing pyrrole m o n o m e r and the chosen anion.
conditions

are

summarised

in

Table

2.2.

Experimental

Solutions

were

deoxygenated with nitrogen for 15 minutes prior to synthesis of the
polymer.
Polypyrrole
described below.

coated

mercury

electrodes

were

prepared

as

Firstly, a thin mercury film electrode was plated

by applying a potential of -0.50 V to a glassy carbon electrode from
a stirred 100 p p m H g ( N 0 3 h solution for 60-80 seconds.

Secondly,

polypyrrole was coated onto the mercury film electrode by cycling
the potential at 1.0 V/s between -0.50 V and 0.70 V for 10 - 30
cycles

in

the

solution.

summarised in Table 4.1.

Conditions

for each

counterion

are
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Table 4.1 Conditions for coating polypyrrole onto thin mercury
film electrodes
Electrode

Solution

Potential range
(V)

Scan rate
V/s

Cycle
numbers

PP/C1

0.10M Py
+
0.10M KC1

-0.40 - 0.70

1.0

10 - 30

PP/NO3

0.10M Py
+
0.10M NaN03

-0.40 - 0.70

1.0

10 - 30

-0.40 - 0.70

1.0

10 - 30

-0.40 - 0.70

1.0

10 - 30

-0.40 - 1.70

1.5

10 - 30

-0.40 - 0.70

1.0

10 - 30

PP/PDCA

0.10M Py
+
0.10M PDCA
(CH3CN,1% H20)
0.1 OM Py
+
0.10MEDTA

PP/EDTA

PP/DMG

0.10M Py
+
0.10MDMG
(CH3CN,1% H 2 0)

PP/DS

0.10M Py
+
0.10M DS

* D M G : dimethylglyoxime; other abbreviations as in Table 2.2.

3) Characterisation:
Fast A t o m

Bombardment Mass

Spectrometry ( F A B M S ) and

Elemental analysis were used to verify the incorporation of the
desired counterions and the composition of the resultant polymers.
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Scanning Electron Microscopy was used to characterise the
morphology of these polypyrrole modified electrodes.
Cyclic voltammetry was used to investigate the
electrochemical properties of these new electrodes.
4) Analytical performance:
Polypyrrole coated platinum electrodes were soaked in 1.0 M
N a N 0 3 containing metal ions for 5 min in order to trap the analyte.
Voltammetric analysis of metal ions was then carried out in 1.0 M
KCL
Polypyrrole coated mercury film electrodes were used for the
determination

of metal ions either as above

or using anodic

stripping voltammetry.
Polypyrrole coated glassy carbon electrodes and polypyrrole
coated mercury film electrodes were used in the flow through
system for amperometric detection of chloramines.

4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.3.1 Detection of silver using Polypyrrole modified
platinum electrodes
4.3.1.1 Polymer synthesis
Using the solution conditions described in Table 2.2, a
polypyrrole film containing the appropriate counterion was coated
on

the platinum

substrate.

The

chronopotentiograms recorded
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during polymer synthesis indicated that the potential to initiate and
carry out polymerisation depended
(Fig. 4.3).

employed

Initiation of polymerisation on platinum was

difficult when P D C A
increased

on the counterion

potential

or E D T A
was

more

were used as counterions.

observed

during

the polymer

An

coating

procedure indicating that a less conductive polymer was deposited.
However, polymerisation
chloride and bromide.
observed

during

was readily initiated with perchlorate,
In these cases, the decreasing potential

the coating procedure

suggested

formation

of

conducting polymers.
4.3.1.2 Characterisation
FABMS

and elemental analysis data demonstrated that the

desired counterions were incorporated into the polymer. (Fig. 2.72.10, Table 2.7). The loading of each counterion is shown in Table
4.2.

However, the amount of counterion actually exposed at the

electrode surface was difficult to measure.
Cyclic

voltammograms

recorded in 1.0 M

of

each

polymer

electrode

were

N a N 0 3 (Fig. 4.4). The classical redox transition

from the neutral to oxidised state can be observed for PP/C1 and
PP/Br at potentials similar to those shown by PP/CIO4.

A broad

transition response can even be seen for P P / P D C A and P P / E D T A .
However, the formation

of the P P / E D T A

film

was

not very

reproducible and this response varied from polymer to polymer.
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a

b

c

0.5-

0.0L
E(V)
2.0

LO-

0.0

I min.

Fig. 4.3 Chronopotentiograms

of polypyrroles containing various

anions
a. PP/CIO4, b. PP/C1, c. PP/Br, d. PP/PDCA, e. PP/EDTA. Conditions for
polymer synthesis as in Table 2.2.
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Table 4.2 Amount

of counterion in polypyrrole polymers

Polymer

Amount of counterion (%) (w/w)

PP/C1

14.0

PP/Br

27.2

PP/PDCA

29.0

PP/EDTA

54.8

Results were calculated according to the ratio of pyrrole ring to counterion
from the elemental analysis results (Table 2.7).

In order to evaluate electron transfer processes at these
polypyrrole electrodes, cyclic voltammograms for ferrocene which
is a typical reversible redox process were recorded (Table 4.3).
Despite the apparent lack of electroactivity for P P / P D C A

and

PP/EDTA electrodes, electron transfer from solution species was still
possible.

However, the peak to peak separation at these electrodes

was broader, which is consistent with a less conductive substrate.
The similar values obtained (except for P P / E D T A ) for the peak
current on the ferrocene voltammograms indicate the consistency of
the electroactive surface area from one electrode to the other.

The

different potentials of the ferrocene redox couple on each polymer
electrode suggest that electron transfer occurred mainly on the
polymer itself rather than on

the platinum

substrate although

polypyrrole is known to be a permeable polymeric material (197).
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Fig. 4.4 Cyclic voltammograms

of polypyrroles containing various

anions
Solution: 1.0 M
d. PP/EDTA,

NaN03;

e. PP/PDCA.

scan rate: 50 mV/s; a. PP/CIO4, b. PP/C1, c. PP/Br,
Conditions for polymer synthesis as in Table 2.2.
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Table 4.3

Oxidation and reduction of ferrocene on polypyrrol

electrodes
Electrode

Ep(ox)

Ep(red)

(V)

(V)

Ep(ox) - (E3/4 Ep(red) El/4)(ox)

ip(ox)

(V)

(V)

(mA/cm 2 )

0.044

-0.100

0.144

0.053

1.70

Pt-PP/Cl

-0.011

-0.084

0.073

0.044

1.70

Pt-PP/Br

0.014

-0.082

0.096

0.046

1.60

Pt-PP/PDCA

0.080

-0.120

0.200

0.075

1.70

Pt-PP/EDTA

broad

broad

-

-

0.31

Pt-PP/C104

Solution: 5.1 x 10'3 M ferrocene + 0.10 M T E A P in C H 3 C N ;

scan rate: 50 mV/s;

+

reference electrode: Ag/Ag .

4.3.1.3 Analytical performance
To evaluate the application of these polypyrrole modified
electrodes for analysis, each electrode was used to detect various
metal ions such as copper, iron, lead, cadmium, mercury and silver.
Compared to the responses obtained on a platinum electrode, all
metal ions produced smaller responses on the polymer electrodes
and the responses decreased with decreasing electroactivity of the
electrodes.

Enhancement of sensitivity by preconcentration was

only achieved for silver and mercury.
response

of

silver

ions

appeared

Of these two metal ions, the
better.

Therefore

the
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voltammetric analysis of silver ions was chosen as an example to
further study the behaviour of the polypyrrole modified electrodes.
4.3.1.3.1 Preconcentration of silver
Silver can be preconcentrated onto platinum electrodes by
electrodeposition at potentials more negative than -0.20 V

(230).

However, in this work, w e found that silver ions can be deposited
on a platinum substrate by chemical adsorption depending on the
age of the electrodes (Fig. 4.5).

Using the polypyrrole electrodes

under investigation, preconcentration of silver m a y be carried out
chemically

by

either

precipitation

or

complexation

via

the

incorporated counterions or complexation via the amine groups on
the polymer backbone (231).

A

layer of white precipitant was

observed on PP/C1 and PP/Br electrode surfaces while they were
soaked in a high concentration silver solution (> 20 p p m ) . This was
due to the formation of silver chloride or silver bromide.

The

decrease in silver ion concentration of the solution in which a piece
of PP/NO3 polymer was soaked indicated that complexation of silver
ions by the amine groups on the polymer backbone ocurred.
greater

decrease

in

silver ion

concentration

of the

A

solutions

containing P P / E D T A and P P / P D C A indicated the formation of silver
complexes via E D T A or P D C A ligands incorporated into the polymers
(Table 4.4).
Alternatively, electrodeposition on the polymer was possible.
However, in this work, no potential was applied during uptake in
the major investigations, as w e
evaluating

chemical

means

were concerned

for trapping

which

primarily
could

be

with
used
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advantageously

to improve

the sensitivity

and selectivity of

electrochemical detection.

01 mA

rr^

a
l»

-0.85

===== .4^

Q35 ~~

HT

0.65

E(V)

Fig. 4.5

Silver response

at platinum

electrodes due to chemical

adsorption
Platinum wire electrodes soaked in 5.0 ppm Ag+ + 1.0 M NaN03 for 5 min;
after uptake cyclic voltammetry in 1.0 M
(old) after several month analyses;

KC1;

scan rate: 50 mV/s;

a., b. Pt

c. Pt (new) fresh from manufacture.
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Table 4.4..Uptake of silver ions by polypyrrole electrodes

Initial [Ag+]

Final [Ag+]

Uptake of [Ag+]

(ppm)

(ppm)

(%)

PP/N03

5.0

3.1

38

PP/EDTA

5.0

1.0

80

PP/PDCA

5.0

1.4

72

Electrode

Solution: 10 ml 5.0 p p m A g + in 1.0 M N a N 0 3 ;

polymerization conditions as in

Table 2.2; 1.5 c m 2 polymer soaked in the solution for 3 days with stirring.

To

optimise

the preconcentration

process, the following

parameters were evaluated:
1) Ionic strength of solution;
2) p H of solution;
3) preconcentration time; and
4) Polymer thickness.
The importance of the ionic strength on preconcentration was
illustrated by the fact that uptake rates were much
higher concentration

N a N 0 3 solutions (Table 4.5).

strength m a y free more polymer

bound

higher in

Higher ionic

chloride ions by ion

exchange facilitating reactions with silver ions.
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Table 4.5 Effect of ionic strength of solution on silver uptake

Ionic strength (M NaN03) 0.00 0.10 1.00
Silver oxidation current after
uptake ( p A )

44.6

60.2

82.5

PP/C1 electrode soaked in N a N 0 3 with 5.0 ppm A g + for 5.0 min;
after uptake cyclic voltammetry in 1.0 M

KC1, scan rate 50 mv/s.

The effect of p H on uptake was found to be different for each
electrode.

For the complexing electrodes, namely P P / P D C A

and

P P / E D T A , the rate of uptake increased with increasing p H

and

decreased with decreasing p H (Fig. 4.6). This was expected as the
charges on the ligands and the amine groups on the polymer
backbone

increased

strengthening

with

their capability

increasing

pH

(deprotonation),

to complex, but decreased

with

decreasing p H (protonation), weakening their capability to complex.
For PP/C1 and PP/Br electrodes, the rate of uptake decreased
to a m i n i m u m

at p H

4 with increasing p H

but decreased with

decreasing p H (Fig 4.7). This is due to the fact that the uptake of
silver ion was possibly a combination of precipitation by chloride or
bromide at low p H and complexation due to the amine groups on
the polymer at high pH.
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B

- 0.15

m

025

E(V)

Fig. 4.6 Effect of solution pH on silver uptake at a PPIPDCA
electrode
5 min uptake in a solution of 5.0 ppm Ag+ + 1.0 M NaN03; after uptake cyclic
voltammetry in 1.0 M KC1, scan rate: 50 mV/s; a. p H 6.0, b. p H 4.0, c. p H 2.0.
A. uptake from high p H to low pH, B uptake from low p H to high pH.
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Fig. 4.7

Effect of solution pH

on silver uptake at a PPICl electrode

Experimental conditions as in Fig. 4.6.
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A s expected, the uptake of silver increased with increasing
preconcentration time. However, it was found that the relationship
between the analytical signal and the time of uptake was not linear.
(Fig. 4.8). To explain this, two factors have to be considered. One is
that silver uptake may not be linear due to saturation of the
chemically active sites and the other is that the analytical signal
may not be linear due to the complicated electron transfer
processes observed at polymer modified electrodes (232).

80-

60 -

H H

< /

=L

40-

/

20- y/

0 f i—i—i—i—i—«—" '—' 1—'—•—•—•—I

0 5 10 15

t (min)

Fig. 4.8 Effect of preconcentration time on silver uptake at a PPICl
electrode
Uptake in a solution of 3.0 ppm Ag+ + 1.0 M NaN03; cyclic voltammetry in 1.0
M KC1 after uptake; scan rate: 50 mV/s.

The effect of polymer thickness on the rate of uptake was also
investigated (Table 4.6). The non-linear relationship may be
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attributed to the fact that the uptake of silver ions occurred mainly
at the outer layer of the polymer.

Table 4.6 Effect of polymer thickness on silver uptake

Thickness (um) 0.75 1.50 3.00
Silver oxidation current after
uptake (u.A)

32.2

68.5

80.7

PP/C1 electrode soaked in 3.0 ppm Ag+ + 1.0 M NaN03 solution for 3.0 min;
cyclic voltammetry in 1.0 M KC1 after uptake, scan rate 50 mv/s.

4.3.1.3.2 Voltammetric response
After

preconcentration, the electrochemical

reduction and

oxidation of trapped silver ions, was investigated (Table 4.7). O n
bare platinum electrodes after preconcentration silver ions were
reduced at -0.06 V and oxidised at approximately 0.10 V , although
the magnitude

and potential

electrode age (Fig. 4.4).

of these

responses

suggesting

as observed

for oxidation

that the oxidation

counterion and polymer.
silver

trapped

with

The oxidation responses for all the

electrodes considered, except P P / E D T A , occurred
potential

varied

at a similar

on a platinum

process

substrate,

is independent

of the

However, the reduction responses for

or released

upon

oxidation

varied

with the

counterion incorporated into the polymer, indicating that there is a
certain interaction between the counterion (or polymer) and the
silver ion.
mV

For P P / E D T A , a redox couple was observed some 300

more positive than that on a platinum

electrode.

These
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responses

were reproducible but the potentials for this redox

couple varied over a range of 300 m V .
reproducibility of polymer growth
PP/EDTA.

This m a y be due to the poor

and the low conductivity of

T h e oxidation response was chosen as the analytical

response for detection of silver due to the well-defined peak shape
obtained when compared with the reduction response.

Maximum

sensitivity was obtained using a PP/CIO4 electrode, which is known
to be extremely conductive.

T h e sensitivity of each electrode

decreased with decreasing conductivity of the polymer.

Table 4.7 Oxidation and reduction of silver after uptaking on
polypyrrole electrodes
Electrode

Uptaking Ep(ox)
timea
(V)
(min)

Ep(red)

Wl/2(ox) Wl/2(red)

(V)

(V)

(V)

Sensitivity
(nA/mgAg +
min)

Pt-PP/C104

5

0.07

-0.08

0.02

0.05

0.078

Pt-PP/Cl

6

0.07

-0.17

0.05

0.13

0.009

Pt-PP/Br

30

0.07

broad

0.02

broad

0.004

Pt-PP/PDCA

15

0.07

-0.05

0.01

0.02

0.002

Pt-PP/EDTA

15

0.36

0.25

0.01

0.01

0.001

Pt(new)b

5

0.05

-0.06

0.02

0.02

0.100

Pt(old)c

5

0.15

0.06

0.02

0.02

0.001

Cyclic voltammetry in 1.0 M KC1;
a. uptaking A g + from 1.0 p p m A g + in 1.0 M N a N 0 3 ;

b. Pt (new) electrode

employed directly after cleaning, fresh from manufacturer;
several month

analyses.

c. Pt (old) after
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If the silver loading was high, due to preconcentration for a
long

time

or a higher concentration

of silver solution

being

employed, then the electrochemical response displayed "break in"
(Fig. 4.9) as has been described by other workers (233).

At lower

coverages the response decreased on subsequent scans due to the
diffusion of silver ions from the electrode (Fig. 4.10).
The supporting electrolyte employed was found to be critical
for obtaining optimal analytical responses.

Responses with smaller

peak widths and at less anodic potentials were observed when the
voltammetry was carried out in 1.0 M
NaN03

(Fig. 4.11).

K C 1 as opposed to 1.0

M

This was thought to be due to the strong

interaction between the silver ion and the high concentration of
chloride in the medium.
sharper
response.

than

would

The silver oxidation response obtained was
be

expected

for

The peak width of 40 m V

a

one-electron

surface

was presumably due to a

positive interaction effect as observed

previously

on

modified

electrodes (234).
Regeneration of the used electrode was difficult since the
silver trapped on the electrode surface was not easy to remove.
Harsh electrochemical or chemical conditions had to be employed.
In this work, the method used involved the application of a positive
potential

of 0.30

V

to the electrode

in

1.0

simultaneously stirring the solution for 3 minutes.

M

KC1

while

The reason for

choosing these conditions was to speed up the removal of the silver
ion from the electrode while attempting to preserve the integrity of
the sensing element. At 0.30 V the polymer was oxidised and
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Fig. 4.9 Cyclic voltammograms

after uptake of Ag+

on polypyrrole

electrodes (break in)
10 min uptake in the solution of 5.0 ppm Ag+ + 1.0 M NaN03; after uptake
cyclic voltammetry in 1.0 M KC1, scan rate: 50 mV/s;

a. PP/Br,

b. PP/PDCA.
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Fig. 4.10 Cyclic voltammograms after uptake of Ag+ on
polypyrrole electrodes (no break in)
5 min uptake in a solution of 5.0 ppm Ag+ + 1.0 M NaN03; after uptake cyclic
voltammetry in 1.0 M KC1, scan rate: 50 mV/s; a. PP/Br, b. PP/EDTA.
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Fig. 4.11 Effect of supporting electrolyte on cyclic voltammograms
after uptaking Ag+ on PPICl electrodes
5 min uptake in 5.0 ppm Ag+ solutions; cyclic voltammetry in the same
solution after uptake, scan rate: 50 mV/s; a. 1.0 M N a N 0 3 , b. 1.0 M KC1.
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therefore there was limited electrochemical release of counterions
from the polymer, although the high porosity of the polymer
facilitated the removal of silver ions.

N o electrode investigated

could

preconcentration-oxidation

be

reused

for a quantitative

process to obtain reproducible results (Table 4.8).

Presumably,

even though there were enough counterions to maintain electrode
conductivity
remained
changed

as the voltammogram

of the polymer

backbone

constant, the surface characteristics of the electrode
and

resulted

in the variation of accessible reactive

counterions or amine groups.

Table 4.8 Reproducbility of silver oxidation response on a PPICl
electrode
Test

Silver oxidation response
(uA)

1

56.1

2

39.8

3

52.3

4

43.9

5

32.5

Mean
Standard deviation
Relative standard deviation (%)

Experimental conditions as in Fig. 4.10.

44.9
8.5
19
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Attempts to regenerate the electrodes chemically by the use
of 3 M

ammonia were also investigated.

It was found that silver

was removed but the polymer electroactivity decreased (Fig. 4.12b)
and the subsequent silver response increased (Fig. 4.12 c).

One

reason was probably that although the ammonia removed the silver
ions from the polymer, (Fig. 4.12 b) the hydroxide attacked the
polymer backbone to reduce conductivity (235).
was presumably that the high p H

The other reason

form of the polymer possibly

adsorbed ammonia and caused an increased silver uptake due to
either the negative
complexation.
irreversible

charge

However,
changes

in

on

the

amine

this

treatment

the

polymer

group

or

caused

ammonia

greater

backbone,

and

and
the

reproducibility of detection of silver became even poorer.

4.3.1.3.3 Interferences
Potential interferences caused by the presence of other metal
ions during the preconcentration of silver were also investigated.
The presence of high concentrations (50 p p m ) of iron, copper, lead,
zinc, cadmium, cobalt, nickel or manganese ions interfered with the
uptake rate of silver (5.0 p p m ) on all polypyrrole coated electrodes,
but it only

decreased

electrochemical

the

response

silver response

occurred.

The

and

no

presence

additional
of

high

concentrations of mercury caused interference on all electrodes due
to an overlapping

mercury

However, experiments

oxidation response

indicated

(Fig

that the use of the

electrode minimised this interference (Fig. 4.13 B ) .

4.13 A ) .
PP/PDCA
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0.1mA
1

•0.85

0.35

0.15

0.65

E(V)

Fig. 4.12 Cyclic voltammograms of PPIPDCA
3

after treatment using

MNH4OH

a. after uptaking silver before treatment;
for 2 h;

b. after treatment in 3 M

NH4O H

c. after reuptaking silver;

5 min uptake in a solution of 5.0 p p m A g + + 1.0 M N a N 0 3 ;
voltammetry in 1.0 M KC1, scan rate: 50 mV/s.

after uptake cyclic
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4.3.1.3.4 Effect of applied potential on preconcentration
To further investigate the properties of the polypyrrole
modified electrode, potentials were imposed on these electrodes
during preconcentration.

PP/CIO4, PP/C1 and P P / E D T A were chosen

since various preconcentration mechanisms m a y

be in operation,

namely, complexation on the amine group on the polymer backbone
(PP/CIO4),

a

combination

of precipitation

by

chloride

and

complexation with the amine group (PP/C1) and complexation by
E D T A and the amine group (PP/EDTA).

The results are shown in

Fig. 4.14. For PP/CIO4 and PP/C1, applied potentials had no distinct
effect

on

the

kinetics

of

preconcentration on P P / E D T A

preconcentration.

However,

became slower, indicating that this

electrode was more affected by applied potential.
4.3.2 Detection of copper and
modified

thin

mercury

nickel using
film

polypyrrole

electrodes

Mercury is still recognised as the most useful substrate for
determination of metal ions.

Consequently, the possibility of

incorporation of mercury into polymer films containing complexing
groups was considered.
4.3.2.1 Polymer coating
Instead of the galvanostatic method employed previously, a
potentiodynamic method was used for coating the polymer onto
thin

mercury

film

electrodes.

The

potential

required

for

polymerisation is more positive than the potential required for
mercury oxidation.

However, by sweeping the potential at a fast

rate (> 1 V/s) between the potential for polymerisation and a
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B

b

i
0.1mA

1

Q

-0.15

0.05

0.25

E(V)

Fig. 4.13 Mercury

interference with uptaking Ag+

on polypyrrole

electrodes
A. PP/CI; B. PP/PDCA; 5 min uptake in a solution of 1.0 M NaN03 with:
a. 5.0 ppm Ag+, b. 40.0 ppm Hg2+, c. 5.0 ppm Ag+ + 40 ppm Hg2+;
after uptake cyclic voltammetry in 1.0 M KC1, scan rate: 50 mV/s.
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c

B

0.1mA

A

-0.15

Fig. 4.14

025

0.05
ElV)

Effect of applied potential on

silver uptake at

polypyrrole electroes
A. PP/CIO4; B. PP/Cl; C. PP/PDCA; a. no Eapp; b. Eapp = 0.30 V; c. Eapp = 0.03 V;
5 min uptake in a solution of 3.0 ppm A g + + 1.0 M
voltammetry in 1.0 M KC1, scan rate: 50 mV/s.

NaN03;

after uptake cyclic
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potential cathodic enough to induce mercury reduction, the mercury
ions produced at positive potentials were redeposited at negative
potentials before they diffused away from the electrode surface.
Simultaneously, a layer of polymer was formed on the electrode
surface (236).

Polypyrrole films containing various counterions

were deposited on the thin mercury film electrode according to the
experimental conditions summarised in Table 4.1.
4.3.2.2 Characterisation
The morphology of the mercury thin film electrode and the
polypyrrole coated mercury thin film electrode was characterised
by scaning electron microscopy as shown in Fig. 4.15.
droplets

appeared

finer

and

more

evenly

The mercury

distributed

on

the

polymer coated mercury thin film electrode.
The

cyclic

voltammograms

recorded

during

polymer

deposition demonstrated that the polymer had been formed on the
electrode surface (Fig. 4.16).

The retention of mercury on the

electrode can be verified by anodic stripping voltammetry.

A s well

as this, both the polymer and mercury can be identified visually.

A

lustrous grey layer of mercury with a blueish layer of polymer
could be observed on the glassy carbon electrode surface.
Anodic stripping voltammograms using each electrode were
recorded

in

0.10

M

NaN03

in

order

to

investigate

the

electrochemical properties of each polymer coated mercury thin
film electrode (Fig. 4.17).

The voltammograms were found to be

basically similar to those of the thin mercury film electrode, but
varied with the thickness of the polymer.

If the polymer was thin

(< 50 cycles for polymer growth), there was no difference in the
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voltammograms (Fig. 4.17 a,b).

If the polymer was thick (> 75

cycles), an oxidation response for the polymer was observed (Fig.
4.17 c, d).
4.3.2.3 Analytical performance
Anodic stripping voltammetry and adsorptive stripping
voltammetry are the most c o m m o n
thin mercury film electrodes.

applications for conventional

These two types of voltammetry

have also been used in this work for the investigation of the
polypyrrole coated thin mercury film electrodes.
4.3.2.3.1 Anodic stripping voltammetry
GC-Hg/PP/Cl,

GC-Hg/PP/N03,

GC-Hg/PP/PDCA

and

GC-Hg/PP/EDTA were used for anodic stripping analysis of copper,
lead and cadmium.

Experiments showed

that the behaviour of

these polymer coated thin mercury film electrodes was similar to
that observed
indicating

with

that the

conventional
oxidation

thin mercury

process

film electrodes,

of trapped

metals

were

independent of the counterions incorporated into the polymer.

This

is not surprising since during the deposition step the metal is in its
elemental form, which does not form metal complexes in the same
way as its cation would.
Sensitivity of the detection using polypyrrole coated thin
mercury film electrodes depended on the thickness of the polymer
coating.

Sensitivity decreased with increased thickness due to the

higher background current of the thicker polymer.

For example,

the detection of copper using G C - H g / P P / E D T A electrodes is shown
in Fig. 4.18.

16

2.5pm

Fig. 4.15

Electron scaning micrographs

electrode and a PPIEDTA

of a thin mercury fi

coated thin mercury film electrode

a. GC-Hg, b. GC-Hg-PP/EDTA. Electrode preparation as in secetion 4.3.2.1.
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05mA
1

0.7

-Oh
E(VJ

Fig. 4.16

Cyclic voltammograms recorded during

polypyrrole

deposition on thin mercury film electrodes
a. PP/C1;

b. PP/EDTA;

experimental conditions as in Table 4.1;

Fig. 1st, 5th, 15th, 20th and 25th.

cycles in the
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-1.0

r

05

01

E(V)

Fig. 4.17 Effect of polymer thickness on the background current
of polymer coated thin mercury film electrodes
Solution: 0.10 M NaN03; scan rate: 100 mV/s; electrodes: a. GC-Hg, b. GC-HgPP/C1 (25 cycles for polymer growth),
PP/C1 (74 cycles).

c. GC-Hg-PP/Cl (50 cycles),

d. GC-Hg-
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Chemical preconcentration of metal ions such as C u + 2 , P b + 2
and C d + 2 with subsequent anodic stripping as described previously
by

other workers

electrodes.
after

(4) has

been

also investigated

using

these

The anodic stripping was carried out in a blank solution

chemical

preconcentration.

No

effective

chemical

preconcentration of metal ions was found for all the electrodes
investigated except for uptaking C u + 2 on
electrode (Fig. 4.19).

the

GC-Hg/PP/EDTA

This m a y be attributed to the high affinity of

the E D T A ligand for copper ions.

However, this result was not very

reproducible due to the poor reproducibility of the formation of the
P P / E D T A polymer.
4.3.2.3.2 Adsorptive stripping voltammetry
The idea of using polymer coated thin mercury electrodes for
adsorptive stripping voltammetry

stems from

the fact that the

reagent can be released from the polymer instead of being added to
the solution.

The detection of nickel using dimethylglyoxime ( D M G )

is an ideal case since the accumulation of nickel-DMG occurs at a
negative potential which facilitates the release of reagent from the
polymer.
Initially G C - H g / P P / D M G was investigated for the detection of
nickel

using

coating

was

adsorptive
prepared

by

stripping

voltammetry.

fast potential cycling

containing the pyrrole monomer and D M G

ligand.

The

polymer

in a solution
The adsorptive

stripping experiment was carried out in a citrate buffer (pH 9.0) but
without D M G

added to the solution.

No

nickel response

observed when the concentration of the analyte was varied.

was
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50pA
1

a

-1.0

- 05

' 0.0

0.5

E(V)

Fig. 4.18 Effect of polymer

thickness on the copper

anodic

stripping response
Solution: 50 ppb Cu2+ in 0.10 M KC1; anodic stripping voltammetry:
E a p p = -1.0 V, deposition time: 60 s,
a. 25, b. 50, c. 75 cycles.

scan rate: 100 mV/s;

polymer growth:
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20pA
l

Fig. 4.19

0

•05
E(V)

-1.0

Copper anodic stripping response at a

GC-Hg-PPIEDTA

electrode
Solution: 0.10 M KC1 for chemical preconcentration and anodic stripping
respectively;
time:

10

sample: 1.0 p p m C u 2 + , P b 2 + , C d 2 + ;

min;

anodic

stripping

-app = -1.0 V, scan rate: 1.0 V/s.

voltammetry:

chemical preconcentration
deposition

time:

60

s,
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However, the G C - H g / P P / D M G electrode behaved as a conventional
thin

mercury

film

electrode

for the

detection

adsorption stripping voltammetry when the D M G
into the solution.

nickel

by

ligand was added

This indicated that the D M G incorporated into the

polymer was not accessible.
enough D M G

of

The reason probably was that not

ligand was released from the polymer since the direct

incorporation of D M G

into polypyrrole caused the polymer formed

to be non-conductive.

Unfortunately, no data for D M G release from

polypyrrole were obtained due to the insensitivity of the methods
available for detection of the ligand.
To overcome the problem of the inactivity of D M G
polymer, an indirect method for incorporating the D M G
polypyrrole using ion exchange was employed.

A

in the

ligand into

GC-Hg/PP/N03

electrode was prepared, then soaked in D M G

solution.

ligand then replaced nitrate in the polymer.

The

The

DMG

GC-Hg/PP/DMG

electrode formed in this way was used to detect nickel.
response was observed with this electrode (Fig. 4.20).

A distinct

However, the

electrode could be only used once due to the low loading of D M G in
the very thin surface layer of polymer.
electrode by resoaking in the D M G
quantitatively

reproducible.

Regeneration

of this

solution was possible but not
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Fig. 4.20 Cathodic stripping response of Ni at a

GC-Hg-PPIN03-

DMG electrode

Solution: 50

ppb

Ni+2

in

citric buffer (pH 9.0);

accumulation time: 1 min at -0.50 V.

scan rate: 100 mV/s;
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4.3.3 Detection of chloramines

using

polypyrrole

modified

electrodes
There are three types of chloramines present in potable
water:

monochloramine

trichloramine (NCI3).

(NH2CI),

dichloramine

(NHCI2), and

The chemistry of chloramine is complex due

to the numerous equilibra in which they are engaged and their
instability (237).
relative

The amount of each chloramine depends on pH,

concentrations

temperature (238).
dichloramine

are

of

chlorine

and

ammonia,

time

and

Under normal conditions, monochloramine and
the

main

forms

present

in potable

water.

Increased analytical interest focuses on dichloramine because it is
present at low concentration but is the main source of taste and
odour problems in drinking water (238).

It has been reported that

amperometric detection using a glassy carbon electrode following
H P L C separation improved sensitivity, particularly for dichloramine
(239).

In this work, polypyrrole coated glassy carbon electrodes

and polypyrrole coated glassy carbon thin mercury film electrodes
have been investigated for detection of dichloramine.
4.3.3.1 Chromatography of chloramines
Using the flow through system shown in Fig. 4.2, chloramines
were

separated

by

a

C-l 8

spectrophotometry and amperometry.

column
A

and

detected

by

typical chromatogram is

shown in Fig. 4.21.
4.3.3.2 Polypyrrole coated glassy carbon electrodes
Compared to glassy carbon electrodes, polypyrrole coated
glassy carbon electrodes have different responses to chloramines.
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Fig. 4.22 shows the voltammograms recorded for chloramines at a
glassy carbon electrode and a PP/DS coated glassy carbon electrode
in phosphate buffer.

The solution was not deoxygenated before

voltammetry due to the volatility of chloramines.

I,

3x10 ABS
1

T
25nA
1

o

2

2

Jj

JJ

a

10 min

Fig. 4.21 Chromatogram
Eluent: 0.01

M

N a 2 H P 0 4 + 0.01 M

spectrophotometric

N a H 2 P 0 4;

detection: X = 2 2 1 nm;

PP/DS, Eapp = - 0.70 V;
(NH4)2S04in

of chloramines

eluent;

flow rate: 1.2 ml/min;

electrochemical detection: GC-

sample injection: 20 ml 10"3 M NaCIO + 10"3 M
a. spectrophotometric responses,

responses; 1. CIO", 2 NH2C1, 3. NHC12.

b. amperometric
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-1.0
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-0.3

0.1

E(V]

Fig. 4.22 Voltammograms

for the reduction of NH2CI

and NHCh

at

a glassy carbon electrode and a PPIDS coated glassy carbon
electrode
A. GC, B. GC-PP/DS (Polymer coating: 0.20 M Py + 0.10 M SDS, 0.50

10 s); solutions: (1) 0.01 M Na2HP04 + 0.01 M NaH2P04; (2) 0.01 M CIO

(3) 0.01 M CIO- + 0.01 M NH4+; (4) 0.02 M CIO" + 0.01 M NH4+; a. NH2C1
b. NHC12; c. CIO".
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Reduction responses of N H 2 C I and N H C I 2 were observed at - 0.15 V
and - 0.43 V

respectively.

A

was observed at - 0.33 V.

These response potentials are similar to

those reported previously (239).
at the

polymer

coated

reduction response of hypochlorite

Larger responses of dichloramine

electrode

under

the

same

conditions

suggested that it was more selective to dichloamine than the bare
glassy carbon electrode.
Further investigation in a flow through system revealed that
the ratio

of dichloramine
increased

to monochloramine

negative

potentials

decreased

at glassy

with

application

of

carbon

elelctrodes.

However, the ratio increased using polypyrrole coated

glassy carbon electrodes (Table 4.9). This might be due to the fact
that polypyrrole is more hydrophobic w h e n it is reduced under
negative potentials facilitating the detection of dichloramine since
dichloramine is more hydrophobic than monochloramine according
to the

later elution

value

obtained

using

the

C-l 8

column.

Polypyrrole was in the oxidised state at 0.00 V , in transition from
oxidised state to reduced state at - 0.40 V and in the reduced state
at - 0.70 V.

Therefore the best response ratio of dichloramine to

monochloramine occured at - 0.70 V.
Incorporated counterions were found to influence the polymer
response to chloramines.

Of the four polypyrroles investigated,

PP/DS coated glassy carbon electrodes showed the best response to
dichloramine (Table 4.10).
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Table 4.9 Effect of applied potential on chloramine responses at
GC and GC-PPIEDTA electrodes

Eann (V)

0.00

G C i(nA)
NHC12
NH2Q
NHCI2/NH2CI

6.42
0.38
17.1

22.8
1.25
18.2

9.64
1.07
9.01

0.75
0.65
1.16

5.25
3.20
1.64

4.08
1.45
2.81

GC-PP/EDTA i (nA)
NHC12

NH 2 Q
NHC1 2 /NH 2 C1
Eluent: 0.01 M

N a 2 H P 0 4 + 0.01 M N a H 2 P 0 4 ;

-0.40

-0.70

flow rate: 1.2 ml/min; sample

injection: 20 pi 10"3 M NaCIO + 10"3 M (NH4) 2 S04 in eluent.
Polymer deposition: 0.20 M

Py + 0.10 M

counterion, 0.50 mA/cm 2 , 30 s.

The influence of PP/DS polymer thickness on dichloramine
detection was also investigated.

The optimal range of polymer

thickness was from 0.021 u m to 0.105 p m .

Polymers in this

thickness range had sensitive and stable responses to dichloramine
(Table 4.11).

Thinner polymers showed unstable responses due to

the poor reproducibility of the polymer coating on glassy carbon
electrodes.

Thicker polymers had decreased responses due to the

increased resistance of the polymers.
It is worth noting that no chloramine standard solutions can
be prepared as for normal chemical analysis due to the complex
equilibra in which they are engaged and their instability (237). For
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comparision,

amperometric

responses

were

standardised

with

corresponding spectrophotometric responses of chloramines at 221
n m (vs. 10~ 5 ABS).

The approximate concentrations of chloramine

were also converted from their corresponding spectrophotometric
responses according to the previous work (240) since dichloramine
concentrations could not be standardised using titration method
(239).

Table

4.10 Effect of incorporated counterions on chloramine

responses at polypyrrole electrodes
Eaon (V)
GC-PP/C1 i (nA)
NHC1 2
NH 2 C1
NHC1 2 /NH 2 C1

0.00

1.25
0.0

-0.40

-0.70

5.25
0.0

4.33
0.0

-

-

—

GC-PP/NO3 i(nA)
NHC1 2
NH 2 C1
NHC1 2 /NH 2 C1

3.63
0.55
6.59

6.04
0.43
14.08

4.83
0.0

1.07
0.16
6.86

5.63
0.0

5.50
0.0

—

GC-PP/DS i (nA)
NHC1 2
NH 2 C1
NHC1 2 /NH 2 C1

—

—

GC-PP/EDTA i (nA)
NHC1 2
NH 2 C1
NHC1 2 /NH 2 C1

1.27
0.66
1.94

Experimental conditions as in Table 4.9.

3.75
1.98
1.89

3.75
1.05
3.57
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The calibration curves for monochloramine and dichloramine
at a GC-PP/DS electrode are shown in Fig. 4.23 and Fig. 4.24
respectively.

The response for dichloramine was more linear than

monochloramine
dichloramine.

since
The

the

detection

dichloramine and 2.2 x IO-5 M

Table

4.11

electrode

was

limits were

more
3.6

x

thickness on

dichloramine
GC-PP/DS thickness (nm)

i (nA)

0.011

4.91

0.021

7.61

0.042

6.81

0.063

6.62

0.084

6.81

0.105

7.62
6.15

0.315

4.14

0.430

3.86

Eapp = -0.70 V;

to

IO -7 M

for

for monochloramine.

Effect of polymer

0.210

selective

other experimental conditions as in Table 4.9.

detection of
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30 -i

<
c

C (uM NHCI2)

Fig. 4.23 Calibration curve for NHCI2 at a GC-PPIDS electrode
Experimental conditions as in Table 4.9.

<
c

C (uM NH2CI)

Fig. 4.24 Calibration curve for NH2Cl
Experimental conditions as in Fig. 4.23.

at a GC-PPIDS electrode
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4.3.3.3 Polypyrrole coated thin mercury film electrodes
Thin mercury film electrodes were found to produce larger
responses to chloramines than bare glassy carbon electrodes and
they were more
(Table 4.12).

sensitive to monochloramine

than dichloramine

The investigation into modifying thin mercury film

electrodes with coating polypyrrole was carried out in order to
maintain their high sensitivity and to alter their preference for
monochloramine

to

employed

in

stationary

responses

at thin

mercury

a

dichloramine.

cell to investigate

mercury

film electrodes.

Initially, voltammetry

film

and

the

polypyrrole

was

chloramine
coated

Unfortunately, the presence

thin

of high

concentrations of hypochlorite chemically oxidised the mercury film
rapidly.

Therefore, the investigation was performed in a flowing

stream.
electrodes

All

the four

investigated

polypyrrole
were

dichloramine.

This

sensitivity

monochloramine

to

was

found

due

coated

thin mercury

to

more

be

to the more
than

to

film

selective to

sharply

decreased

dichloramine

when

polypyrrole was introduced onto the electrode surface (Table 4.13),
and the G C - H g - P P / E D T A electrode showed the best response.
The effect of polymer thickness on the detection sensitivity
has also been investigated using the G C - H g - P P / E D T A electrode.

No

distinct difference was found for the polymers generated from 10
to 50 cycles.
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Table 4.12 Comparision of chloramine detection with a GC and a
GC-Hg electrodes
i (nA)

Electrode
NHC12

NH2C1

NHC1 2 /NH 2 C1

CC

16.1

0.639

25.2

GC-Hg

15.7

Hg deposition: -0.50 V, 80 s in 100 ppm
detection: Eapp = -0.40 V;

10.2

Hg

+ 1%

1.54

HN03;

amperometric

other conditions as in Table 4.9.

The calibration curves for dichloramine and monochloramine
at the GC-Hg-PP/EDTA

electrode are shown in Fig. 4.25 and

Fig. 4.26. The detection limit was found to be 2.4 x IO"7 M for
dichloramine and 4.1 x 10 -6 M

for monochloramine respectively.

Table 4.13 Effect of incorporated counterions on the detection of
chloramine with polypyrrole coated thin mercury film electrodes
i (nA)

Electrode

NH 2 C1

NHCI2/NH2CI

10.0

6.01

1.66

6.67

6.42

1.04

5.56

4.92

1.13

10.0

0.174

NHC12
GC-Hg-PP/N0 3
GC-Hg-PP/Cl
GC-Hg-PP/DS
GC-Hg-PP/EDTA

Electrode preparation as in Table 4.1.

57.4

Experimental conditions as in Table 4.9.
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50 n

<
c

1

2

C (uM NHCI2)

Fig. 4.25

Calibration

curve for NHCh

at a

GC-Hg-PP/EDTA

electrode
Experimental conditions as in Table 4.12.

80 -i

<
c

C(uMNH2CI)

Fig. 4.26

Calibration

curve for NH2Cl

electrode
Experimental conditions as in Table 4.12.

at a

GC-Hg-PP/EDTA
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4.4 C O N C L U S I O N S
Polypyrrole modified platinum and thin mercury film
electrodes have been developed in this work.

These polypyrrole

electrodes contain a range of chemically active substances, such as
chloride, bromide, P D C A , E D T A

and D M G

which enable them to

preconcentrate metal ions via complexation or precipitation.
Voltammetric detection of silver using polypyrrole modified
platinum

electrodes

demonstrated

that

these

electrodes

can

preconcentrate silver ions via complexation or precipitation and
useful analytical signals can be generated.
electrodes were found

to be even more

However, these new
susceptible to matrix

interference than conventional electrodes since the sample solution
can affect both the chemical and physical nature of the measuring
surface.
Polypyrrole

coated

thin

mercury

film

electrode

slightly

enhanced the chemical activity of thin mercury film electrodes for
trace metal

analysis.

Preconcentration

of metal ions can

be

achieved by complexation via ligands incorporated into the polymer
(GC-Hg-PP/EDTA) or chemical adsorption via the agent released
from

the polymer

(GC-Hg-PP/DMG).

Control of the polymer

thickness is critical.
In addition, polypyrrole modified

glassy carbon

and

thin

mercury film electrodes improved the selectivity for the detection
of dichloramine.
The ability to incorporate chemical reagents into conducting
polymers to form new

sensing surfaces increases the scope of
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voltammetric analyses.

However, applications of these electrodes

are limited at present due to the limited understanding of these
new materials.

For instance, the matrix effects on both the selective

chemical step and the signal generation process on these electrodes
are not well understood.

In order to increase the sensitivity and

selectivity of these n e w

electrodes, attention should be paid to

speeding up the rate of electron transfer (signal generation) and
activating the counterions incorporated into the polymer (selective
reagent).
of

A s the level of understanding continues to rise, the goal

purposely

designing

the

electrode

surface

for

enhanced

performance will be attained and the application of these electrodes
as sensors will also expand.

CHAPTER 5
DEVELOPMENT OF AN ELECTROCHEMICALLY
CONTROLLED SOLID PHASE REACTOR
FOR ON-LINE DERIVATISATION
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5.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N
The development of postcolumn derivatisation devices have
been described previously (Chapter 1). Our interest was focused on
electrochemical reactors and solid phase reactors.
To

design

and

develop

a

reactor

for

postcolumn

derivatisation, several general requirements should be considered:
1) A

high conversion efficiency is required

efficiency of 1 0 0 % is not always necessary.

although

an

The higher the

conversion efficiency, the higher will be the sensitivity of the
detection.
2) Stability of the derivatisation process is important.
constant conversion

efficiency

should

be maintained

A

to ensure

accuracy of the analysis.
3) Selectivity in the derivatisation process is also desirable.
This

presents

a

means

of

discrimination

against

interfering

components.
4) A wide linear dynamic range is necessary.
5) With H P L C , a small contribution to band broadening is
essential to maintain the resolution achieved by column separation.
These are the ideal requirements for a postcolumn
derivatisation device.
of them.

However, in practice no one device meets all

It varies from case to case, depending on, for instance, the

analyte, the means of derivatisation, and the configuration of the
device.
Development

of an electrochemical reactor for postcolumn

derivatisation requires three factors to be considered if the above
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requirements are to be met.
They are:
1) Use of an appropriate electrode material,
2) Development of an efficient cell design, and
3) Use of a suitable derivatising technique.
The

choice of material to be employed

electrode is critical.

as the

working

It should have a suitable potential range,

suitable mechanical properties and most importantly, favourable
electrode reaction kinetics.
The reactor cell design is also important and positioning of
the three electrodes to minimise iR drop is critical.
the distance between the working
should

be

minimal.

This

and the reference electrodes

is particularly

techniques are to be employed

T o ensure this

(241).

important

if pulse

The working

electrode

should be opposite the auxiliary electrode in order to obtain an
even current distribution.

In general, the working and auxiliary

electrodes should be separated by
product

generated

auxiliary electrode.

at the

a membrane

working

electrode

to prevent the
reacting

at the

T o reduce band broadening, the dead volume

of the reactor should be minimised.
The

electrochemical

derivatisation is important.

waveform

employed

The most c o m m o n

to

initiate

electrochemical

waveform used is the application of a constant potential to the
working electrode to either oxidise or reduce the analyte prior to
detection.

This approach

disadvantages.

is simple

but suffers from

several

For instance, in certain conditions the adsorption of

the product on the working electrode fouls the electrode surface,
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particularly at solid electrodes (8).

T o overcome this problem,

pulsed potential waveforms have been applied (62). This approach
involves the application of two or three short potential pulses in
order to rejuvenate the surface of the electrode.
To develop polymeric solid-phase reactors for on-line
derivatisation, more polymeric

materials should be investigated.

The use of conventional polymers as polymeric reagents has been
widely reported (66).

However, the use of conducting polymers

has to date not been explored.

The potential advantages of

conducting polymers used as polymeric reagents have been pointed
out previously (Chapter 1).
In this work we have developed an on-line reactor which
combines an electrochemical approach with a solid phase reagent
technique.

The solid phase reagent was bound to polypyrrole and

the effect of electrochemical control investigated.
To evaluate the reactor, the effective dead volume and the
amount of band broadening introduced have been measured.
test case for electrochemical derivatisation, w e
investigate
oxidation
detection.
chromium

the
to

determination
dichromate

The

with

determination

of

chromium(III)
subsequent
of

both

As a

have chosen to
after electro-

spectrophotometric

chromium

(III) and

(VI) is of interest, particularly to analytical chemists

involved in environmental or toxicological studies (242).

However,

all previous on-line derivatisation methods to convert

chromium

(III) to

oxidation

(243,244).

chromium

(VI)

have

employed

chemical
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As a test case for the solid phase reactor which incorporates a
reagent, we have chosen to investigate the binding and release of
diethyldithiocarbamate in and from polypyrrole.

This ligand

complexes metal ions, such as copper and nickel, and subsequent
spectrophotometric detection can be employed.

The determination

of metal ions by forming diethyldithiocarbamate complexes in flow
through systems has been previously explored using conventional
chemical derivatisation methods (245,246).
As a test case for the immobilised enzyme reactor, we have
chosen to investigate the incorporation of aryl sulfatase into
polypyrrole.

The

immobilised

enzyme

to p-nitrocatechol

nitrocatecholsulfate

electrochemical

(247),

converts
which

can

pbe

monitored

on-line with

or spectrophotometric

detection.

The aryl sulphatase immobilised reactor is potentially

useful for the determination of compounds containing the sulfonate
group.

The effect of applied potentials on the activity of the

enzyme has also been considered.

5.2 EXPERIMENTAL
5.2.1 Reagents and materials
All reagents
otherwise stated.

used

were

Deionised

analytical grade purity, unless
water (Millipore) was

employed

throughout this work.
Pyrrole (Sigma, LR grade) was distilled before use. The
monomer solutions (0.50 M ) were prepared using either water or
acetonitrile as the solvent, and then stored in the refrigerator.

The
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solutions for polymer synthesis were freshly prepared by mixing
the m o n o m e r solutions with a suitable electrolyte solution before
polymerisation.

More

details m a y

be

found

in the section

describing the polymerisation (Sec. 5.3.3.1, 5.3.4.2).
Gold coated plastic film (Sierracin Intrex) and carbon foil
(Goodfellow) were used as electrode materials in the reactor due to
their good mechanical properties, high conductivity and capability
of being cut into size on demand.
5.2.2 I n s t r u m e n t a t i o n
General
Constant-current

polymerisation

was

carried

out

galvanostat built in the Science Faculty Electronic

with

a

Workshop,

University of Wollongong.
All electrochemical experiments performed in the stationary
cell were carried out using a Bioanalytical System ( B A S ) CV-27
voltammograph.
Preliminary voltammetric experiments were performed in a
conventional three electrode electrochemical cell.

A

cylindrical

platinum gauze auxiliary electrode and a Ag/AgCl (3 M
reference electrode were employed.

NaCl)

A glassy carbon disc (BAS), a

platinum wire (Johnson Mathey), a piece of gold coated plastic film,
or a piece of carbon foil was used as the working electrode.

All flow through experiments were carried out using a Waters
Model M - 6 0 0 0 A H P L C system in conjunction with a Waters Model
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450 spectrophotometer or a Dionex Pulsed Amperometric Detector
for monitoring the derivatised species.
The electrochemical reactor was controlled by either a 'home
made' potentiostat with a pulsed waveform generator, or a Dionex
Pulsed

Amperometric

Detector, or a 'home

made' galvanostat

according to the demand for the experimental conditions.
The

measurement

Hewlett-Packard

3465B

of potential was
digital multimeter.

carried

out using

a

All potentials were

measured against a Ag/AgCl (3 M NaCl) reference electrode.
Electrochemical cell for polymerisation
The

electrochemical

cell

for

fabricating

electrodes used in the reactor is shown in Fig. 5.1.
electrodes are relatively large, about 20 c m 2 .
even

polymer

coating,

the

working

polymer

These polymer

In order to obtain an

electrode

for

polymer

deposition and the auxiliary electrode were positioned carefully,
being placed to face each other only a short distance apart (a few
m m ) so that the iR drop between them was small and an even
current distribution was achieved.

In addition, the large surface

area of the R V C auxiliary electrode was 38 times larger than that of
the working electrode to facilitate the polymerisation process.
Electrochemical reactor
The configuration of the electrochemical reactor is shown in
Fig. 5.2. It was initially produced by Dionex as a suppressor with a
low dead volume for chromatographic eluent suppression before
conductivity detection (248).

In this work, it was modified to

produce an electrochemical reactor by addition and

appropriate
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positioning of the three electrodes: the working electrode, the
auxiliary electrode, and the reference electrode.

AE

WE

RE

5 cm

Fig. 5.1 Electrochemical cell for fabricating polypyrrole electrodes
used in the reactor
W E : working electrode,

A E : auxiliary electrode,

R E : reference electrode.
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Fig. 5.2

Configuration of the reactor

a. top body, b,c. slits for assembling the working and auxiliary electrodes,
d,h.

gaskets,

e.

working

electrode,

f. screen/memberane, k. reference electrode.

g.

auxiliary

electrode,
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Schematic of flow through system
The schematic of the flow through system used in this work
was the same as that shown in Fig. 3.2 for the controlled release
work.
5.2.3 Experimental procedures
The use of the reactor for on-line derivatisation was carried
out in three steps.
1) Selection and preparation of electrodes: various materials
were investgated for oxidation of chromium(III) to dichromate and
gold coated plastic film was chosen as both working and auxiliary
electrode material used in the reactor for this purpose.

Carbon foil

was used as the substrate for preparation of PP/DTC polymer and
also the auxiliary electrode used in the reactor.

The

PP/DTC

polymer was obtained via ion exchange of chloride in PP/C1 by D T C
ligand.

Gold coated plastic film was used as the substrate for

preparation of PP/AS polymer and also the auxiliary electrode
material used in the reactor.
galvanostatically

from

an

The PP/AS polymer was synthesised
aqueous

solution

containing

pyrrole

monomer, A S and acetate.
2) Optimisation of experimental conditions: various applied
potential

waveforms, screens

for

separation

of

working

and

auxiliary electrides and flow rate were investigated for on-line
oxidation

of chromium.

Polymer

growth

conditions, applied

potentials and solution conditions were investigated for on-line
release of D T C

ligand.

Polymer growth conditions and applied

potentials were investigated for aryl sulfatase reactor.
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3)

Analytical

performance:

under

optimised

conditions,

calibration curves for detection of chromium (III), copper (II) and
P N C S were plotted and the detection limits were also investigated.

5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.3.1 Design and evaluation of the reactor
5.3.1.1 Cell design
The reactor can be considered to be a high volume thin layer
electrochemical cell.

The top electrode was employed

as the

working electrode to minimise the distance between it and the
reference electrode.

The working and auxiliary electrodes faced

each other so that an even current distribution was obtained.

A

large electrode surface area compared to the small solute volume
was

used

to

ensure

that

high

electrochemical

conversion

efficiencies were obtained.
A

membrane material was usually employed to separate the

working and auxiliary electrodesg.

However, if the potential at the

auxiliary electrode was insufficient to cause interference in the
electrochemical process occurring at the working electrode, the use
of the membrane was unnecessary.

For instance, similar results

were achieved for ferrocyanide oxidation using the reactor with
(26.4 %
membrane

oxidation) or without (24.6 %

oxidation) a separation

because the potentials of the working

and auxiliary

electrodes were both more positive than the potential (0.50 V ) for
ferrocyanide oxidation (Table 5.1).
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Table 5.1 Potential correlation between the working and auxiliary
electrodes for oxidation of ferrocyanide using the reactor

Eluent: 0.10 M
W E and A E .

Ew
(V)

EA
(V)

-0.10

1.41

0.10

1.20

0.30

1.11

0.50

0.51

0.70

0.30

0.90

0.27

NaN03;

flow rate: 0.8 ml/min; gold coated plastic fdm for both

However, if the potential of the auxiliary electrode

was

sufficient to cause the reversible reaction of the product, the
membrane should be used.

For instance, better results were found

for reduction of ferricyanide (0.10 V ) using the reactor with a
membrane

(36.0

membrane

(16.7

%
%

reduction)

compared

reduction) owing

to

that

without

a

to the potential of the

auxiliary electrode being more positive than the potential required
for ferrocyanide oxidation (Table 5.1).

The use of a membrane

could cause other problems such as an increased iR drop between
the working

and the auxiliary electrodes or adsorption of the

analyte species onto the membrane (Sec. 5.3.3.3.4).
of a membrane
individual case.

Therefore, use

was dependent on the circumstances for each
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In the ideal thin layer cell, the mass transfer within the cell
can be neglected when the channel thickness (d) is smaller than the
diffusion layer thickness for a given experimental time, that is,
d « ( 2 D t ) 1 / 2 (249).

However, in our case, the channel thickness of

the reactor was found to be 0.83 m m , larger than the thickness of
the diffusion layer and the mass transfer within the reactor must
be considered.
was

placed

increase

In order to speed up the mass transfer, a screen

between

the working

and

auxiliary

electrodes to

convective mixing and also for separation of the two

electrodes when a separation membrane was not used.
5.3.1.2 Effective dead volume and band broadening
It has been reported that the effective dead volume of a
postcolumn

reactor varies with

analytical conditions, such

solvent, flow rate and derivatisation techniques (250).

as

In this

work the effective dead volume was measured by determining the
variation of the half peak width with and without the reactor in the
flow through system.

Injection of 50 pi of a water and methanol

mixture (1:1) into the flow through system with deionised water as
the eluent was used.

The half peak widths were recorded with and

without the reactor on-line using a spectrophotometer (X = 200
nm).

The water methanol mixture was used as the sample to avoid

the retention of the solute on the reactor.

The effective dead

volume of the reactor was found to be 100 ± 8 u.1.
The same experiment was used for the measurement of the
band broadening when using 40 m M

M g S 0 4 + 30 m M H C I O 4 as the

eluent and 5.0 p p m dichromate as the sample.
peak width was found to be 3 %.

The increase in half
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5.3.1.3 Reaction time
The time available for a reaction occurring within the reactor
(reaction time) is another important parameter for derivatisation.
It should be long enough to enable derivatisation to proceed to an
extent

which

results in a significant analytical

recorded at the detector.
between

maximising

broadening.

signal

being

However, there is always a compromise

the

reaction

time

and

minimising

band

This compromise was made according to the kinetics

involved with each derivatisation reaction.
that reaction times ranged
designed previously (251).
reaction time was short.

from

0.5

It has been reported

to 5.0 min

for reactors

For the reactor used in this work, the
It was calculated from the dead volume

and the flow rate used, for instance reaction times of 1 minute at a
flow rate of 0.1 ml/min were calculated.

5.3.2 On-line electrochemical oxidation of chromium (III)
to

dichromate

The

on-line spectrophotometric determination of chromium

(III) requires oxidation of chromium (III) to dichromate prior to
the

absorbance

measurement.

This

process, in

conventional

reactors, usually involves the use of strong oxidants, such as
permanganate (252), peroxydisulphate (253,254) or cerium (255).
This introduces complications into the system and increases band
broadening
required.

since

an

additional p u m p

for reagent delivery is

However, the use of an electrochemical reactor should

overcome this problem.
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5.3.2.1 Cyclic voltammetry of chromium (IIP on various electrode
materials
To choose an appropriate electrode material for use in the
reactor, glassy carbon, carbon cloth, reticulated vitreous carbon,
platinum

and

electrochemical

gold coated plastic films were investigated.
behaviour

of chromium

(III) on

The

these electrode

materials in a conventional electrochemical cell was explored using
cyclic voltammetry.
HCIO4

The solution used was 40 m M

M g S 0 4 + 30 m M

as it was k n o w n that chromatographic separations can be

achieved using this eluent (256).

K C r ( S 0 4 ) 2 was added into the

solution within the concentration range 500 p p m to 1500 ppm.

No

oxidation

be

response

for chromium

(III) to dichromate

could

observed on any of the electrode materials investigated except for
the gold coated plastic film.

The oxidation of chromium (III) on the

gold film electrode m a y be facilitated by the presence of an oxide
layer on the gold film (257).
chromium

(III) to dichromate

A n irreversible oxidation response for
was

found

at 1.10

V

when

the

chromium concentration was greater than 700 p p m (Fig. 5.3).
Previous workers (258) have shown that chromium (III) can
be irreversibly oxidised to chromate at a platinum electrode in a
hydroxide medium.

This indicates that the electrooxidation process

of chromium (III) is strongly media dependent.
5.3.2.2 Analytical performance
Effect of potential waveform on chromium (III) oxidation
The potential waveform employed to the reactor was found to
be critical for chromium (III) oxidation.

The response due to the
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dichromate

produced

was

very

small

and

decreased

with

subsequent injection of chromium (III) when a constant potential
of 1.30 V was applied.

T
0.5 mA

1

I

1

1

L

0.0 0.50 1.00 1.50
E(VJ

Fig. 5.3 Cyclic

voltammogram

of chromium

(III) oxidation

at a

gold coated plastic film electrode

Solution: 1250 ppm Cr3+ in 40 mM MgS04 + 30 mM HCIO4; scan rate: 100 mV
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Application

of

a pulsed

waveform

whereby

a

negative

potential was applied, after sitting at a more positive potential
enhanced

the dichromate response and ensured that it did not

decrease

on

subsequent

injections.

This

suggested

that the

oxidation product was adsorbed onto the gold film electrode and
fouled

the

dichromate

electrode
response

surface, causing
when

a constant

the

decrease

potential

was

However, this problem was eliminated when a pulsed
was employed.
in this work.

of

the

applied.
waveform

Thus, various pulsed waveforms were investigated
Optimum

performance

waveform shown in Fig. 5.4.

was

obtained

using the

This is a three step pulsed waveform.

A high positive potential (1.30 V ) was used to oxidise chromium
(III) to dichromate.

A very negative potential (-1.00 V )

was used

to remove the adsorbed oxidation product on the electrode surface.
A

transition potential (0.70 V ) was set up between these two

extreme potentials.
Effect of flow rate
As expected, the derivatisation efficiency of the reactor was
found to be flow rate dependent.
decreased flow rate (Table 5.2).

The efficiency increased with a
This is attributed to longer

reaction times being attained at a lower flow rate.
Effect of screen materials
Three types of screen materials i.e. neutral, anion exchange,
and cation exchange were investigated in the system used for
chromium (III) oxidation.

The neutral screen was found to be the

best (Table 5.3). This is presumably due to the adsorption of the
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reactant (chromium

(III) by the cation exchange screen and the

adsorption of the product (dichromate) by

the anion exchange

screen.

E(V)
1.5

1.0

0.5

-0.5

-1.0-

-1.5J

Fig. 5.4 Optimum

60ms

pulsed waveform

Cr (III) to dichromate

applied for

oxidation of
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Table 5.2 Effect of flow rate on conversion efficiency of Cr (III)
oxidation using the reactor

Flow rate
(ml/min)

U V response for
Cr (III) oxidised to Cr (VI)
(10-3 A B S )

% Cr (III) oxidised

0.5

1.6

40

1.0

1.0

25

1.5

0.8

20

Eluent: 40 m M

M g S 0 4 + 30 m M HC104; flow rate: 0.5 ml/min; spectrometric

detection: X = 346 nm;

sample injection: 50 ul of 6.0 p p m Cr (III);

pulsed

potential as in Fig. 5.4.

Table 5.3 Effect of screen materials on Cr (III) oxidation using
reactor
Screen type

U V response for
U V response for
Cr(VI)
Cr (III) oxidised to Cr (VI)
(10-3ABS)
(10-3ABS)

Neutral

1.70

2.9

Anion exchanger

0.80

1.5

Cation exchanger

0.08

3.5

Eluent: 40 m M M g S 0 4 + 30 m M H C 1 0 4 ; Flow rate: 0.5 ml/min;
spectrophotometric detection: X = 346 nm; sample injection: 50 pi 8.0 ppm
Cr(III), 50 pi 6.0 ppm Cr(VI);

pulsed potential as in Fig. 5.4.
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Sensitivity and

detection limit

Using the optimum conditions the detection of chromium (III)
in the concentration range of 0.0 to 20.0 p p m was investigated.

A

calibration curve for the oxidation of chromium (III) to dichromate
was obtained (Fig. 5.5).

The linear dynamic range was from 0.50

p p m to 10 ppm.

The detection limit for chromium (III) was found

to be 0.50 ppm.

The high detection limit and the narrow dynamic

range were attributed to the slow reaction rates encountered with
electrooxidation of chromium

(III) to dichromate. This was also

evident using voltammetry (Fig. 5.3).

5 -i

n
l

UJ

(0
ffi
<

C (ppm)

Fig. 5. 5 Calibration curve for Cr (III) detection
Eluent:

40

mM

MgS04

+ 30 m M

HCIO4;

spectrophotometric detection: X = 346 nm;
eluent; pulsed potential as in Fig. 5.4.

flow rate: 0.5 ml/min;

sample injection: 50 pi Cr (III) in
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Conversion efficiency
To measure the conversion efficiency of the reactor for
chromium

oxidation, 5.0

ppm

chromium

(III) and

2.5

ppm

dichromate were injected separately under the same experimental
conditions and their signals compared.

The efficiency was found to

be 50 %.

5.3.3 On-line electrochemical release of DTC
Dithiocarbamates (DTCs) are interesting complexing agents.
They form stable complexes with a wide range of metal ions and
these

complexes

normally

absorb

electrochemically active (259,260).
used

widely

in

analytical

light

and/or

are

Therefore, D T C s have been

chemistry

(261).

In

this

work

electrochemical binding and release of D T C s from polypyrrole were
used to enable on-line derivatisation of metal ions.
5.3.3.1 Synthesis of PP/DTC polymer
Two kinds of DTC were initially considered for use in this
work; one was diethyldithiocarbamate ( D E D T C
other

was

structure I); the

bis-2-hydroxydiethyldithiocarbamate

(BHDEDTC

structure II). B H D E D T C was more soluble in water than D E D T C
(262).
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O (ID
It was found

that the P P / D T C

polymer

could

not be

synthesised

in the w a y that other polypyrrole polymers

synthesised

previously

in this work.

were

It was impossible to

incorporate the D T C anion directly during anodic synthesis of the
polymer due to the fact that the ligand itself undergoes oxidation at
potentials less positive than that required to form the polypyrrole.
An

alternative method was investigated to incorporate the

water soluble Z n ( B H D E D T C ) 3 - species with the excess B H D E D T C
present.

B y using the complex as the supporting electrolyte (0.05

M Zn(N03)2 + 0.20 M B H D E D T C ) in the solution (0.25 M pyrrole) for
polymerisation, patchy film growth was observed and only thin
films could be produced.
A n indirect method was then used to produce the P P / D T C
polymer.

PP/C1 polymer was synthesised and then the D T C ligand

was incorporated
polymer

using an ion exchange process.

was electrosynthesised

The PP/C1

on an R V C or a carbon foil

electrode and then left soaking in a saturated D T C solution for
several hours.

Monitoring of the D T C concentration in the solution

with a spectrophotometer at the wavelength of 254 n m indicated
that the concentration of D E D T C
presumably due to

ligand was reduced with time,

incorporation into the polymer (Fig. 5.6). It

was found that the incorporation of D E D T C ligand into the polymer
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was more rapid than the B H D E D T C ligand.

Therefore, D E D T C was

used in the following investigations and denoted as D T C .

10
8
CVI

UJ

6

X
CO
CD
<

4

0
t (h)

Fig. 5.6 Uptake of DTC ligand on PPICl polymer
Monitoring uptake with spectrophotometric detection: X = 260 nm;

PP/C1

3

polymer soaked in 5.0 ml 1.2 x IO' M DTC solutions; o: DEDTC; +: BHDEDTC.

After the ion exchange process, cyclic voltammetry in 0.10 M
N a N 0 3 solution (Fig. 5.7) confirmed the presence of an irreversible
oxidation response at 0.50 V.

This corresponds to the oxidation of

the ligand in solution and confirmed incorporation of the ligand
into the polymer.
5.3.3.2 Release of DTC from PP/DTC polymer
Effect of polymer growth conditions on release
Polymers with two thicknesses (0.72 pm and 0.24 pm) were
investigated.

It was found

that the use of thicker polymers
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resulted in more negative potentials being required to trigger the
release of D T C .

However, the thickness of the polymer had no

marked effect on the rate of release observed (Fig. 5.8). This was
presumably due to the ion exchange of chloride by D T C occurring
mainly in the outer layer of the polymer.

There was no substantial

difference between the numbers of D T C ligands incorporated into
the

thicker

polymer

Therefore, no
observed.

and

marked

the

thinner

polymer

(Table 5.4).

variation in the rates of release

was

However, the higher resistance of the thicker polymer

resulted in release being triggered at a more negative potential.
The cation employed during growth of the PP/C1 polymer was
found to have a marked effect on the rate of release of D T C .
polymer synthesised from a pyrrole solution in 1.0 M
much less D T C than that synthesised from 1.0 M

The

NaCl released

KC1.

This was

unusual since similar ion exchange processes were observed for
both polymers suggesting that similar amounts of ligand

were

trapped in the polymer (Table 5.5). A more negative potential was
required to trigger the release and the rate of release was much
slower when

the polymer synthesised from NaCl

solution was

employed (Fig. 5.9). This may be attributed to the variation in the
polymer

properties

obtained

using

different

cations

during

polymer preparation (263).
Effect of applied potential on release
The potential required to trigger release of the PP/DTC
polymer was found to be -0.40 V and the rate of release increased
upon application of a more negative potential (Fig. 5.10).

These
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effects

have

been

described

previously

for

other

polypyrrole

polymers (Chapter 3).

T

1mA
L

-0-15

070

E(V)

Fig. 5.7

Cyclic voltammetry

confirming

incorporation

of the

DTC

ligands into PPICl polymer
Pt-PP/Cl: a. before, b. after uptaking D T C (soaked in saturated D T C solution
for 4.5 h) ; cyclic voltammetry in 0.10 M NaN03-
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Table 5.4 Effect of polymer thickness on DTC uptake

t

DTC % uptake

D T C % uptake

(h)

(0.72 p m polymer)

(0.24 p m polymer)

0

0

0

3.5

81.7

57.7

7.0

89.0

78.9

10.5

90.4

85.0

14.0

90.7

86.2

RVC-PP/C1 soaked in 5.0 ml 10"3 M D T C solution.

Table 5.5 Effect of cation in polymerisation solution on DT

t
(h)

DTC % uptake
(PP/C1: KC1)

DTC % uptake
(PP/C1: NaCl)

0

0

0

3.5

63.0

64.2

7.0

79.3

78.9

10.5

83.3

85.2

14.0

84.6

85.8

Experimental conditions as in Table 5.4.
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Fig. 5.8 Effect of polymer thickness on DTC release
Eluent: 0.10 M KC1; flow rate: 1.0 ml/min; spectrophotometric detection: X
260 nm; t = 20 s for potential pulse; o: 0.24 um polymer; +: 0.72 pm polymer.
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Fig. 5.9 Effect of cation in polymerisation solution on DTC release
Experimental conditions as in Fig. 5.8;

o: PP/C1 (NaCl);

+: PP/C1 (KC1).
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Effect of solution conditions on rate of release
To investigate the effect of solution conditions on the
electrochemically triggered release of D T C , a constant potential
(-0.60 V ) was applied to the polymer while the solution conditions
were varied.
The ionic strength of the solution had a dramatic effect on the
release of D T C .

With a decrease in the ionic strength, the rate of

D T C release decreased rapidly (Fig. 5.11).
The effect of the cation in the supporting electrolyte on the
rate of release was investigated using 0.10 M
solution
penetrated

(Table
the

5.6).

reported

previously

Cs+

that

PP/Fe(CN)6 4 " polymer upon the application of a

negative potential
from

It was

LiCl, K C 1 or CsCl

the polymer

incorporation (214).

and resulted in Fe(CN)6 4 " not being expelled
since the charge was

neutralised by

cation

In this work the rate of release of D T C

was

found to be the same in LiCl and K C 1 solutions. However, the rate of
release decreased in CsCl solution.

This was probably due to

incorporation of the C s + as described previously (176).
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u
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Fig. 5.10 Effect of applied potential on DTC

release

Experimental conditions as in Fig. 5.8.
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Fig. 5.11 Effect of ionic strength on DTC
Eapp = -1.0 V; other conditions as in Fig. 5.8.
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Table 5.6 Effect of cation in solution on DTC release

Eluent: 0.10 M

Cations

D T C released
(nmoles/min)

Li+

16.3

K+

15.0

Cs+

9.5

LiCl, KC1, CsCl;

flow rate: 1.0 ml/min;

spectrophotometric

detection: X = 260 nm; E a p p = -0.60 V, 15 s to PP/DTC polymer.

The effect of solution pH on DTC release was also explored. In
basic and neutral media, the release rate was similar (Fig. 5.12).
However, in acidic media, the situation was complicated due to
decomposition of the ligand according to equation 5.2.

N-C; —• N-H + CS2

R

X

R

S

(5.2 )

Using the above results, the conditions required for PP/DTC
polymer synthesis and D T C release were optimised.

They were as

follows: PP/C1 polymer was synthesised from a solution containing
0.25 M

pyrrole and 1.0 M

m A / c m 2 for 6.0 min.

K C 1 with a current density of 0.50

Then the PP/C1 polymer was left in the

saturated D T C solution overnight.

The eluent used for D T C release

to form metal complexes on-line was 0.010 M

NaN03.
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Fig. 5.12

Effect of solution pH on DTC release

Eapp = -0.60 V;

other conditions as in Fig. 5.8.

5.3.3.3 Analytical evaluation of the P P / D T C polymer
Electrode material
The use of gold coated plastic film and carbon foil were both
considered for polymer deposition.
polymer grown
during

It was found that the PP/C1

on the gold coated plastic film was

the ion exchange

saturated D T C solution.
D T C with gold (264).

process

when

it was

destroyed

soaked

in the

This was probably due to the interaction of
For the same reason, the use of gold film as

the auxiliary electrode in the reactor caused serious interference
with the determination of metal ions due to the formation of goldD T C complexes.

Therefore, carbon foil was used instead of the gold
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coated plastic film for both working and auxiliary electrodes in the
reactor.
Release profile
For on-line derivatisation, the rate of release of D T C should be
constant upon electrochemical stimulation.

It was found that the

rate of release increased with time using a constant potential.

This

problem was overcome by the application of pulsed waveforms.
steady

release

profile

was

obtained

by

application

of

A
an

appropriate pulsed waveform to the polymer electrode (Fig. 5.13).
On-line derivatisation of copper(II) and nickel (II) ions
The electrochemical release of D T C

for derivatisation of

copper (II) occurs according to:
PP+(DTC)"

+ e-

2DTC- + Cu2+

PP° + D T C "

(3.1)

Cu(DTC)2

(5.3)

Determination of copper (II) and nickel (II) was investigated using
the optimal conditions described above,
A calibration curve for detection of copper (II) was obtained
(Fig. 5.14).
ppm.

The linear dynamic range was from 5.0 p p m to 20.0

The detection limit for copper (II) was found to be 2.5 p p m

and it was beyond the linear range (lower).

This was attributed to

the adsorption of copper-DTC complex by the electrode materials in
the reactor as no response could be observed when

copper-DTC

complex (2.5 p p m copper) formed externally was injected through
the reactor.
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T
10"2ABS

i

1min

Fig. 5.13 Effect of applied potential waveforms
profile

on DTC

release

a.

Eapp = -0.70 V, t = 2 min; b. pulsed potential: Ej = -0.60 V, t{ = 60 ms,
Ef = -0.80 V, tf = 60 ms, t = 2 min; eluent: 0.01 M N a N 0 3 ; flow rate: 0.5 ml/min;
spectrophotometric detection: X = 446 nm.
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Fig. 5.14 Calibration curve for detection of Cu (II)
Sample injection: 50 pi Cu (II) in eluent; other conditions as in Fig. 5.13 b.
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It was found that the adsorption of nickel-DTC complex was
more serious than for the copper-DTC complex and the detection
limit was 5.0 ppm.

Effect of membrane
It was found that the potentials generated at the auxiliary
electrode were greater than the potential (0.50 V ) required for D T C
oxidation when negative potentials were applied to the working
electrode (Table 5.5).

Therefore, a membrane was required in

order to separate the working and auxiliary electrodes.

However,

poor analytical performance was found when the membrane
used.

was

There were two possible reasons: 1) adsorption of the

copper-DTC complex by the membrane itself, and/or 2) the high
resistance generated between the working and auxiliary electrodes.
It was found that the current was reduced by about a factor of 10
when the membrane was used in the reactor.

5.3.4 Arvl sulfatase reactor
Aryl sulfatase (AS) is an interesting enzyme as it reacts with
the sulfonate group from

organic compounds

plays an important role in physiology (265).

and

consequently

A S is also used for

analytical purposes, for instance, the determination of glucosinate
(266), and bile acid (267) has been reported.
only

P-nitrocatecholsulfate ( P N C S ) which

nitrocatechol
investigated.

( P N C ) and

Here, as a test case,
breaks

sulfate in the presence

down
of A S

to Pwas
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.OH

0-S03

AS
NO

OH

so,2NO

OH

(5.4)

Table 5.7 Potential correlation of the working and auxiliary
electrodes with the PPIDTC reactor
EW(V)

Eluent: 0.01 M

E A (V)

-0.10

1.61

-0.20

1.62

-0.30

1.63

-0.40

1.64

-0.50

1.68

-0.60

1.69

NaN03;

flow rate: 0.5 ml/min.

5.3.4.1 Detection of PNC in the presence of PNCS
In order to determine a low concentration of PNC in the
presence of excess PNCS, a selective and sensitive method for the
detection of P N C was developed.

Both spectrophotometric and

electrochemical methods were investigated.
It was found that both PNCS and PNC absorb light at 370 nm
and the absorbance of PNC is two times higher than that of PNCS.
Therefore, the determination of PNC in the presence of PNCS would
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only be feasible when the conversion efficiency of P N C S to P N C was
high.
Electrochemical detection has been found to be very sensitive
to organic substances (268,269).

T o choose a suitable electrode

material for P N C detection, cyclic voltammetry was employed using
various electrode materials in a stationary cell.

It was found that

neither P N C S nor P N C could be detected using gold or platinum
electrodes

but both

compounds

carbon electrode (Fig. 5.14).

were

detected

using

a glassy

Further investigations were carried

out using the glassy carbon electrode in the flow through system.
The sensitivity for detection of P N C was found to be twenty times
larger than that obtained for P N C S at an applied potential of 0.70 V.
This method was, therefore, useful for determining P N C

in the

presence of P N C S when the conversion efficiencies were reasonably
high.
5.3.4.2 Synthesis of PP/AS polymer
It was found that the polymer bioactivity obtained depended
on the method employed for polymer synthesis.
bioactivity
polymer

of the generated

T o optimise the

polymer, the conditions used for

synthesis were varied.

The

counterions used in the

solution for polymer growth and the current density

employed

during polymer synthesis were investigated.
The bioactivity of the polymer containing aryl sulfatase was
tested using the following procedure.
was

thoroughly

rinsed

with

After growth, the polymer

deionised

water

then

cut

into

1.0 x 0.5 c m 2 pieces and placed in a 2.0 ml, stirred, P N C S solution.
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0

-1.0

1.0

E(V)

Fig.5.15 Cyclic voltammograms of PNCS and PNC

on a glas

carbon electrode
Solution: 0.10 M
5.0 x 10"5 M .

acetate buffer (pH 5.0);

a. P N C S : 5.0 x 10'5 M ;

b. P N C :
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Samples of the solution collected at different time intervals were
injected

into the flow

through

system

to detect P N C

being

produced by the enzyme immobilised in the polymer.
With aryl sulfatase as the only counterion in the solution for
polymer growth, it was found that the current density employed
should be low (0.05 m A / c m 2 ) in order to maintain the potential
around 0.7 V.

This resulted in a polymer coating being deposited

onto the electrode.

If a high current density (0.50 m A / c m 2 ) was

employed, the potential generated was greater than 1.00 V

and a

very patchy polymer coating was obtained under such conditions.
However, polymer

growth

at low

current

density

was

time

consuming (1 hour) and the generated polymer film was still not
very even.

To shorten the time required for polymer growth and to
obtain

a

more

even

polymer

coating,

various

supporting

electrolytes were added into the solution used for polymerisation.
With 0.10 M

N a A c as the supporting electrolyte, an even polymer

coating was obtained in 6 minutes.

The potential generated was

around 0.70 V using a current density of 0.50 m A / c m 2 .

Polymers

generated in this way had a high bioactivity (Table 5.8) and these
polymers were used for subsequent work in the reactor.

Using

other supporting electrolytes such as K C 1 or N a N 0 3 , a uniform
polymer was obtained but very poor polymer bioactivities were
obtained (Table 5.8).

The poor bioactivity obtained with these

polymers m a y be due to the denaturation or less incorporation of
the enzyme into the polymer with these supporting electrolytes.
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Table 5.8 Aryl sulphatase polymer

bioactivity test
P N C response i (nA)

Polymer

Time interval (min)

0.5

1.0

2.0

4.0

8.0

16.0

PP/ASa

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

60.0

90.0

PP/(AS + Cl) b

30.0

30.0

45.0

45.0

PP/(AS + Ac)c

50.0

60.0

70.0

a. polymer growth: 0.25 M

80.0

45.0
100.0

140.0

Py + 400 unit AS, 0.05 mA/cm 2 , 1 h; b. polymer

growth: 0.25 M Py + 400 unit A S + 0.10 M KC1, 0.50 mA/cm 2 , 6 min; c. polymer
growth: 0.25 M Py + 400 unit A S + 0.10 M NaAc, 0.50 mA/cm 2 , 6 min. 0.50 c m 2
polymer fdm placed in 2.0 ml solution of 1.0 x IO"5 M
(pH 5.0) with stirring;

20 pi injection of the solution at each time interval

into the flow through system
buffer (pH 5.0);

P N C S in acetate buffer

for amperometric

detection.

eluent: acetate

flow rate: 0.5 ml/min; G C electrode, E a p p = 0.70 V.

5.3.4.3 Analytical performance
PNCS was injected into the flow through system (Fig. 3.2) with
the enzyme reactor and subsequently detected by an amperometric
detector.
Effect of flow rate
As expected the conversion efficiency of PNCS increased with
a decrease in the flow rate since a longer time was available for the
enzyme

catalysis.

Unfortunately, the decreased

electrochemical

response with decreasing flow rate negated any advantages gained
(Table 5.9).
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Table 5.9 Effect of flow rate on PNCS detection

Flow rate
(ml/min)

0.1

0.2

0.4

PNCS response
i (nA)

43

52

60

Eluent: N a A c buffer (pH 5.0); E C detector: G C electrode, E a p p = 0.70 V; sample
injection: 20 pi, 2.0 x 10"^ M P N C S ;

no potential applied to the reactor.

Calibration curve and detection limit
A

calibration curve was obtained upon injection of PNCS

(Fig. 5.15). It can be seen that the linear dynamic range was from
5.0 x IO"7 M

to 2.0 x IO"6 M

and that above this the response

increased slowly with an increase in the PNCS concentration.

The

detection limit of PNCS was found to be 5.0 x IO"7 M .
The

low

conversion

capability

polymer may be due to several reasons.

obtained

by

the PP/AS

Firstly, the rate of aryl

sulfatase catalysis is slow (1.0 pmole substrate/h compared to 1.0
pmole substrate/min for glucose oxidase) (147).

Secondly, the

amount of active enzyme incorporated into the polymer may be
low due to the presence of many impurities in the commercially
available aryl sulfatase (The purification process is complicated and
expensive).

Thirdly, the reaction time in this reactor is short, only

1 min using a flow rate of 0.1 ml/min.
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Fig. 5.16 Calibration curve for PNCS detection

Eluent: NaAc buffer (pH 5.0); flow rate: 0.2 ml/min; EC detector: GC elect
Eapp = 0.70 V;

sample injection: 50 pi P N C S in eluent; no potential applied to

the reactor.

Effect of applied potential on enzyme activity
The effect of applied potential on enzyme activity was of
interest to us. T o date, there are few papers published in this area.
For

instance, Aizawa

and co-workers

have

found

that the

application of potential on the enzyme increases the activity of
alcohol dehydrogenase ( A D H ) (270).
In this work, we found that the imposition of potentials on
the PP/AS polymer did not change the activity of aryl sulfatase
(Table 5.10).
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Table 5.10 Effect of applied potential on PPIAS polymer

E a p p (V)

PNCS response
i (nA)

0.60

20

0.40

19

0.20

18

0.0

18

-0.20

17

-0.40

19

-0.60

19

-0.80

21

Eluent: NaAc buffer (pH 5.0); flow rate: 0.2 ml/min; E C detector: G C electrode,
Eapp = 0.70 V; sample injection: 20 pi 1.0 x IO"6 M PNCS.

5.4 CONCLUSIONS
A low dead volume, electrochemically controlled solid phase
postcolumn reactor has been developed.

Three test cases have

showed that this reactor could be used for different applications
when appropriate electrodes were employed.
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For electrochemical derivatisation, the on-line determination
of chromium (III) after electro-oxidation to dichromate has been
demonstrated.

The application of a gold working electrode and an

appropriate potential waveform

was

suitable for derivatisation.

Under optimum conditions, the detection limit was found to be
0.50 p p m and the linear dynamic range was found to be 0.50 p p m
to 10 ppm.
For electrochemically controlled solid phase derivatisation,
two examples have been investigated.
the solid phase reagents prepared

by

They were both based on
incorporating

chemically

active species into polypyrrole.
The electrochemically controlled release of DTC from the
P P / D T C polymer to complex copper and nickel ions for subsequent
spectrophotometric detection has been demonstrated.
polymer

was

obtained

by

an ion exchange

The P P / D T C

process in which

chloride in PP/C1 polymer was replaced by D T C ligand.

Under

optimum conditions, the detection limit for copper and nickel were
found to be 2.5 p p m and 5.0 ppm.
As a test case for the immobilised enzyme reactor, the PP/AS
polymer has been synthesised and employed in the reactor for
conversion of p-nitrocatecholsulfate to p-nitrocatechol.
PP/AS

polymers

with

a high

polymerisation were optimised.

bioactivity, the

T o obtain

conditions

for

The most active polymer

was

generated from a solution with pyrrole monomer and aryl sulfatase
in acetate buffer.

The detection limit for p-nitrocatechol was found

to be 5.0 x IO'7 M

and

the linear dynamic

range

was

from
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5.0 x IO"7 M to 1.0 x 10"5 M .

The imposition of a potential on the

PP/AS polymer has no effect on the activity of the polymer.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the three test
cases described above:
1) Polypyrroles containing active species can be used to
produce n e w types of solid phase materials in postcolumn reactors.
The advantages to be gained from the use of these polymers are
ease of fabrication and ability to use electrochemical control.
2) Careful selection of electrode materials, conditions for
polymerisation and appropriate potential waveforms are critical for
successful performance.
3) The reactor developed in this work is more suitable for
short time reactions due to its open tubular configuration.
4) The application of large surface electrodes in the reactor
can enhance conversion efficiencies, but m a y also cause adsorption
problems.
5) In theory the application of a membrane for separation of
the working and auxiliary electrodes should improve performance.
However, in practice this should be investigated experimentally
and each case judged on its merits.
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CHAPTER 6
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
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Although

conducting

polymers

have

been

the subject of

various studies over the last fifteen years, systematic investigations
into the analytical applications of conducting polymers for sensing
and on-line derivatisation have not been carried out.
In this work, polypyrroles containing a range of chemically
active substances
either

aqueous

have
or

been

organic

appropriate counterions.

galvanostatically
solutions

synthesised

containing

pyrrole

from
and

T o characterise these polymers, various

techniques have been employed.

The incorporation of chemically

active substances into the polymers was verified using elemental
analysis, amino

acid

analysis, fast

atom

bombardment

mass

spectrometry ( F A B M S ) and energy dispersive X-ray ( E D X ) analysis.
The polymers were found to be conductive and electroactive using
chronopotentiometry, cyclic voltammetry and cyclic resistometry.
The ability of the polymers to electrochemically release
incorporated counterions was demonstrated.
electrochemical

release

of

( A Q S A ) , dichromate, human
2,6-dicarboxylic
investigated.

acid

It was

counterions depended

anthraquinone-2,6-sulphonic

acid

serum albumin ( H S A ) and pyridine-

(PDCA)
found

In this study, the

from

polypyrroles

has

that the rate of release

on their size, charge and

been
of the

hydrophobicity.

The applied potential and the solution conditions, such as ionic
strength, p H , supporting electrolyte and solvent, also affected the
rate of release.
and

In general, the larger the size, the lower the charge

the greater the hydrophobicity

of the molecule, the more

difficult it is to release, as in the case of the release of H S A from
PP/HSA.

In general, the rate of release increased with application
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of greater negative potentials and increased ionic strengths but
decreased in acidic media, as in the cases of the release of A Q S A ,
P D C A and dichromate from the corresponding polymers.
Polypyrroles containing chemically active reagents such as
chloride, bromide, P D C A , E D T A and D M G were found to be capable
of

preconcentrating

precipitation.

metal

ions

via

complexation

and/or

Polypyrrole coated platinum and thin mercury film

electrodes have been used as sensors for voltammetric detection of
metal

ions, such

as silver, copper

and

nickel.

In addition,

polypyrrole coated glassy carbon and thin mercury film electrodes
were found to enhance selectivity for the detection of dichloramine
over the other chloramine species.

These polypyrrole modified

electrodes have enlarged the scope of voltammetric analysis.
Polypyrroles containing complexing agents and

immobilised

enzymes were used as polymeric reagents in reactors for on-line
derivatisation.

Diethyldithiocarbamate

electrochemically

released

from

stream to form copper-DTC
subsequent
aryl

spectrophotometric

sulfatase

(AS)

(DTC)

the polymer

ligands

into the

were

flowing

and nickel-DTC complexes for the
detection.

catalysed

the

Polymer

immobilised

derivatisation

of

p-

nitrocatecholsulfate to p-nitrocatechol resulting in an enhancement
of the detection.

These polypyrrole materials increased the scope of

polymeric reagents for on-line derivatisation techniques.
This work has demonstrated the feasibility of polypyrrole
containing chemically active substances for use in electrochemical
sensors and solid phase on-line derivatisation devices.
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Although it is feasible for polypyrroles to be used for sensing
and

on-line derivatisation, practical applications are limited at

present due to a number of shortcomings of these polymers:
1) The polymers are susceptible to matrix interferences
resulting in changes in their physical and chemical properties.

The

subsequence of this is a low reproducibility and it has been seen
with the Pt-PP/Cl electrode for detection of silver.
2) Chemically active reagents incorporated into the polymer
m a y lose their activity or be unable to generate analytical signals.
For instance, E D T A in the Pt-PP/EDTA electrode could not produce a
response for copper or lead after the chemical preconcentration.
3) Undesirable reactions with samples may increase the
detection limit or restrict the linear range.

For instance, the

adsorption of Cu(DTC)2 onto P P / D T C was observed to increase the
detection limit of copper.
To overcome these problems, further investigations may be
carried

out by

using

different m o n o m e r s

and

counterions

produce more stable, more active and more selective polymers.

to
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